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businesses have recently, con- 
struCted now buildings or 
• renovated old ones without pro- 
: riding access for the disabled 
and that, says the local branch 
• of the ParaplegioAssociation, s 
-.. a breach of: the building code. 
Describing the failure.to en- 
: sure ;the :- buildings were 
wl~ei)i~hair-accessible as "disap- 
• p0inting,'! 10~d program direc- 
: .  tdt~M~l]'ie:Htldebrandt pointed 
,~'" 0iR~:':":Tl~ere am it.lot of disabl- 
it." She was now 
forcethe code. - ',. 
: : Hildebrandt's comments 
ech0ed :. those of local res~den 
. Paul:Ciark;:In a,letter to coun- 
cil;< ¢lari  said he Was "ap aii- 
&i'~ the buildings., 24 Video, 
Ri~,er ~Indnstries,'Terrace In- 
terlors, and All..Star Shoes -- 
didn't~ have suitable.access and 
aSked What the city planned to 
d0.ab'oUt it. 
" !However, city.building in- 
spector Bob. LaFleur maintains 
his department .is'"enforcing 
the book", and the businesses 
f lamedby Clark are not re- 
quired to provide wheelchair ac- 
cess.' 
Although the code required 
new or renovated buildings 
which .are. not residentiallor in- 
dustrial to provide' .wheelchair 
access,. :'.Lafleur, pointed 6ut 
there were exemptions. 
A business could be exempt if
the ramp wo~Id i~e impracti(:al 
or cause a hazard,'the buUding's 
floor space was under a certain 
size or it could nor"reasonably 
expect to employ:a disabled per- 
son." 
' " I f  you look ~t~-the 
municipality I think they are do. 
i ing a good.jobi Ttfere are even 
~ l ) le  ih:the:community who 
• have i)ut :in access where theY 
t.: weren't required to," LaFleur 
added. 
~ He had also explained the 
i regulations ~d : exceptions to 
Clark.prior t6 ,the letter being 
• sent tO ,(:ouncil ~d  had,' given 
[ h]m.ra copy. Of ihebuild/ng c.ode. 
i ' Council referred the matter io  
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TERRACE -- A local farmer 
has drained a pond where a six- 
year-old boy fell through ice 
and drowned earlier this year. 
Joey Parsons, of Orde Road, 
was playing on the pond beside 
Samson's Poultry Farm on the 
bench when he feH through the 
ice March 23. Paramedics were 
unable to revive .the boy, 
The death sparked calls for 
th e draining of thepond, which 
was formed when farm owner 
Stan Kinkead dammed Heek 
.... C reek~ 1986 ~ity.counc~! order 
h(td pie~o'o~;ly "called for-the 
~" p6hd to  be' fenced' 6ff and 
gradually filled in. 
Kinkead said he drained the 
pond last week by installing a 
10-inch plastic pipe. "There is 
no pond there anymore," he 
said. "There are a couple of 
puddles left, but if a kid can 
wander in and drown there 
now, then there's half a million 
places in town a kid can do the 
same thing." 
But a neighbour and environ- 
ment ministry officials aren't 
satisfied with the size of pipe in. 
stalled to drain the pond. 
Bench resident Ben Webber 
-- whose property was flooded 
by the pond -- said the small 
pipe could be easily plugged. 
"They put in a 10-inch pipe," 
he said. " l 'm no engineer, but a 
pipe that size isn'.t going to be 
able to handle it. l'm amazed 
that would have been done." 
Regional water management 
head Wilf Dreher said he ex- 
pected Kinkead to use a larger 
culve~, such as the three-foot 
size the environment ministry 
had re'co~rn'ended. 
"This came as a surprise to 
me," he said 'last week. "It's 
sort of a fair accompli and we're, 
now faced with something 
that'salreadybeen do e." 
During heavy rainfalls the 
10-inch pipe will,not be able to 
drain the pond) Dreher added. 
"Even for the smallest drainage 
worlds W() recommend culverts 
of at least 18 inches." 
But Dreher said it's uncertain 
Stan Kinkead 
the ministry will take any ac- 
tion, because it 'usually leaves 
drainage in municipalities to 
local councils. "In this case the 
city doesn't seem willing to do 
anything further." 
Webber criticized the city for 
not ordering the problem cor- 
rected or to at least hand over 
jurisdiction to the environment 
ministry. "If  council doesn't 
know what to do they should 
give it to someone who can do 
something," he said. 
"Obviously this is better than 
nothing," he added. "It has 
diminished the danger. But why 
not do it right for once?" 
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TERRACE - -  A plan to 
reclassify school zones 
throughout  the city to 
playground zones remains on 
hold following concerns raised 
by the public works department 
and school board. 
Counci l 's  communi ty -  
recreation services committee 
last month recommended the 
changes for safety reasons. 
While the 30kmh speed limit for 
school zones applies only from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on school days, 
it noted children regularly used 
the playgrounds outside of 
those hours. The 30kmh limit is 
effective from dawn to dusk in 
playground zones. 
However, city operations 
director John Colongard 
pointed out a dawn-to-dusk 
restriction would not be ade- 
quate during the reduced 
daylight of winter. He said 
schools superintendent Frank• 
Hamilton had also indicated the 
district wanted to take a closer 
look at the proposal before any 
such change was initiated. 
The school district and city 
recreation department are now 
to meet to draw up a draft 
policy on the matter which will 
then be passed on to the 
community-recreation services 
committee for further con- 
sideration. 
The,city has no objections to 
a liquor licence being issued to 
Terrace Bowling Lanes provide 
all Liquor Control Board (LCB) 
regulations can be met. 
Lanes manager Diane Francis 
said plans call for a 24 seat 
lounge to be constructed within 
the existing building "to offer 
our customers a nice social at- 
mosphere for a drink after or 
before their activity. 
The lounge's hours of opera- 
tion would coincide with bowl- 
ing schedules bit it would re- 
main closed during youth bowl- 
ing, she added. If LCB ap- 
proves the licence application, 
const, ruct~n,~ll,take place dur- 
in&.the~ alley's umi~;er .closure. 
• *** . **  
Telkwa Roofing, the lowest 
bidder at $26,880, has been 
awarded the contract o reroof 
the northern end of City Hall. 
The first two contracts on 
roof construction at the public 
works building have also been 
aw~ded. Tested Truss will sup- 
ply the trusses ($48,376) while 
First Choice Builders/I.R.L.Y. 
Bird will supply the galvanized 
steel roof ($15,429). 
The city has received ~pplica- 
tions for exemption from 1991 
taxes from three more local 
organizations - - the Kermode 
Friendship society, Mills 
Memorial hospital auxiliary 
Thrift Shop and K'san House 
society. 
The applications have been 
referred to the Finance commit- 
tee for recommendation. While 
the Kermode Friendship society 
and Thrift Shop both received 
exemptions last year, K'san 
House's application is a first. 
' Aldermen Ruth Hallock and 
David Hull have been selected 
to~',joinimayor Jack Talstra to 
f6rm the Court of Revision for 
this fall's elections. The court 
willsit Monday, October 1 to 
give residents who qualify as 
v.oters but do not appear on the 
9[~ct0ral rolls the opportunity 
to.have their names added. 
Council has also once again 
ai)pointed Elaine Johnson as  
returning officer and designated 
Mills Memorial hospital as the 
lo~:atioit for the advance poll 
~;hile Clarence Michiel school 
will :be the polling station on 
election day. 
Worker 
1 k i l l ed  . . .  
T .~mAC[  - -  A 25-year-old 
Terrace man died last week 
following an industrial accident 
at Skeena Cellulose~ 
RCMP said •Todd Gieselnm. 
was fataiiy.injured July 10 when 
the tire of the Letourneau log 
siacke/;:he was working on fell 
on~ l~im~-~He died later in 
hospital;i • ~i . 
~,i,Wolrker~i'. ~ :Compensation 
u6ara officllds are investigatin8 
ihe acC=dehi~:;,!,! '+ ~+ '-*'.+: " . 
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VIVA 
TOWELS 
Case of 12/2 Roll White 
REG. PRICE: $17.40 as, 
AYLMER 
TOMATO SOUP 
Case of 24/284 mL Tins 
REG. PRICE: $15.84 as. 
VALU PRICE 
RAMEN NOODLES 
Case of 24/85 g. Pkgs. 
REG. PRICE: $6.00 ea. 
EA. 
EA. 
PUREX 
BATHROOM TISSUE 
Case of 12/4 Roll White 
REG, PRICE $27.48ea. ' '"~ 
AYLMER. ......... "'" <"~;!: ,"~. 
vHeTRLJ;.souP 
' Case ~f 24/28~t * . . . . .  mL Tlhs 
REG. PRICE: $21.30 ea. 
GOLD SEAL 
CHUNK LIGHT TUNA 
Case of 12/184 g Tins 
REG, PRICE: $20,16 ea, 
NALLEYS 
CHILE 
Case of 12/425 g. Tins 
REG. PRICE: $23.40 as. 
WESTERN FAMILY 
PEACH HALVES 
Case of 12/398 mL Tins 
REG. PRICE $16.68 ea. 
WESTERN FAMILY 
PINEAPPLE 
Case of 12/398 mL Tins 
REG. PRICE: $15.40 ca. 
WESTERN FAMILY 
FRUIT  COCKTAIL 
Case of 12/398 mL Tins 
REG. PRICE: $17.40 ca. 
WESTERN FAMILY 
PEAS 
Case of 12/398 mL Tins 
REG. PRICE: $13.08 as. CA. 
WESTERN FAMILY 
CREAM CORN 
Case of 12/398 mL Tins 
REG. PRICE: $13.06 ea. 
WESTERN FAMILY 
KERNEL CORN 
Case of 12/341 mL Tins 
REG, PRICE: $13.06 as. 
WESTERN FAMILY 
FLOUR ~ "~ 
10 kg. Bag 
REG. PRICE: $7.20 ea. 
EA. 
EA. 
KRAFT MACARONI  
& CHEESE DINNER 
Caseof 12/225 g. Pkgs. 
REG. PRICE: $9.72 ea. 
SUNFRIE 
'I'VEGETABLE OiL 
Case of 4/3 L 
REG. PRICE: $10.96 ca. 
WESTERN FAMILY 
EVAPORATED MILK 
Case of 24/385 mL Tins 
REG. PRICE: $21.12 an. EA. 
S,Co 
SUGAR 
10 kg. Bag 
REG. PRICE: $10;99 ea. 
I Addlliona/ 
I quantities 
I soid at $8.88 
WESTERN FAMILY 
PINEAPPLE JUICE 
Case of 12/1.36 L Tins 
REG. PRICE: $22.08 an. 
WHOLE OR HALF 
112 PORK LOIN 
REG. PRICE: $3.09 lb. 
FAMILy PAK 
SIRLOIN TiP STEAKS 
REG. PRICE: $6.00 lb. 
EA. 
LB. 
SUNRYPE 
APPLE JUICE 
Case of 12/1 L . • 
REG. PRICE: $15.36, ca .  , / 
FAMILY PAK :::~ * 
PORK BUTT STEAKS 
REG. PRICE: $3.39 lb. 
J & L BEEF PATTIES 
4.8 kg Box 
REG. PRICE: $25.99 
FAMILY PAK 
TOP ROUND STEAK 
REG. PRICE: $5.94 lb. LB. 
MEAT DEPT. 
CHEDDAR ,, , ,¢N i iS l  
Family Pak Med ium 
REG. PRICE: $1.081100 g. 
WEST BEST 
BEANS wi th  PORK 
Case of 12/398 mL Tins 
REG. PRICE: $10.68 
WE$ i ,-RN FAMILY TINNED 
POP 
Case of 12/355 mL Tins 
REG, PRICE: $5,08 Plus Deposit Deposit 
CARRY HOME PAK 
MR.  FREEZE 
REG. PRICE: SS.19 ea. 
BULK FOODS !!~i!!i~i i;~ • " ~ '1  
• DOG FOOD 
Chaparral 20 kg.'Bag .~ * 
REG. PRICE: $13.99 ea. 
EA. 
EA. 
EA. 
I100 g 
PLUS MANY MORE ITEMS 
Mel Bevan 
Anglers 
ousted 
TERRACE - -  Copper River 
f ia ts -  one o f  the most 
popularfishing spots on the 
Skeena-  is now off-limits to 
anglers since local natives 
blocked off the access road last 
Friday. 
But Kitselas band chief Mel  
Bevan saysthe blockade has 
nothing to do with land claims 
- -  it's a simple matter of private 
property. . 
"People think we're playing 
politics, but this is purety a 
private, property issue," he said. 
Both sides of  the river are 
Kitselas band reserve land, 
Bevan said, but that doesn't 
stop fishermen or partiers. 
"We've put up signs before,', 
he said, "and last year we put 
up a gate --somebody drove a 
four-by-four right through it." 
Unrestricted access has meant 
partiers : go there, and some 
locals use the area as a 
dragstrip, he said. Several 
burnt:out car shells now litter 
the fiats, along with other gar- 
bage. 
Bevan said the environment 
ministry has told the band to 
clean itup or the Kitselas will be 
billed for cleanup. 
'*'people don't recognize it as 
private property - -  they just 
want tofish there," Bevan said. 
"At  first we didn't mind, but in 
the last couple of years it's 
become a real problem.,~. 
~¢*y';i" :also said th~!])~d is 
W~rkin~n~:pi~s to inake the 
site into a band-operaf~d~sport - 
• fishing lodge and campground. 
, , . , , 
::: : 
. ,:'~ .:  -~ .: ~ 
Constructive art 
THE GREAT P~INT;U P saw the wooden sidewalk str~cture adjoining the construction work at Kalum 
Street e~,~l~,e from 'drab; dustywood irlto'a ' brightly coloured m~i"~[. With paint brushes in hand local 
youths being assisted by the Reconnect program and other community service organizations pitched 
in and splashed on the colour. Paint was supplied by local businesses. 
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 Steelhead run 
in hot wate, 
'~' 1983," he ud. 
Explaining 
:warmer watel 
sockeye run - -  early Sk~a* i ~: 
returns for that specie are i~o :: 
lower than expected--  : had 
altered its migration route and 
as a result was moving into 
TERRACE --  Unless there is a 
marked increase in the number 
of steelhead returning to the 
Skeena River, the Fish and 
Wildlife :branch will have no 
choice but to impose catch and 
release'restrictions again this 
year says its head biologist. 
r Bob Hooton delivered that coastal waters further north 
warning following release of the than was normal. And that 
first week's results from the brought it straight into the nets 
Tyee test fishery and reported of the Alaskan commercial 
incidental catch by the commer- 
cial fishery. 
Those figures show an 
• estimated 98 steelhead entered 
the Skeena in the week ending 
July 7 - -  the lowest number for 
10 years and less than half last 
year's total of 218. That com- 
pares to more than 2,600 to the 
same date in 1985. 
While cautioning it was "very 
early to be drawing any sweep- 
ing conclusions," Hooton said 
the fishery might be facing a 
repeat of 198Ys poor returns. 
That year, what is known as 
the El Nine effect raised water 
temperatures in the north 
Pacific. "The information 
that's coming through in the 
case of the water temperatures 
is that they're higher than in 
fishery. 
"The Alaskans are beating 
them up pretty good right 
now," he said, adding Fish and 
Wildlife was trying to find out 
whether they were catching 
steelhead as well. "We' re  pur- 
suing a couple of leads," he ad- 
ded. 
Pointing out early steelhead 
return figures for 1983 had been 
only slightly higher than this 
year's, Hooton said it had prov- 
ed to be "a poor year all the 
way round" for summer un 
steelhead. 
If the pattern was repeated 
this season, the branch would 
have to step in to protect he 
fish. "Conservation is para- 
mount," Hooton emphasized. 
Corps may offer 
customs answer 
TERRACE - -  Council believes 
it may have come up with a way 
to establish customs ervices at 
the Terrace-Kitimat airport 
despite federal refusal to assign 
an officer for the job. 
Mayor Jack Talstra said the 
city might look into having 
customs duties handled by the 
commissionait~es corps. It's 
made up of former RCMP of- 
ficers and armed forces 
members and already provides 
security at the airport. 
He also suggested the local 
RCMP detachment cou ld  
designate officers to provide 
customs ervices. 
The ideas arose following a 
The nearest customs officer 
now is stationed in Kitimat and 
any aircraft passengers seeking 
clearing must wait for that/per- 
son to travel to the airport. 
While the Kitimat workload 
prevents that officer from easily 
making trips to the airport, 
Talstra said federal officials 
told him there is not enough 
business at the airport o justify 
hiring another person. 
Federal off ic ials had  
repeated earlier claims the 
amount of foreign traffic using 
the airport was not enough to 
justify establishing a customs 
office there. 
trip Talstra and alderman Dan-., Provision of a customs, ser- 
ny Sheridan ,,made 'to., Ottawa . vice at the ~rport is viewed as;' 
where they discussed the situa- one way of ihcreasing the 
tion with federal revenue of- amount of air traffic travelling 
ficials, to and from• Alaska. 
,/iBoneles s i -HOURS . . . .  
I RUMP l Monday ,to Friday :":: 
I SaturdaY 9 a'm" 6p .m.  • 
lot OUtSlde,RoUndl~l ~ ~ i  I I, - sufidayl0 a.rn.- 6 p,m: .- 
I Roast. Cut From "" [] ~1~ M I I For Our Customers Shopping Imported 
~~ra. ,  B_  c" .c ' . _ ,  L Conven,ence! j ,~ .~._  
liES 
.29 , 
'~ " " BlaCkHAMForest 
Fletcher's. ' 9 9  
Sliced or 
Shaved. / 100  g. 
RAINBOW 
TROUT 
cream and Topped wlttql '  I I  ~ qP '  I I Average Slze 
R ea LU~hlpp lng  =~ I 
Cream. =~.  _- L 7 tO 9 0, .  % 
ShreddleS 
CEREAL 
Nabisco. 675 g. BOX. 
2.68 .  
i 
r - ~ 
oven Joy 
BREAD 
White or 60~'Whole 
wheat. 450 g. SliCed Loaf. 
Limit 4 with Family 
Purchase. Over Limit Price 
.69 each 
2' 
• . . .  • 
!Sur~day " 10 e.m.- 6 p.m, 
~Mon. - Frl. 9 a, rn,'. e p.m; 
• Saturday 9 a.m. • e p.m. 
I: i .,, pr co effective:Wed,, L Ju~y 1 8 
• I ~i " :" q L tO Sat:, Jdiy21 *.. " 
• ' " • L • 
'~ Kraft: ~" 
CHEESE 
.. ".v. SLICES 
Single. Velveeta 24, Swiss 
24, Mozzarella 24 or 
R~W ular 16 or 24. Limit 1 
th Family Purchase. 
Over Limit Price 3.48 each 
Taste Tell 
MUSHROOMS 
Stems & Pieces. 
284 mL Tin. 
-79 • EA, 
i 
• i 
Town HOUSe 
PINEAPPLE 
SliCed, Chunk or Crushed 
or Fruit Salad. S98 mL Tin. 
3!1 .99  
J 
COKE or  
SPRITE 
or Canada Dry Ginger Ale. 
Reg., Met or Coke ClaSsic. 
2 L. Bottle. Plus deposit. 
1.98.. 
DON'T 
• . . ,e  i ,, ,, We b, a , :t  gether  
• t i . ,  ~ . . . .  ., ~.. ; ,  . , .~ 
• We honour  all conapetitor..S coupo,npl; , .% ,. ~ ,,  
• , , , . .  , . . . .  , - 
 lPK'IMi B.., W WJNUI .  - - " - "  " e~e ~ ~tmmw.  
i r . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  Ca l  me Iw ly ,  
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Perceptions 
Appearing on the opposite page is a 
letter from a parent expressing concern 
about some of the changes being in- 
troduced into the local secondary junior 
school, 
Primarily, Wanda Kerby is worried 
about the effect disruptive students will 
have on other members of the class who 
want to learn and whether the concept of  
co-operative l arning will work or not. 
Setting aside the question of whether 
those fears are well-founded or not, 
what is disturbing is the apparent 
response to her concerns. 
Kerby describes the replies as flippant 
and patronizing - -  dismissive might also 
be appropriate. 
The letter brings to mind events in 
March of this year when similar pro- 
blems arose at Clarence Michiel school. 
Granted the parents' reaction in both 
cases is based on perception and it is 
perhaps not one the school system's 
representatives intended to convey. 
However, on sensitive issues such as 
these perception can be everything. 
Kerby may well haveput her finger on 
the problem when she says she is worried 
about the number of parents who do not 
appear to care about their child's educa- 
tiqn. 
therefore be understandable if educat6rs 
got the impression these individuals were' 
also disinterested. 
Once an impression of parental apathy 
becomes firmly established, keeping the - 
lines of  communication open soon seems 
to be a waste of time -- after all, is there 
anyone really listening out there? 
Then along comes something like the 
Year 2,000 program and all the changes 
it brings with it. Suddenly the parents are 
there, people the system long ago con- 
cluded had no interest in education. 
Is it therefore really surpris!ng-if the 
reaction to the unexpected onslaught is 
perhaps excessively defensive thus 
creating the perception the parents' ap- 
pearance is an unwarranted intrusion on 
a private preserve. 
It is all somewhat reminiscent of what 
has happened in recent years in the forest 
industry. Long used to the idea the 
general public had no interest in what 
was going on in the woods, the industry 
reacted predictably when people began 
questioning forestry practices - - .  it 
withdrew behind the barricades. 
Two years ago, representatives of the 
Council of Forest Industries admitted to 
a gathering of newspaper editors and 
There is !itt!e question such parents ex- reporters in Williams Lake many of their 
i~t,~They~are doubtlessa source of much :-.problems: w'er~fi~:t'~e~r 0wn ma~g ~' 
- . . .- ~ , . . . . . . . .  ~ , , ,  . . . . .  " -~ , ' : , . :  .., . ' . . :"  .~ , , .~  
frustratzon to teachers trymg to help because they had,made httle or no eff6rt. 
students only to find themselves con- 
tinually sending messages into a void. 
It would be only human nature if the 
weight of those experiences blinded 
educators to the fact there are parents 
out there who care very much. 
Unfortunately, even many of those 
parents who do will often make little ef- 
fort to get involved as long as their child 
is making satisfactory progress. It would 
to explain the workings of the industry. 
It's all very different now. Both in- 
dustry and theministry are falling all 
over themselves to get their message out. 
Regardless of whether or not the new ap- 
proach is succeeding, it is at least an at- 
tempt to dispel the previous impression 
industry had something to hide. 
Perhaps there's a lesson there for the 
educators. :
Practice makes perfect 
Imelda Marcos has set a new "~"  ~"  I ~ ~e 
benchmark for atonement. 
When a New York City jury Throu~lh  
recently found her not guilty of 
spending $200 million US Bifocals I ~  f 
looted from her country to buy ~, ,  ~ . . . . - , _ , , _  ~__  - , _ _ , . , ,  , i . 
New York skyscrapers and 
works of art, Imelda celebrated 
her acquittal by crawling up the 
centre' "aisle of St. Patrick's 
Cathedral and prostr~tting 
herself in front of the altar. 
Now,i~that's some crawll 
St. Patrick Cathedral's centre 
aisle stretches an entire block 
(deduct a few meters for the im- 
posing,,entrance) from Fifth•to 
Madison Avenue. This 4500 
Seat cathedral, the world's four- 
teenth largest, has been •the site 
of many grand ceremonies, hap- 
py and sad, for America's rich 
and famous. 
:,Lucky for Imelda she didn't 
meet up with an exciting bridal 
probably fifty blocks or more 
from the cathedral. Do you sup- 
pose she said, "By the way, care 
to join me at St. Pat's?" 
For her to  complete her 
endless crawl without scraping 
her knees, scuffing her pumps,. 
or strangling in her collar, Im- 
elda must, have meticulously 
double-checked very 'aspect of 
the manoeuvre beforehandi 
Rock from one knee to 'the 
other to free up the skirt. Lift 
one leg forward so' as not to 
drag down the pantyhose. Move 
one rosary bead to the right. 
party/or cortege. 
!~/Which • suggests lmelda phon- 
ed ~ahead to reserve aisle time in 
Her trial run no doubt in- 
fluenced her choice of wardrobe 
for the occasion. Non-run pan- 
plicant silhouette to the lenses. 
On film, Imelda appeared to 
be communing with her Maker. 
In reality, though, 1 expect she 
was repeating to herself, "Rock 
from side to side. Lift one leg 
forward. LRaise the rib cage for 
lung expansion, Suck in the 
tummy. Tuck the derriere 
under. Slide a bead --  and aim 
for the altar." " 
Even I could duplicate ach 
solitary gesture for a brief time. 
But to coordinate them into one 
flawless execution throughout 
the length of Skeena Mall would 
strain my energy, my balance- 
and my credulity. 
, Not so with Imelda. 
BOt . /= 
t, Terry Miller- CaeuleUon Supervlsor 
I 
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Smlth :offalr.. 
Deputy's 
restores confidence-,:- • - '  : ' : .~ : ' .~C.  * 
VICTORIA -- It was Ted 
Hughes' first press conference, 
and I'm sure he'll never forget 
it, but neither will the reporters 
covering the event. 
An hour after Attorney 
General Bud Smith resigned 
from his..post, Hughes, .the 
deputy,~ attorney general,~-an- 
nounced that, at his request, he 
RCMP was investigating his 
former boss to establish 
whether Smith was guilty of 
obstructing justice. 
If the controversy leading to 
Smith's resignation had severely 
bruised the justice system, 
Hughes' conduct was in- 
strumental in restoring public 
confidence in it. 
A former judge and now 
public servant, Hughes made an 
impassioned plea to the public 
not to lose confidence in the 
system. 
"A fair and equitable justice 
system is the corner stone of our 
society. Let me assure you that 
steady hands of honor and in- 
tegrity are at the helm of the at- 
torney general's.• of f ice,"  
Hughes Said. 
, The dramatic events leading 
to Smith's resignation began the 
day before when NDP justice 
critic Mot Sihota accused Smith 
in the legislature of contempt of 
p~iigmmt and obstruction of 
justice."': 
Sihota's allegations were bas- 
ed on. intercepted cellular 
telephone conversations bet- 
ween Smith and someone refer- 
red to as Mr. X, later identified 
as Bill Stewart, assistant deputy 
attorney general in the criminal 
justice division. A second phone 
conversation was between 
Smith and CKVU reporter 
Masgo Sinclair. 
There are several controver. 
sial aspects to this case. One is 
the method by which the infor- 
mation was obtained. Someone 
intercepted conversations by the 
attorney general on his cellular 
phone. 
Cellular phones aren't like or- 
dinary phones. They use radio 
waves. Intercepting cellular 
• , • * . . • , 
FrOmthe 
Capital 
by Hul~rt  Beyer 
• . . . . 
calls isn't illegal, and it's easily 
done with the help of a relative- 
ly cheap scanner available in 
any electronics store. 
The other aspect is, of'course, 
the contents of the phone con- 
versations. That they are ex- 
plosive is evident from the fact 
that Smith resigned or, as he 
called:it, "stepped aside" for 
the duration of the investiga. 
tion. 
The gist of' the conversation 
between Smith and Stewart isn't 
really worthy of an attorney 
general and an' assistant deputy 
attorney general. It centres 
largely on the rather unflatter- 
ing assessment of a lawyer who 
was representing Sihota in his 
private law suit against former 
provincial secretary Bill Reid. 
The allegation of obstructio~ 
of justice stems from the princi- 
ple that the attorney general 
must* not, inany way, tamper 
with the justice system. " 
"The attorney general not 
o~y offended the integrity~of ' 
his office, bu(aiSO brought.the 
administation o f  justice into 
disrepute," Sihota told the 
legislature, adding that Smith 
should resign. 
Well, on Wednesday,, Smith 
said he would do no such thing, 
but next morning he had ob- 
viously changed his mind. The 
fact that Hughes, without con- 
suiting anyone, in government, 
had decided to turn the matter 
over to the RCMP, may have 
had, somthing to do with 
Smith's change of heart. 
I have to come back again to 
the exempl&ry manner in which 
Hnghes'acq~tted himself in this 
whole ,sorry: affair, iWithout • 
him, the~attorney general's of- 
fice and, • indeed, the whole 
criminal justice system might 
have ended up with a fat worse~ 
image problem. : :: 
Hughes also devised an ex- 
cellent method of dealing with 
• the matter. After the RCMP 
concludes its investigation, they. 
will report to Nell McCrank, 
deputy attorney general :'of 
Alberta, who will make recom- 
mendations of whether or not 
Smith should be charged. 
Why not have a judge make 
that decision, one reporter 
wanted to know. No "judge 
whould accept such an assign- 
ment. Judges • 'don't' decide 
whether or not charges ar*e laid, 
Hughes aid. 
In his brief speech to,the 
legislature, iSmith said the 
allegations ~ere false, but in the 
interest of preserving the in- 
tegrity of the off.ice, he would 
step aside . . . .  i- 
The fact that his telephone 
calls had been subject to pro- 
longed and systemati~ 
.:.surveillanCe, "Smith told,'the 
legislature, has left me emPtj~ 
and with a profound feeling of. 
personal violation." 
The pathos of his speech in 
the House, read from a: 
prepared statement, was in 
sharp contrast to the tone Of his 
telephone conversations Which, ~ 
total ly aside from the 
substance, would have anyone 
with a sense of decorum weep. 
Alas, his colleagues appeared 
to be swept away by his drama 
of it all. When Smith got up to, 
leave the chamber after givir/g 
his resignation~:~;peech, his:col-: 
leagues lined'i up:.t~' shake ihl~ ' 
hand and pat ~:  0n.":!tlie. 
shoulder. Some eve.fi';embrac~i 
hiiii, : It 6c~:urred:.:t0 ~m'e(~th'sit 
nobody gave sUch'it*display! Of:
emotional SUpl)ort iwhen: p~:  
old:Peter Dueck resigned.. L:~ ~!.~: anticipation o f  ~/n acquittal, whose with neavy duty elastic Guiness, take note. 
Y~t/~ have to give~herl ~credit for waistband. A dress with ease in "' ' . . . . . .  .... " ~ 
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.'3 escapade.: •That s when she Undoubtedly lmelda practis- ~IP ' "" ' "i ~ 
~ade~i:~entai nbte to hug the ed, too.. The National made her '~ ' 
~ewsSD0ingsoleftmorespace tr k down the aisle look ef- _ : : ,~ : '~  ~ . 
~i'ii~i~i~camerastorecordher fo t lessly spontaneous;  ~ ~  i~[~l / /h ~ 
~ost~phoiogenic profile. However, only studious repeti- 
~:'i:~ 0w:~/did,she t ip .the news tion could,ingrain the individual 
~ i  ki:i6 t h~ locale of her antics Steps:, leawng her to concentrate 
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Keei ~in.-mi,d, the'coati  was,  ]ustments so a~to  present asul~ [ ~ ~ / [  
• t 
::-: ~ve~e :giveni:Class I Or Class II 
:" i~ /designati0ns and out-of-  
.. :. ~:iPr0vince fishermen must now 
: .buy,: a special llcence if they 
: '  : ' :wafiftb fish those rivers. 
.. : i,~~Although t ey have no corn- 
:' ' i ;plalnt~ about he $27 cost of the 
: ::::~b~iC::fishing licence, the Kin- 
: dreds'a~e dp.set..about the add,- 
" : : ii6nal~~bst: 6f, fishing 'classified 
" : . : : r ivers .  . :  '* 
i' ~!;.They p0intout hat o fish the 
• Kispiox-or" Upper Copper 
: ..: (zym0eiz),-botl~ Class I rivers, 
• * :.;tSey now :h~tve'to sl~endanother 
~ $2o~,.Peri. Person/per day. On 
" : !Cla~i~ii" Waters such as the 
: :~Kal~m~and certain stretches of 
'~:! the;SR'eena, the fee is $I0 per 
' :=i:~ Person/per day. 
-: : :~i!~:.That's just too expensive, 
:-: . ithey say; particularly when they 
" :lfl~eto spend a good portion of 
t~ei( Usually four month long 
: " -qays in.the northwest out on the 
riv~er~ bank.;. ~ • 
:.ii,'*.Whiie'they have always look- 
~d,forwurd to their trips to Ter- 
.. ~i t 'a~ Lz, the fishing, scenery and 
: m~Y~friends they have made 
:.0#er~the years -  they are ada- 
mant •they will not return. And, 
I - - " - ' - "  
. '. . • 
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City attitude 1' 
POLICY TOO PRICEY. Local resident Don Oldham (left to right) lends a helping hand as American 
tourists Lew Kindred, Gene Kindred and Joe Metzinger show off their haul of spring salmon. However, 
Lew Kindred says new regulations make fishing here too expensive and he won't be coming back. 
the Kindreds maintain, they are 
not the only toitrists who feel 
that way. 
Meanwhile, enforcement of 
the new regulations has a Swiss 
tourist fuming. Urf Zuerrer, a 
frequent visitor here over the 
past eight years, is angry over a 
$100 fine handed out for fishing 
a river that requires aspecial 
licence. 
Zuerrer had 'a  valid basic 
angling iicence I~ut not the sup- 
plementury one required for the 
Lakelse River--.it is a Class I, 
l'iver - -  when he was checkedby 
a conservation officer several 
weeks ago. 
TERRACE - -  The Kit- 
sumkalum *angling guides are 
going to take clients where the 
fish are regardless of restric- 
tions included in their Environ- 
~mentministrylicence,.says band. 
chief Cliff BoRon, 
'I~ast year a baiid application 
fo r  a ~guiding'licence was denied 
uhder a'ministry moratorium on 
new licences pending finaliza- 
tion o f  a new angling guide 
policy, When that policy, which 
sets a limit on the number :of 
Speaking through local resi- 
dent Gerda Mahle, Zuerrer con- 
cede '  he  knew of the new 
regulations. " I t  (buying the ex- 
tra licence) just slipped his 
mind," Mahie explained. 
She said that when the officer 
discovered the infraction, he 
confiscated. Zuerrer's rod .and 
told him it could be collected 
from the conservation office 
upon payment of aS100 fine. 
What angered Zuerrer, Mahle 
continued, was being fined on 
the spot-rather than being given 
a warning. 
Maintaining he had always 
followed regulations in the past, 
guides operating on specified 
rivers, came into effect his spr- 
ing, the Kitsumkalum applica- 
tion was approved. 
However, the terms of the 
he felt he was/being harshly 
treated for what was an over- 
sight. A more reasonable course 
of action, he had suggested, 
would havebeen confiscation of 
his rod until he produced a 
Class 2 licence. 
To make matters worse, he 
had earlier seen three fishermen 
using salmon • eggs as bait - -  a 
deliberate breach of the regula- 
tions. 
Pointing out visiting anglers 
bring a lot o f  money into the 
community, Mahle said Zuerrer 
intends to publicize his ex- 
perience when he returns to 
Switzerland. 
licence specified the band guides 
could only operate on stretches 
of the main stem Skeena River, 
"areas outside our tribal ter- 
ritories," Bolton poir~ted out. 
.... Describing the,,restrictioas.as 
tmt'alr~ he added,;~ ;Of, co .urse in 
this •rat race world ..nobody: in. 
tends to, be fair: You have to 
grab what you want and that is 
what we intend to do." 
Therefore if the salmon were 
in the Kalnm River, that was 
where the Kitsumk~um guides 
would be taking their clients. 
Bolton said if anyone was to be 
given the right to guide on local 
rivers, it should be the tribe 
which "owned" that territory 
"over and above anyone lse." .,., Cliff BoRon 
  N.,ative fish sales upheld 
river." 
Once they're removed from the river, he 
said, it makes no difference in law if they're 
sold on or off reserve. 
Gamble had argued the Fisherie~ Act 
must apply or there will be "constmt ~v~r 
between the different factions" and "in the 
end there won't be any (fish) management." 
Smyth rejected that argument as"a  pret- 
ty slack fit" in his opinion: ;:'There may be a 
powerful argument that there should be one 
boss, but I suppose the Indian people would 
say, 'Who should that be?," 
Prosecutors are appealing the acquittal of 
another Moricetown man who was charged 
with illegal fishing. The Crown appeal of 
the Jerry Nikal case is set for July 9. 
Federal officials want to overturn the 
band fishing bylaw in that case by arguing 
that, although the Bulkley Ri'ver passes 
through the reserve, the riveritself isn't part 
of the reserve. Another 27 cases are on hold 
I natives can 
and sell them 
ial court judge 
Moricetown 
h permits ale 
:us precedence 
in the case of 
spokesman 
efinitely" sell 
Crown pro- 
the federal 
the ruling. 
14 after being 
ught •under an 
Fisheries Act 
ght under the 
~tives to catch 
) ses .  
Gitksan and 
se, sell, trade 
waters of the 
band," Smyth ruled. 
He noted the "crazy situation" in which 
federal laws allow natives to sell fish while 
at the same time prohibiting non-Indians 
from' buying. 
He found the bylaw gives 'the band 
Smyth ruled that because the 
fish were dead when they were 
sold, conservation of fish stocks 
was not an issue. 
members: a: right .to sell fish caught on 
reserve anywhere, with or without commer- 
cial or other fishing licences. 
Smyth ruled that because the fish were 
dead when they were sold, conservation of
fish stocks was not an issue. 
"Surely management is directedlto the 
living fish stock,', he said..,The resource is
it's salmon in. the Pending a decision in the Nikal case. 
Co-operation key 
not salmon on ice 
found conservation is the only 
valid reason to prevent natives 
from fishing. 
While it would take tline to 
determine the impact of the 
decision on current DFO 
policies, Chamut emphasized, 
'*Together I think we can Work 
out a solution that is going to be 
acceptable • to both sides." 
He said several pilot projects 
in recent years had shown the 
fishery could benefit from co- 
operation between:the depart- 
ment and natives; ~ 
• Citing the example o f  the 
TERRACE - -  The federal 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DFO) and B.C. natives 
share the same goals and 
therefore should be able to 
work together for,he benefit of 
the 'fisheries resource, says its 
regional director. 
Noting many'native groups 
wanted to play a role in fishery 
management, Pat Chamut said 
the resource could only benefit 
from more people getting in- 
volved. 
Chamut's comments follow a 
Supreme Court decision which 
held. the,, native: Toed fishery Cow,chart ~Rlver on Vancouver 
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pins embarrassing 
Dear Sir: 
Having just read the article 
in last week's issue concern. 
ing Kermodei Bear pins, ! 
feel I have to pass on my own 
experiences in this matter. 
I have just this week 
returned from the B.C. 
Minor Softball Povin~lal 
Play offs in Burnaby, where 
our own Squirt "C"  Girls 
Rep team was representing 
our area. 
Prior to this, I had ap- 
proached first the Chamber 
of Commerce Tourist Info- 
Center, and then City Hall in 
an effort to obtain pins for 
the girls to exchange with 
other teams. It would appear 
that the only place in town 
you can obtain these pins is 
at City Hall, and they have 
no desire to sponsor tourism 
or economic development. 
When I enquired at City 
Hall (Tourism and Economic 
Development), They inform- 
ed me that someone from 
Minor Softball had already 
picked up our pins. This 
turned out to be apparently 
wrong, as when I asked the 
person named, they had not 
picked up pins since the 
previous year and even then 
had to almost beg for them. 
It would appear that the 
issue is the cost of these pins. 
If  I understand the article 
correctly, they cost approx- 
imately 50¢ apiece. This 
would seem to be .a small 
price to pay compared to, the 
looks on our 8h'h' facesiand 
the looks and comments 
received while we were ex- 
changing tokens and t ry ing  
to explain why we had 
nothing to offer in exchange, 
as our city would not give us 
anything. 
I personally was dowi~dght 
embarrassed at that moment 
to be from Terrace. It would 
appear that we can afford to 
np up our streets to widen 
them and create more bot- 
tlenecks further • up by  
squeezing the downtown core 
to about a lane and a half/ 
but we cannot afford the $30 
or so to promote our City. 
A heartyBOOl HISS! to 
our tourism office. 
I mast mention that only 
due to the kind understan, 
ding of a young lady at the 
Chamber of Commerce 
Tourist Info-Center, we did 
round up just enough pins 
from her own personal col- 
lection to allow us to offer 
our host team a memento 
from Terrace, We appreciate 
her understanding and 
thoughtfulness. 
Sincerely, 
Bob Stevens 
On behalf of 
SQUIRT "C"  
GIRLS REPS 
Home care nurses 
leaving service 
Dear Sir: 
In continuation of Carol 
Harr ison's letter "Why 
nurses are on strike" I would 
like to provide aH0me Nurs- 
ing Care perspective focusing 
on what this strike means for 
your community. 
I am the Home NurSing 
Care supervisor for pro- 
grams in Prince Rupert, 
Kit,mat, Hazelton, Smithers, 
and Terrace. This program 
services all ages and pro- 
vides: maintenance care for 
the elderly, acute care for 
early hospital discharge pa- 
tients, teaching and counsel- 
ing in health related activities 
such as diabetic self-care and 
supportive care for those 
choosing to die at home. 
Home Care Nurses are 
registered nurses and must 
have a minimum of 2 years 
acute care nursing experience 
within the last 4 years. They 
frequently work as hospital 
and home care nurses con- 
currently. 
Home Care Nurses: are 
paid $800. less per month 
than hospital nurses, do not 
receive monetary recognition 
for attainment of a nursing 
and/or other degree and do 
not receive a monetery 
reward for working 
weekends. 
It is not really a question 
of work for these nurses. 
There is work available at 
local hospitals and unfor- 
tunately this is what they are 
choosing. Over recent mon- 
ths, nurses have left Home 
Nursing for hospital jobs. I 
can only forsee a continua- 
tion of this trend should 
wage parity with hospital 
nurses not be reached. 
We are existing on the 
barest minimum staffing 
levels now. Further decrease 
will result in program closure 
and no available service for 
those in need. The unf'dled 
positions would in all 
likelihood be reallocated to 
other provincial programs. 
Do you care? If you value 
this community service 
please show support for your 
government urses and con- 
tact your MLA with your 
concern. 
Sincerely 
Vicki Fowler 
Parent worried by 
education trends 
Dear Sir: classes in the new school 
As a parent of school age year. There will no longer be 
children I am well aware of modified or non-academic 
the problems referred to by classes. The letter states that 
Andrew Seruton in the art,- the school would utilize ~ 
cle, "S tudents  Learn cooperative learning and 
Violence" I ,wish that more peer tutoring to help every 
of the public appreciated the student, learn. 
d i f f icu l t ies  faced by My first concern is how 
educators today and would could one possibly teach a 
respond by lobbying the class of mathematics, for ex- 
government for adequate ample, when students might 
funding, range in ability from grade 3 
In the meanwhile veryone to well above grade 8. I talk-, 
suffers, both students and ed to Mr. Straker and he told : 
teachers, because one child me that this subject in par- 
can successfully disrupt a ticular would involve some 
class g~ven ,-our present separation. 
system. My next concern is the i 
When a teacher cannot movement towards group! 
control the situation for learning. Students of varying i 
whatever reason, well. ability are expected to 
adjusted students can lose cooperate andlearn, together, i I 
their desire,, to learn and Reading the matenal given tO !, 
cooperate. It is because of a me ~ by Mr. Straker is.~toti~ 
past disastrous year that I totally reassuring. ~ The ~deas :
was very, Concerned toreceive " ~ ~ sound ipositive but manY i l  
a letteriifromskeena Secon, parei~ts.~ question wheth~ii~,|. 
dary Sayi~,~ey wdhld beof- . . . . . . . .  " .... 
fering ....... ~etcrogeneous ' "':'!';'~ " ' " " / : !  !:~!]~' 
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Trends 
they will work. 
In fact, at a meeting acou- 
ple of months ago, we asked 
the professionals present: 
"What if it doesn't work?" 
The only response we receiv- 
ed was; "What if there's an 
earthquake?" 
We only have one chance 
of educating our children 
and,m we love them dearly, 
flippant replies are not ap- 
preciated. Nor is patroniz- 
ing. 
I was told I worry too 
much. I do worryl I worry 
about he staff believing that 
teenagers will be able to use 
positive peer pressure to 
make the violent, abusive 
students behave. I worry 
when I read statements by 
one Lawrence S. Finkel in 
Circles of Learning such as 
"Students hould always be 
made aware that their perfor- 
mance will be' to 'sink or 
swim together '  in a 
cooperative l arning setting" 
and "Students are assigned 
to small groups and in- 
structed to learn the assigned 
material and to make sure 
that the other members of 
the group learn the assigned 
material." / 
One gets the impression 
that not only will my son be 
making his classmates 
behave but teaching them as 
well while the teacher, now 
called the learning coach, 
cheers onl 
I worry when the school 
makes uch a radical decision 
without consult ing the 
parents or, as far as I can 
discover, the school board. 
I worry because a lot of 
parents just don't seem to 
care .  
I worry when I see the 
public education system be- 
ing eroded because every 
child deserves a fair chance. 
I worry when I see top 
notch teachers leave the pro- 
fession. How many more will 
burn out? 
I believe the staff at 
Sk~ma re pursuing the right 
goals but i wonder if it is the 
most appropriate method, 
eslx'cially in this district. 
Sincerely, 
Wanda Kerby 
I 
••+ 
bs should go * I* .... 
+,+++ . . . .  i, • b ' 
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Dear Sir: i
It is the time of the year 
when you see a lot of vehicles 
with out of province licence 
plates. 
Some,of course, are driven 
by tourists, whom the mer- 
chants welcome I am sure, 
but a good number of them 
you will rmd parked all day 
at construction sites. 
In case you find it strange 
like I did; tSat tourists pend 
their time on construction 
sites, let me explain what is 
going on. 
In Terrace, Nelson Homes 
are building family dwellings 
for Muks-Kum-Ol, costing 
close ,to $2 million. The 
workers on site (no one from 
B.C.), who are employed 
there, drive vehicles whose 
licence plates indicate Alber- 
ta, Saskatchewan and even 
Washington State; 
Klein Construction from 
Alberta are building ,a $12 
million school in Prince 
Rupert and 90 percent of the 
workers on this site are not 
from Prince Rupert, indeed 
Remember DDT 
Dear Sir: 
I was quite surprised when 
I heard the comment: 
"Pesticides are banned for 
any little reasonthese days." 
I resisted saying anything. 
He would not appreciate my 
comment especially when 
there are close to a 100,000 
man-made chemicals impac- 
ting the environment and, we 
know relatively little about 
the majority of them. 
Take DDT, this pesticide 
was declared a 'modern 
miracle' in the fifties; in- 
stead, it is an ongoing serious 
problem. It has been banned 
in Canada since the early 
seventies yet, it is still the 
number one detectable 
pesticide residue in carrots 
and potatoes, according to 
tests done by the U.S. 
Federal Department of 
Agriculture. 
The reactionaries say, 
"Well, those are within levels 
permitted bY governments." 
True, though I can retort by 
saying governments are 
highly influenced by cor- 
porate money and lobby; it 
greatly influences legislation 
that reinforces their personal 
profits. There is ~lot of~;ery .,. 
controvercial evidence. For 
instance, British geneticist 
• not fromB. C. • " 
MK Bay M trin t:in Kitimat 
has Work being clothe by Lux 
Construction from Saska- 
toon. 
Cata l ine Motel  On. 
• Highway 16 in South  
H azelton is jammed with out 
ofprovince workers. 
Prade Schooners, pickupS, 
campers and trailers oc- 
cupied by these gypsy.  
workers are everywhere, at 
campsites, construction sites 
and road sites. When asked 
to leave, ~ they simply move 
• somewhere else. 
Does it matter that these 
workers flaunt motor vehicle 
regnlations, pay no B.C. 
taxes, :~sobey health and 
safety regulations and in 
general contribute l ittle or 
nothing to the.community? 
I believe that the taxpayers 
of our communities who pay 
for these construction jobs, 
either directly or indirectly, 
deserve better. 
I also believe that the pro. 
vincial government and cor- 
porat ions,  l ike Nelson 
Homes should be insisting 
that workers on jobs in our 
communities, be the people 
that contribute to the welfare 
and the prosperity of the 
community, in short, keep 
our community ,alive in good 
times and in bad, not to com- 
panies and workers who 
leave nothing behind except 
their garbage. 
Your Truly; 
John Jensen, 
President, 
B.C. Northwest 
District Council. 
Terrace, B.C. 
PAUL TSANG D.M.D. 
WISHES TO ANNOUNCE 
THE OPENING OF HIS OFFICE 
FOR THE PRACTICE OF GENERAL DENTISTRY 
AT 
4619 LAZELLE AVE. SUITE 101 
TERRACE, B.C. 
Dr. O.G. Fahmy has  found 
that mother's milk has about 
four times the level of DDT " 
that is allowecl in cow's milk 
that the public drinks. 
Twenty years ago, it was 
the alarmist hippies who ex- 
pressed the problems of 
pesticides in foe& Now it is 
mainstream institutions. A 
1987 US Environmental Pro- 
tection Agency report stated, 
"Pesticides in food are the 
most serious health and en- 
vironmental problem." 
Personally, I would not 
buy any food from Mexico. 
They still use DDT. They are 
not only polluting our 
children, they are dumping 
cheap products on our 
markets creating unfair com- 
petition for our farmers. 
The war on toxic chemicals 
in food has only begun. 
Sincerely, 
William Hayes 
Old Remo, B.C. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Pictured above is Walter McConnell with Totem Ford Sales 
Representative Todd Bellamy. 
Terrace Totem Ford would like to congratulate Walter 
McConnell on the purchase of the Northwest's first 1991 
Ford Escort. Walter is a long time resident of Terrace who 
arrived here in 1921. 
Many of his years in Terrace have been spent driving 
quality Ford products like his first vehicle a 1949 Mercury 
Monarch. 
,:,ft.., . '+- G 
~tZltt 
Idmke ow+~ oe ',~'cmr Plmc¢' In eNoy en '" 
Summer Dinln : 
Delights . E r. + . ' k '' ~ . : 
~ ' ~ : , ~ ~  From Loca!. :r..] ' "+. 
Waters..  
/ ; " '14.95 ' r" 
CAJUN SALMON STEAK STUFFED RLET OF 
dusted wt~ cajun spice, pan fded shdmp stuffed sole In a cha~lonnay 
with It tomato glnge.p, Ilsa. saffron sao~e. 
~ttq 3,95. :14.95 j SMOKED SALMON FIETI1JCINI 
For  more  I n fo rmat ion  and  reservat ion8  cal l :  
Men. • Sun. L I~  Men.. Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5 p.m~ to 11 p.m. 11:30 a,m. tO 2 p.m. Terrace .c. 0~I).M101 
I I 
4 
• • •~ 
• i'+J • 
. %: . :  • 
%* 
y PLUS- -  ~ - - ~ 1  
FREE with every ~all ~ .= 
Purchase of the 
SCOTT WIND RIVER 
CATEYE ATC MODEL 
CYCLOCOMPUTER cc.8oo, 
OFFICE HOURS Walter has owned 4 different Fords since then and is 
MONDAY-FRIDAY TELEPHONE now the happy owner of the totally redesigned 1991 Ford 
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 635-6016 Escort. 
Once again congratulations Walter from Terrace Totem 
Fore where quality and customer service is JOB 1. (Just 
ask Walter McConnell.) 
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635.4984 
*,* CROSSWORD PUZZLE * 
I ~ I~ I~ I" m~ e 7 8 9 iiidl'O ,~ 1,2 I:~ 
DMWs Name::Jozhua Edward Durand 
Date & Time of Dkth: June 30, ~1990 at 5:22 
Wiflld: 7 rug. 9 oz. kX: Male 
PInlMz: Randy & Lesley Domnd 
Dell ~11]~8 Name: Maggie Ann Toaos 
& Time If Bldk: June 25, 1990 at 10:20 
WIflM: 7 Ibs, 5 oz. 8lx: Female 
hnmls: Cedes & Dawn 
blrfs Name: Eric John O'Manow 
&.llm M ~ June 28. 1990 at 4:36 pm 
5 Ibs. 15 oz. 141¢ Male 
Pennis: Brad & Margaret O'Macrow 
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slOgSs 
Toll Free 
1-800-772-0804 
ACROSS 38 Put up 66 Charles- 28 Organic 
1 At a dis- money Gibson compound 
tance 38 Slip 67 Extensions 30 Come to a 
5 Track fea- 41 Craze 68 Concise point 
tufa 42 Fabrication 69 Biblical . 31 Go against 
10 Lakeor 43 Foa!'s patriarch ,32 Motherless . .L 
" Perry fathm DOWN - :/~cali::" : + ; ' "  :' 
4 Arachnid Mane in l :  French girl 33 Vi an's 1 44 ,y ,.. . .  k '  q . . . . .  ' '  
15 Maxim .~ + coin~+ : + • .jneno'. + : expression ~.: 
Inthecen" ~: Pluck ~. + 2 Stab e • 35'W ere to . . . . . . .  
+ ter of + ,: :~' hbrd boxers' 3'.Sleep hke - . ,  *get scalped. 
t7  Gelf~ub ~'a ¢-,oll " 4Make ke 40'Re Ion *i" 
18 Timber ,* ii 50 - Califor- - ~ard  .41 Turncoats'.. ; 
wolves ~ ~ nia - ~_  , "43 Reach~::~+: ~ " 
19 African* 1. 51 Fencing Burton s ' across ~'+ +- 
and 45 river sword ~ . , Hamme~ part : 
20 Givesau: ;+ 53 Japanese 6 L?:a~  ,+ 47 ,Cuts'ah~t 
thority tO ;' garment '  .,g ,, Y .'.+:48'Floweri++:+ .... • 
22 Talkslong,i~ 56 Parasites 7r[alKS much ::, partS:fill!; ~ ' +~ i 
U (;once t and idl~/*:.,~ : f~0 Jew sh _ ,b  .L ~ '52 Armed band :; 
"24 Ornameiitai': .month .• u Npp,es ,' 53,Cabbage ~ i ; '  
vessel ~ 61 Brain • ~'++ 10 Tru.deau S '~ 541 Graven } *.. r'~i * 
25 Beneficial : children: i '~!anUv;out ;: image: : . '  
26 Mountain 63 Helmsman s! ~,~ Lea:~ :55 Mpnhahdie. i .+ ~i 
29 Cr terla ::Y64 ~Clu~sv, : "' "4~ , ;+=~,+;,, ;~ 57.'Ardor~,~:i+i:' i .~.., • 
34 Rural ; stupid ,~t n. . . , . t , .h"  58 Gambhng 
36 Church par1 fellow . : ,~ .~.;~,~=~'_'~",: ' resorts. 
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HUW MUCH LONGER? That's the quest ion some Hall iwell residents have been asking after three men. 
ths of facing a torn-up street, However, city officials say the end is in sight. Paving of Sparks to Benner 
stretch is scheduled for early next month• 
Road woes near end 
TERRACE - -  It has inc0nve. 
nienced those living on the 
street and taken a chunk out of 
one local business's tourist 
trade revenue, hut a city official 
says a large portion of the 
HalliweH Ave. upgrading pro- 
ject "s nearing completion. 
Engineering director Stew 
Christensen said the North 
Sparks-Benner section should 
be gravelled by the end of this 
week with paving likely to be 
carried out in early August. 
That is welcome news for 
Matt Ehses, owner of Northern 
Light Studio. Although the pav- 
ed section will end one block 
short of his store, he said 
tourists will now at least be able 
to find and reach it. 
While local people have con- 
tinued to make their way to his 
store, many tourists - -  faced 
with with a rough road and a 
sometimes bafflirlg system of during the night, she said "that 
detours --  had simply given up. was the last straw." 
Pointing out this was his most 
important time of year in terms 
of revenue., he said, "It's had 
quite an impact. But at least 
we'll have a good August," he 
added. 
The experience has also been 
a f rustrat ing one  for  
householder Manreen Haworth, 
particularly when she drove 
• home one day to find excava- 
tion work done in her absence 
had left her driveway 5ft. above 
the road bed. No advance notice 
this was going to happen had 
been given, she added. 
For the next three days and 
nights she and her husband had 
to park next to Skeenaview 
Park. When they woke one 
morning to rind their vehicles 
were among rive vandalized 
Haworth has advised council 
she will be requesting compen- 
sation to cover the cost of her 
insurance deductible. 
While he conceded the pro- 
ject had taken "a little longer 
than originally estimated," 
Christensen pointed out there 
had been a one month delay 
waiting for Pacific Northern 
Gas to find the manpower to lay 
a line along the north side of 
Halliwell. 
A decision to install a 
sanitary sewer from North 
Thomas to Benner - -  not part 
of the initial plan --  had also 
extended the length of the pro- 
ject. Christensen anticipated 
that section of the road would 
be completed by mid- 
September. 
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Sp i l lp robed  
TERRACE-- COnservation of- 
ricers are investigating a spill of 
bunker oil at Eurocants pulp 
mill in Kitimat last month. 
No decision has yet been 
made on whether or not to press 
charges against he company, 
district conserva$ion officer 
Peter Kaiina said[ last week, 
Bunker oil is a heavy petroleum 
derivative used as boiler fuel in 
pulp mills and ships. 
The incident ook place June 
21, four days before Eurocan 
pleaded guilty' to pollution 
charges relating ~to a toxic 
chemical spill that took place in 
J une  1989. " 
The company, was fined 
$40,000 on one count of in- 
troducing hazardous waste into 
the environment, and one count 
of failing to maintain waste 
control works. 
'FIIS AD[ 
S A V E  
~WASHERID 
.al  PA IR  
City targets forest issues F"  'iI "!V'. '' 
a special forestry commitiee. 
"Forest  companies are 
scrambling for timber so we 
thought it important to protect 
our interests here- in Terrace~' 
he explained. Council hoped the 
committeewould be able to sug- 
gest what actionthe city could 
take to maintain "and perhaps 
enhance" the locally-based 
forest industry. 
"Primarily we want to ensure 
there is no net loss of jobs in our 
TERRACE --  Increasingly 
worried by' the apparent con- 
traction of the region's forest 
industry, city council has~stzuck 
,evnew,~mm]tt~.to:~dvise It on' 
,how'"~est,, :tO proteet~':!:Terlac  
from the effects of that trend. 
Mayor Jack Talstra said con- 
cern that Skeena Sawmills 
might one day relocate part of 
its .ol~erations to .Kitimat plus 
mill closures in the Hazeltons 
prompted the decision to set up 
area," he said. 
Anticipating the committee 
would look at a wide range of 
subjects including value-added 
products ,, log supply ~: and: ex .~ 
ports, Talstra Said its r~om-  
mendatioas would likely form 
the basis of future council ob- 
bying of the provincial and 
federal governments. 
Committee members are as 
follows: John McMynn, chair- 
man of the city's tourism and 
AIOS ~ 03o3 
' economic development commis- - -  - 
sign; Doug McLeod from the 
chamber of commerce; Nor- Slash burn trend thwest  Loggers  assoc ia t ion  - - - '  .,~__ " h  president Alex Houlden; Alec 
Bolton of the Kitsumkaium ~ s aldl renCou ragJ ng band and Wilf McKenzie of the Kitselas; industry represen- ~ 
tatives Don Chesley (Skeena 
Sawmills manager), Dan Tuomi 
T • - -  a ~oOift~?: ere- ~aS:g~S" ~fntc:ftee~* lpOr~ogt~ctgi,onWoa~. . (Skeena Cel lulose woodlands DEPENDABLE MAYTAG'  wALONG'~r~,.u,~/STRONGI r-~ ~ lUP~,~f%.  
tent of pubhc opp manager) ' and forestry con- 101SHWASHERS ~f=~4~k,~ 
prescribed burns, it now ap- ricers were likely to get nervous sultants Rod Arnold and Gerry .,op~,..,~w,~m~'m i ,~,,.,~,.~" " OPERATIoNEASE OF Limited Time Oiler k ~ 
pears the forest service is more 
ready to consider alternatives 
when it comes to dealing with 
slash, says Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district director Les 
Watmough. 
"They're not as asleep as I 
thought they were," Watmough 
commented following a recent 
trip to  logged off sites with 
ministry staff. The group had 
visited two sites in the Thunder- 
bird area near the Terrace- 
Kitimat airport --  the regional 
district last year called for a ban 
on all slash fires within a 10 mile 
radius of the airport. 
Referring to forest service 
concerns about the increased 
danger of wildfires if a lot of 
during hot, windy weather and 
would therefore prefer to take 
action to reduce the risk. 
However, he explained, "The 
idea is to get them away from 
this single-minded slash burning 
approach." Noting the ministry 
was experimenting with a cou- 
ple of alternatives on the sites 
visited, he Said that now seemed 
to be happening. 
It was now ..a question of 
whether it stuck to tile new ap- 
proach. Although the anti- 
burning •message had "got 
across" in the 70s, Watmough 
Said that had not lasted. 
"Hopefully this time it will be 
different --  and better," he ad- 
ded. 
HEAVY EQUIPMEN1 
Expose your family 
to another oulture, 
Well screened girls 
and boys, ages 15 to 
18 years old, from 
Scandinavia,  
France, Germany, 
Holland, Italy and 
England need fami- 
lies willing to host 
Dodd (one-t ime district 
manager with the forests 
ministry) . . . . . . .  
Alderman and retired logging 
company owner Bob Cooper 
will be council's representative 
on the committee. 
The committee got its first 
assignment last week - -  to hear 
a presentation from the Council 
of Forest Industries on prescrib- 
ed burning• That is expected to 
take place in mid,August. 
i 
' : FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. 
. . . . .  , Since 1963 
I 
"P .HONE 638-1158 -4501 LAKELSE AVE, ,  TERRACE,  B .C .  
Rivtow Serving you with quality equipment 
Equipment from Queen Charlottes to Burns Lake 
SALES,  PARTS AND SERVICE  
• Komatgu .Barmac .Gomaco 
eTImberJack .Blew-Knox .Qormon Rupp 
• Ingersoll*Rand .Century II (P&H) .Highway 
• JCB .Clemro .Layton 
• Athey .Eagle Iron Works' ..Mayco 
• Etnyre Wylie 
PURVESRITCHIE  RENTALS D IV IS ION 
(Sub-branchof Purves Rltchlein Prince Rupert) ' " 
• Air Compressors .Saws 
• Levels & Transits 
Riv tow i s  p leased  to  in t roduce  = ~ m ~ ~ , m m . . . ~ ~ L  . • i 
I " 
TIMBERJACK SKIDDERS • ~ ~ " ; | 
The Right Skldder st the Right Time ~' . . , | 
With the skidding function more critical than J ~  I 
ever to the success of most logging operations ~ ' ~ . . . .  l 
TImberJack's ingle minded commitment Io '~ ,,~':-'~ ' . ,  . ' ..... ' ..... 
the industry is reflected In this latest upgrade of skldder line-up. Quite simply, these are 
the finest skidders TimberJack has ever built, 
TIMBER JACK TIMBCO FELLER BUNCHER 
A Logging Machine from the ground up designed by Loggers - -  
for Loggers... M I ,Damolltlon | qulp "nsnt 
them for the com. .Pumps .Sandblasllnl~ Eq Ipmenl When ou'r • in~ .~cheo) veer I I .Concrete Equipment • .Forklllts .Compaction Equll ,ment ...... y ._ re ready to Increase your fel!ing, producflvlly, Io got your fallers safely off the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Uruuno, [o ouflcn f lees for  mcreaseo SKI0Olng ""° -- ~' | | .Air/o01a ~ Rccs, .Loaoers ~ uarrlc, aoes .. . .  . . . . . . . .  =.... ~.=~, ¢=,,.,; ,,,...,..~ ~ .,~.~, 
P/era C~rat~ne I I .TrackDrl s .Jacks • .EectrlcalEoulcment emclency, iolmproveineworKwrow0tyour ~ : ~ ] ~  <. '~: .  ~ ' ;~. j ;  
_ , ,: . . . . . . . . . .  ,_ . . . .  ,.,._~ ^ t . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . .  ;.;~n, r , .  i i .Welders ' .Hoists & Electric Tool~ ' • entlreOperatlon, take a good hard look at the ~ i ~ , . . , ~ i i  ~ : ,~ ' i~  l ~ 
i~nrlcn your family ano make a ,,=u,zg ,,,=,,u u.,~ xu.,,~, .,.~.o,.,....,o,,v,, ,.o. = • *Heat,,p j[ c.. .  ' ' . . . .  Tlmh"rhck Tlmb-o c. .o .. .^h.. =mr, ,., ,:::,-,e,=. - , .... '~.; =~. ~. ,  
flow to qualify and select your own e~change student (single Parents may | | ,,: one that does t a so welt i~e .  ~ j~e=~]~,~- ,  . ~,, ¢~, 
apply): " " • • " ' ' ~';~' I ! 
. . . . . . . . . .  SOlSor  I I  Parts Sales. Serwce - . 
ue l l  uonn le  ix  use* . • , . . . .  . : ~: ,  ~.~, 
' ~ Ben at 1-800.361-3214 (To l I F ree)  . . . .  _ . - - -  - - - -  
' ~ I lg l l ,  l l ¢ l l~  n ) : ' 
IPASSE  , II l'tilVl;.OW E943.wy:,18, i U4!  3ZZb ; ii 
. . . . .  " . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ~., ' m t , a FAX 847 3484 . . . . .  ~ . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ~ .~. , ,~ . . , - ,=- .0 .o , ,oo~. .~ ' ~'~ ' ' : men : * '  ' . . . .  " '  " 
• . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  " , ' , i . . . . .  . , , . . . .  _ ] l  
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RUSINESS 
Entrepreneul s 
GE'I-~'ING A TASTE of private enterprise last week were 
Michelle Bromley (left) and Melissa Guenther as they enticed 
passing motorists and pedestrians to part with 25 cents for a 
bag of delicious cherries. And, as the sign explained, that 
worked out to a penny a cherry. 
(' UT AND ABOUT 
TERRACE - -  With the federal 
government's Goods and Ser- 
vices tax due to come into effect 
on Jan. 1, 1991, local businesses 
will next week have an oppor- 
tunity to  find out just how the 
new measures will effect hem. 
A Revenue Canada represen- 
tatives will be conducting two 
information sessions on July 25 
and 26 during which the ad- 
ministrative aspects of the new 
legislation will be outlined. 
Inventory rebates, optional 
accounting methods for small 
businesses and transitional 
assistance for commercial ac- 
tivities will be among the topics 
covered. 
For more information and to 
reserve a seat at one of the ses- 
sions, contact he chamber of 
commerce at 635-2063. 
The local Sweet Sixteen 
fashion store is preparing for a 
f.acelift.U Renovations are 
scheduled ' for next month 
before re-opening in September 
with a new name --  Smart Set. 
The change is part of a move 
by owners Reitman's to phase 
out its Sweet Sixteen stores. 
"We're changing our look to a 
more junior ladies look," said 
company representative D nise 
Thiessen. "We're moving this 
store into the '90s." 
"k*****  
Northwest B.C. will be 
featured in a two-page spread of 
this month's B.C. News, a 
publication of the provincial 
government. 
A writer for the publication 
spent three days touring the 
area gathering information 
several weeks ago. 
** 'k* 'k*  
A pulp mill by-product has 
been declared safe to spread On 
gravel and dirt roads to cut dust 
clouds. 
Lignosulphates, primarily 
made up of cellulose, has passed 
tests •here and in Quebec after 
worries• about its toxicity were 
raised last year. 
It was first used in B.C. 
beginning in 1973. 
• k 'k** ,k  * 
The Superhost ourism and 
people relations program spon- 
soi'ed by the chamber of com- 
merce has' graduated its 100th 
person. There are now 118 peo- 
ple who ha~,e taken the 6.5 hour 
course .  " 
As well, local health ministry 
employees were involved in a 
pilot program. They're the first 
provincial employees to have 
taken the course. 
A one-page mortgage form is 
now in use at all B.C. Land Ti- 
tle offices. 
The documents is easier to 
understand and reduces the 
volume of paper equired, says 
B.C.  attorney-general Bud 
Smith. 
million figure of last year,' says 
its building inspector. ' 
As of the end of  June, per- 
mits valued at nearly ~ $10 
million were issued compared'to, 
$4.7 million for the same period 
in 1989, says building inspector 
Bob Lafleur. 
"There are a lot of projects 
were still waiting for more in- 
formation on (before permits 
can be issued),', he said. 
The overall !990 permit value 
to date of  $9.9 million 
represents a 206 per cent jump 
over last year with residential 
housing coming in at 230 per 
cent over what it was in 1989. 
Recent major projects under- 
way include the 26,000 square 
foot United Buy and Sell fur- 
niture store building between 
the overpass and 3 N One Foods 
gas station and  carwash on 
Hwyl6 and Francisco Trigo's 
two-storey office and retail 
building on Kalum beside the 
Happy Gang Centre. 
Footings are going in for the 
United Buy and Sell building. 
i 
' , .complete ~u :x~.u~ i  ~ : • .... 
Still boom. ng ~[~ ~=~@~~~ Convenience Items;;:/ 
/~ v' ~ ~ :  at Competitive Pricesl i 
~uild'l~mgCpEermitsTh:ue~al:; t~e f ~treSt/aa~ln~ hielly bs~P~l'~a~tE;'  ~' ~" ' ;  " '  3' 
city should double the $11.490 inahoutsixw~¢ks.Thebui ldin;  i ~ ALL  PANCO~ LURES "~ ii~ 
20% IOFF is valued at $575,000. Lafleur said 38 residential 
permits have been issued to the 
end of June compared to 17 the 
same period in 1989. He expects 
at least another 10 to be issued 
soon. 
Major residential projects in- 
clude the 30-unit second phase 
of the Twin River Estates enior 
citizens housing project and the 
12 duplexes of the Muks-Kum. ~ 
Ol Housing Society. 
"There's a lot of speculative 
housing going up and that's a 
major change from last year," 
sai d Lafleur. 
One major institutional pro- 
ject is the addition of a nuclear 
medicine diagnostic facility at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. That 
construction is valued at 
$220,000. 
Lafleur felt that a lot of the 
activity comes from those who 
want new projects completed 
prior to cost implications aris- 
ing from next year's Goods and 
Services Tax. 
APPOINTMENT 
~.  ~ oura l ready  low pr lcea l  ~ i~ 
Come andCheekOut ~ ~  
our F, shing,Rod and I~-'~i~I~ ;
Reel edces..~ i ~ ~:i j ' \ / / ,~ : ' i ! ]  
THE HOTTEST PIilCES IN TOWN!" . . . .  ; .--,~--__~- ~--~ ~i~ 
so w,yoot 
take a kid f i sh ing? '~~ ~'.'- I~ 
AGAR ! RED & WHITE  
5008 Agar . . . . . . .  . . . .  
638'1369 ,:'• ,,, 
~oar ,~'7", :t 
' Agmr,P'~W 'L ,~ 
HOURS: • " 
• Mon..Frl. 6:30 a.m.- Mldnlght 
' Sat.- Sun. 7:30 a.m. -Midnight 
• J im I rv ine  George  Gough 
Totem Ford is pleased to announce that Jim Irvine 
and George Gough have assumed management of. 
their Auto Body Shop effective July 12, 1990. For 
all your auto body needs. Call them todayf 
" ..... ~ iua l i ty , ,pa in t  and  body work, , 
**"  count  o n 'Totem Ford!!  
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635-4984 
CALL TOLL FREE- 1-800-772-1128 
Remember, a touch of class offers 
Complete Aesthetics Treatment 
by Jan Dozzi 
Come and experience the pleasure of pampoflng yourself. 
I 
/ 
starting July 23 
30% 
OFF, 
Almost  Everyth ing  
In The Store  
• Dresses 
i • Co-ordinates 
• Casual Wear 
• Housecoats 
HOSIERY '  
• -.¢~ 
4605 Lazel le  '" 
ess~sSo ~ 
PR , , i  like myself being thin after a l l  E= these  years. I recommend NutrilSystem to everyone I see MOVING : and talk to!" 
The Nutd/System 0Weight Loss Program In'cludes'a vadety of SALE NoEoWeS delicious meals and snacks, nutdtionerand behavioral counseling, 
light activity, and weight maintenance 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
A NEW LOOK ~! 
We're all spruced up and Iooklng great,. On the outside, the Terrace Inn 
has been newly re-painted and two new Information signs have been placed • Our cllent, 
on the roof giving the time and temperature. Also neon tube lights now Klkl Ka0nas,. 
,, outline the top comers of the hotel, ~ 10st 31 Ibs. 
o , w  _ r - - . o , u  0 . . _  ill ballroom. Some of our accommodation rooms have been redecorated as this Walllld 11111 ! Is an ongoing project. II~tlllt MI ~ ~ 
] "~, anC°me In and see us now, se we take thts hotel andmark into the 90,s, w l t h e x c i l n g  ew f la i r ,  BALLROOM ever ONE lLUON i¢111111111 leelu~:thl 1mr. 
. SKEENA * SAFE, easy and 
~,. ' Our newly, redecorated Skeena Ballroom Is the perfect place to hold a ban- i parma, nt weight 
quet, meeting, conference or:specieevent, Up tb200pemons can be /loss , 
| seated comfortably for a meal or many more for e reception. Let us look after i * Pr0fasslmal 
, ~_ all the details for you. , supervision' 
, Call Jaclde Nadesu, Our Banquet Co.Ordlnator for all the details. . • . No cal0de. ! 
. coontlng 
itl KERMODEI DINING ROOM *Nooimmlcks 
It's all new and It opens ecrly end closes late. Our beautiful now restaurant 
..~., now opens at 5:30 e.m, Monday to Saturday and serves Breakfast, Lunch & ~ '  111~ -'. • 
i[ Dinner until 11 p.m . . . .  . . . .  . ~ ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ ~ 1 1  ~ 
New menus, new look waitresses and Very comfortable surroundings. 
Try us out soon. ' weight loss ©entre~ 
I i SUNDAY BUFFET BRUNCH I l l  Take in Terrece's only Sunday Buffet Brunch. Its e fabulous feast available I . . _ _ 
from 10 a.rn, until 2 p,m. every Sunday. 
Adults: $10.95; Seniors: $7,95 & CIiIIdren $6.95 under 3 are flee. 
• , 638-1800 
4661 Grelg Avenue, " 
Terrace, B.C. VeG 1M7 Cal l  Today  And Beg in  To Lose! 
For.Reservations, , ~ 
Call (604) 636.6630 or 7 '  
IToll Free 1-800'663-8156 4e44 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE 
Fax (e04),636.2788 ; I ' ' ' : " 
' OFF 
' , , , , ,, , , , Wv~at .Wt~,~cmm.,mckn.~. ~Iy21,1NO 
' ' . , .  I I I I I I  [ ' 1 T " • 
," • ' . . . .  . ~i~: • ~,, ~i~:~:i , : , /"  i i .... ,~-~ -,,/ . . . .  ,/. , ..:, ~ , .... ~,, ~, 
' i  
r d 
' r  " rOS for no rthw tC" NO n e w  C . . . . . .  : '  I~APPY 4 th  ii!' ~ 
~ C E  - -  The vast Sk~na now patrol' tbe region. Which to be made ' '. ' environmentminist have been' " ..... ~ATER LIL " . . . . . . . . . .  . ::~::~ ;:' / re on will be . . . . . . .  • ..... . . . ,~ . . . . . .  Y BAY RESORT :~i~:' ~%~_~_n_umeer O~conservation extending from Endako  to the regulations :are already under- new administrative Positions i t . '  ~:1~ ~ 8tartedbyDavUaM=y, DavldJr. :~b~-":.. ~[~: , '  , ;'Jill:!/j 
U~rstor-~.,,otn.er year. .  ' _Queen Charlotte "~ islands and enforced iiere: because of the have been added, and ]'our new ~:~. , J~-~ end Mlch~ Bowan -- Colthumt In1050: ~ i i !  '~ ~ 
..v,.u,~ ,w~ o.e . aaaeo  in f rom Kit lmat to'.the Yukon  shortage of :cOnservat ion of- teehnicianswil lbehiredtoserve~ t " " " ' - __L . . . . L .  ',' 'i:'.~ : . .eL i[", .... ' !!. 
Skeena  this ear"  re "on " ~ " , . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ; QUIET FAMILY CAMEuHuuNu ~". :'::;~ .:.".~': :i!: : ,~;r~.. . . .  y ee,_, . . . .  g~, al en- border. Two officers are based, ricers,, and added th e situation as a mine.review • process to ~ u . , s , . . . . . . . . . , . ' . .  ' .A.  :;::i-~, :..t-i.il,.: i~ 
Di"v ' "~"  . . . .  , , z ,  stry mreczor m terrace, , .... . ' could get worse as the officers, determine . if proposed -: . . . .  --  ,,,,~n,,~, =~.  ~o, , iue ,  . , " -.: *"~""~:~..- ~:~::': x '~ , ' . 
,,~/k Aenderson said last week, , Expectations. of..,~m increase areforced to de~ote,more time developments threaten: local  ~'~.~",~(~..~ ,BOAT & CANOE RENTALS, ..,...,:,,,, ,ii~j:"i ~,1:: 
,,W,. ¢ .hoping we may. get . were bolstered:when .environ,' to-. investigating pollution- water supvlies-or fish and : " : | - "~ '~- '~  YEAR ROUND ACCOMMODATION;:*". "!~'i ~:'l'i'" I some:next year.,, !- . meni minister John Reynolds: reiatedoffence.~:;".: : . wildlife hai~itat.:. :" : : : ' . ,  \4~_~'~ ~ COVERED RV STORAGE. ' L: q :: : ' ' 1 ' '~ ~ ~ l ~ ~:' ~ '
!;:L Kep .~!. ted.C~S for more con-. visited Terrace:earlier this spr,. "We've got to remember that ' Two more waste officers are'": I~-  ~-_.~1~ .'I , .... ...~. . . :  ... ':, ", ..." t' L.:'.?i~ I.i: • !~:~i 
s.e.rya~lo.n otncers in the nor- ing and promlsedmore officers while expectations of what con- to be hired; as well as a half-:: ~ ~ ,-~" ~j~] Mi~hU~Selg~n~.n~ tr°ng aner 40 ye~s, .with 0a~i:! Ii ~ ' i~ t 
r~W~: ,Ha  ve been sound.ed ami'd would be added in Skeena th i s  servation officers should do are time clerk tO handle:~sticide" I ~ ,~d)  ~.~J  . . ' e, oa, ano Monte on beaumul .Lake~i~[ , 
~an~t°~. :h~teneostocks  year. But Anderson ~ Said the~i growing, they're 'already cover- permits. Al l  of the new posi-, J~ '~ i~ LaKe, 10 ram. s0uth of Terrace. : '  : . ; i  i~!::: ~ | i  
- . . . . .u .w~aure .  _,:.' : ministry didnt get"ail  the~, ing a lot of territory. ', ,.: tions are expeeted to be based in i: ~-.- - / 'A~.,~ L - -  " ~ _ _ _  A ~ ~, '  f" ~: : ~ q l :  
~:,,~-m~n~conservation.: . . . .  officers money it expected, . . . . .  and cutshad .. . . . . . . . . . .  He said staff additions to the Smithers : 09-_~P~Y3:~f,/.~ P none /~e '~L '  * . . . .  [ 
)0  Sha l lOW r mar ina  -- -- ---_ ----- . . . .  - , , :.:' 
• . . . .  , K ITSUMKALUM I ..)0PENINGL_ 
. I Ji rOn  sched u le  I SEPT. 3,  1990 , 
Oil ~:: the latest contract for the days at most and should be ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP. ,i 
MK Bay marina expansion the" d~n~, hv ,I,,, o.a ^¢ ,h . . . . .  I, , i , t e  
K i t imat-St ik ine regional 
district's administrator says the 
project is still on schedule for a 
September re-opening for 
boaters. 
Bob Mareellin said an inspec- 
tion of excavation work done by 
LuX Construction had deter. 
mined it had not dug deeply 
enough. As a result, approx- 
imately 5,000 cu.m. of material 
still has to be removed to meet 
depth specifications. 
He said the contractor had 
been informed of the problem 
by Public Works Canada - -  it is 
responsible for the first phase of 
the project - -  and will correct 
the error. 
done by the end of the month. 
Meanwhile tenders for the 
marina's new floats and fingers 
closed today and tendering for 
the floating breakwater is also 
underway. Both contracts are 
expected to he awarded within 
the next two weeks. 
Although moorage at MK 
Bay will not be available until 
late September, the facility's 
boat launch is now back in ac- 
tion. However, with construc- 
tion still going on  atthe site, 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district 
cuations it is subject o closure 
without notice. 
Arrangements have also been 
made with Kitamaat Village for 
Bob MarceUin 
fuel supply system at the 
launch. Expected to start up 
within the next week, the fuel 
service will likely operate 
5p.m.-Sp.m.,  Monday to 
Thursday and 8a.m.-8 p.m. Fri- 
Marcellin said Lux had in- a installation of a temporary day to Sunday. 
Hold  out  teachers  sign up  
TERRACE ~ All but two of 21 shouldn't be coerced into join- troversy will quickly blow over. 
Terrace teachers who were ing any organization, and that "We are glad to have this 
refusing to join the local the membership requirement in matter behind us," Houlden 
teachers' union have now signed the contract constitutes unfair said in a press release. "We 
KALUM MOTEL 
--  clean rooms -- friendly staff 
-- reasonable rates 
6522 Hwy 16 Terrace, B.C. 635-2362 
HOUSE OF Slm-O-Ghets | 
--  Indian arts a crafts - -  convenience store 
1 --  Rosswood Potter - -  Loacted in the Terrace Airport Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. (3 miles west of Terrace) 638-1629 
"KITSUMKALUM ROCK QUARRY 
-- Ballast, Crush and Rip-Rap 
Box 544, Terrace, B.C. 
635.6177 
KITSUMKALUM RIVER TOURS & GUIDES 
- -  two boats --  weekly tours 
- -  advanced booking up to 6 persons 
recommended per boat 
-- experienced & knowledgeable guides. 
Hwy. 16, Kalum River Bridge 638-3735 or 638-0198 
up. labour practices. Non-union hope to be able to move for- 
The majority of the signings teachers in Terrace and Langley ward now that thk ;~,,o h~ 
came the end of June which was 
the deadline for them to join or 
lose their jobs. 
The contract signed last year 
between School District 88 and 
the Terrace District Teachers' 
Association (TDTA) required 
all teachers to join the local 
un ion-and  the B.C. Teachers' 
Federation by June 30 or lose 
~gley ward now that this issue has .J _ .  - ' e lP I~A 111i~' . i 
ahadvibetonr.P.in~vg~hh;irho,peson be n.resolved. Many of these J L ; ' J~ .~~,~ R I~V l~ L ..,~.- ~ ~ 1  
y y , ~¢=owna memoers nave long histories of "Jl ' "~v~l~Y~'K l l  -R  a s s~,,  f - ~ , c - : ~ l  
teachers. ., i . . ,  service in the district, and they II .~%~f~-" - \~  I Ptk lk£~~~-~. l l t~ l l  
TDTA pres ident  Greig would have been difficult to |1 . /~  ~ 1 .~.~.  !~ . . . .  _. .', 
Houlden predicts the entire con re lace" I ~ ~ ~ l  ' 
" P " ~ , f4"  ~"  =ooooooo===ooo==oo:oo=ooooooo==o*=-,== 
.1 
. . . , : ,  N e e d e d . .  , Ii 
a . • ~ +  ' - . - : . . . .  - ~, l l J L ' ~ " ~ t  ntho ellya~'_.;~.3. 
• //'. "i'~ X , ~ , . LONDON FROM $449.00 RETURN US AND EUROPE roOM 
8549 O0 US THIS FALL • • 230 - Skeena, Hau land, : ' ; / .  <#"-"~-~ , ,','~" , .g ] Dep~t~0s out of Seamlo 
; i M ,~ ~' . ' [~  t 237 - Braun Street ~ • , , , ,  
9 I ~ : : : : ~  ! 12S - 4800.4900 Lazelle, ~ DISNEYLANDll THIS SUMMER! 7 NIGHTS FOR ONLY 559 O0 
' '~'i ' 4 $ • : ~ ~ ~ , ~  I ,.900 Davis, 4800.4900 ] PER ADULT BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
~ . ~ ~ !  rlwy. 16, 3100-3200 Kenny j [ Children pay only $369.00. Includes air out of Vanc0uve; and HotelPl 
• ~ ' ~ ~ [ ~  Need Summer Re~,cemlnt ] Also includes a 1 day Oisneyland pass and return transfers 
• ~ ~ ~  for mule." ~' i PLUS: Save ,20 per adult when .veiling Momlay thin Thmday 
~ E ~  220 - Pohle, Agar,-Kenny,. ] * * * * 
the~: jqbs . , , , . , , . . .  : . . . .  ~ .~. ,~: .  ......... . 
An Industr ia l  Relat ions'  
Council iIRC) ruling against  
non-union teachers in Kelowna 
ended any hopes local teachers 
had of teaching here without 
joining.unions. 
Most Of.the holdout eachers 
objected tO. the provincial 
teachers' federation's pro- 
choice abortion stance and con- 
frontational labour action, 
, The two remaining teachers 
have applied to the IRC for 
religious exemption from the 
unions. Their hearings are 
slated for later this summer, 
and if they win exemptions they 
could continue to work in the 
district. 
Last month's IRC ruling re- 
jeeted a. group argument by 
I 
-: 638-7283 :~ 
I" TERRACE-- STANDAIq~ ~ 
ROBERT DE NIRO SEAN PENN 
WE,- N ANGELS 
DEMI  MOORE 
I PA IA i~Of f l ' k11 , 'U l l ' l i~11 ANAIYLL'60NrlOOLr(I1CN ANgI .~ lUM 
ILOEI I 'KMftO S~,.AN M t l i ' l t l~Ae i~LS 
IB I I IOME I I~TM I I I~ IUUI r  J .U IB~ I I - , , ,~ ' I fG~O~Gi~ . . " 
• ~dFb lqndqNIU l ' t l lWI l~ l l /R  h~t~l l~ l r l l l l~ l  ' . ' ,  . , . .  
I '~ JU I l~  I '1CI1~ ~ e  vr lo  I IP 'F I  
v-- ~--:" ON VIDEOCASsETTE q ~r~nl~ 
~. . . .~ .  AND LASER VIDEODISC ,~iF~ 
! 
i 
' . j :  .~  / . . , " ' : '  . :.~ 
: "NO. 140--4141 Lakelse Ave.. Terrlce, B.C. 635 '6121 
NO , 2"  2823 C~ S ' ' '  T~ '~ '  B ' ~ '  " L 635;4841 
!i,i: !!:i?' 'No1309 •2nd Avel, Welt, Pd~e RUl~rt, ..C: 624-2221: 
i i I i  
DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN BORROW ASSORTED TRAVEL VIDEOS 
FROM YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT? 
; Check their travel ibrary for the destination you want!If 
"k'k * "k 
RESERVE NOW FOR YOUR EARLY BOOKINg DISCOUNT ON A CRUISE 
FOR '91. GREAT SAVINGSlll 
TRY A BUS TOUR THRU THE UNITED STATES. 
A good way to see a whole lot in one tdp: The Grand Canyon, 
Yellowstone National Park, Reno; Vegas, and lots morelll 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
~,~______~ 635-61.81 
Skeena Mail 
I:! 
Washers 
and 
Dryers!  
See our H UGE 
Selection of: 
• Hotpoint & i 
.Appllences ~X_~ I /  
• Danbyand ~., • J 
wood 
Freezers 
" - " -  L ' . '  
Ter race  Furn i tu ; re  Ma rt  
KING'S 
CASTLE 
PLAY & LEARN 
DAYCARE 
QUALIFI'~ED STAFF 
.: " ." :(i: ~.~'..'..': '::, . :.. !!",; 
Ghyslalne Courtney 
Having 8 years Primary 
School teaching 
OXp4H'IOIIICe. 
QUALITY OUT OF 
SCHOOL CARE 
FOR 
KINDERGARTEN 
CHI~EN 
FUN FILLED 
• CURRICULUM 
• FOR YOUR ::~ 
CHILD'S LEARNING 
ENJ~ENT 
ACTIVITIES INCLUDE: 
ART & CRAFTS 
4, 4, 
DRAMA & DANCE 
4), 41, 
MUSIC & SONGS 
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES 
INCLUDE: 
REL~RIPS 
STORY TIME 
AUDIO~IISUAL 
4k 
COMPUTER 
CENTRE 
ADVENTURE 
PLA~I~REA 
FEATURING 
The Animal Centre 
With Live 
Birds, Fish, 
Turtles, Hampsters,  
Frogs and Cats. 
t ,e, 
If you have kindergarten 
children between the ages of 
4 and 5 who need full day 
cme or half day cara and 
would like an invitation to our 
open house or for further In- 
formation please clip and mall 
this portion to 
the King's Cut le  44~S 
Blroh :Ave. Terrace ILO. 
VSG 1)(4. 
• P i lau  complete: : 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: : 
NO. OF CHIL~ 
i 
" ! 
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ATU R DAY..,, J U LY 
9 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
" ; - :  . 
• ° 
.~ . ! - ~ ,:~ 
.LE A ND KA, I 
M ERCHANTS 
,: t} 
. . . .  ' S/ 
N'T MISS THIS INCREDIR! F SAVINGS EVENT!!! 
i 
, 
I !  
up to 
2 5 % °* 
SELECTED SUMMER 
SHIRTS and PANTS 
Barbecue 
{-/!}/} 
Accessories 
2 5 % oFF 
• Basket grill 
• BBQ caddy I 
Watch for many I • Fish nrill I 
i ns tore  spec ia l s  ° 
NORTHWESTERN SPECIALTY FOODS 
4621 lazelle (next to Sears) 638-0300 
% OFF 
ROYAL 
ALBERT CHINA 
2J~% OFF 
_ '1  ROYAL .: 
V DOULTON 
CHINA 
10 o/o 4nolo B SELECTED 
ALL ~ COLLECTORS 
GIFTWARE •PLATES 
;}  
i '  
) 
/ 
!: ii/ - 
I, ¸  I 
The Sale 
You've Been Waiting For! 
CENTRAL SEAT SAVINGS O 
'~.Stuffed .........T ys i : -  R o attan Wa. ' ' FLOWERS 
.~, ~Copper & Brass ~ • Plants .:i~i,~. i., . ~3237 Kalum St. 
_ . . . . . .  ~ . , ~  . . . . . .  ' ~., ,638-1900 
%!! !OFF  30  , suMM ER AND,/!!i~ ,i!~ ' " FALL FABRIC4 S~:~'~ "~ ,~v~  '~,. i ¢\~'/ i i '  -, . . .  ~W .... 
" As Adver t !sed .  In S tore -  , .... • ; ,i~ '~ ~!!~ 
, SPECIAL SIDEwALK PROMOTIONS ~ :i~;~:..~.i, /:!!/~i 
U~e ~abrie l~autique ~ 
Are ceiebratlng In Business ~" We ~ 5 years" ',/il 
~,!~ :~,,,~ .. ,, ~ 500  I 
i 
WHAT' 
UP 
JUNE 27 "AUGUST S, 1990 
. The Kltimat Centennial 
M~meum presents historic quilts 
from the Vancouver Museum 
dating from the early 19th ten- 
,t/w/ to ~d 20th century; Quilts 
by local craftsmen wig enhance 
. ibis exhibition, Museum 
Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10 
a.m..5 p.m. Sunday 12 p,m.-5 
p.m. Closed Monday. , 
JUNE 30, JULY 7, & 21' 1990" 
-- Stitch by stitch: Quilting in 
the museum, demonstrations 
with Pat Simpson and Mary 
lee on. Saturday, June 30; 
Elain Krickan and. Lob on 
. ~ Saturday, July 7; Vlcky Steveus. 
on Saturday July 21; • 
JULY 19, 1990 -- Terrace 
Public Library Is holding a 
poetry workshop for children 
age 8 & up. at 2 p.m. at the 
library. Please register in ad- 
vance by phoning 638-8177. 
*****  
JULY 21, 1990- Caledonia 
Class of '70 will be holding a
potluck supper at the Kin Hut 
at Heritage Park. Time 6 p.m. 
(;all 635-2935 or 635-2873 for 
more info. 
JULY 25, 1990 ~ Hearts and 
"Hands: The american ex- 
periences. A video n the art of 
quilting in America from 1830 
to 1930. At 7:30 p.m. Museum 
Hours: Tuesday -- Saturday 10 
a.m. -- 5 p.m. Sunday.12 p.m. 
-- 5 p.m. Closed on Monday. 
JULY 25 & 26, 1990 --" How 
will your business be affected 
by G.S.T.? What will be taxed? 
How will you prepare for 
G.S.T.? These questions and 
more will be answered during 
Business information sessions 
tO be held in Terrace at 7:30 
p.m. An officer of Revenue 
Canada Exdse will be presen. 
ring the administrative aspects 
of the federal legislation which 
is proposed to take effect 
January 1, 1991. For more in- 
formation Contact:Terrace &
District Chamber of Commerce 
at 635.2063 toreserve a seat at 
r oneOf the smiom. 
JULY 26, 1990 -- At 2 p m: 
i ! l"~.~'.T~rra~e"'pt]blle ~. Library" 
.preseiits Beat the Heatl J01n' 
• the library Fan Clubl Keep cool 
by making your own fun and 
watching a frosty video "The 
Snowman". Cool refreshments 
~will-be served, of course! For 
ages 6 and up, No  registration • 
requlr~. 
AUGUST 2, 1990 -- At 2 p.m. 
The Terrace Public Library 
• Presents Let'k get ready for the 
Riverboat Days parade! We 
will be making posters and 
placards. "Wormsworth", The 
longest bookworm in the 
world, will be entering the 
parade this year. We need lots 
of kids to march with him. 
Anyone who would like to be in 
the parade must have a permis. 
sion slip signed by a parent or 
guardian. 
• w* "A'* 
AUG. 3, 4, $, 1990- 1980 
Grads of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary 10 year eunion for 
all persons who graduated or
should have graduated in 1980. 
Reunion 'to be held at the Ter- 
race Inn. If you have not 
received your invitation and 
would like to attend, please 
contact us by July 1, 1990. For 
more information call 638-1214 
or send letter to c/o 2088 
Cypress Street, Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 5G3 
AUGUST 9, 1990 -- At 10:30 
a.m. or 2 p.m. The Terrace 
Public Library presents Make a' 
Wind (in the Willows) Sock~ 
and fly like the windl For 
children agesl 6and up. Please 
register in advance. 
• A'*  A, A, 
AUGUST 14, 1990- Terrace 
recycling committee will be 
having a meeting at 7 p.m. in 
the Terrace Library basement. 
For further info: call Sylvia 
63~-7795 orJeAnne 638-0790, 
conrd B l l  & Bi2 
I 
The Testate Standard 
offers What's Up, u a 
publ ic ~de~iee to i t s  
rendm and those eom. 
munit~ orpnl~tdons in 
the men. 
Items for this section 
are, for non,profit 
organLmtions and for 
lhome events In wldeh 
there Is no Cost to gain 
gdndssJon, 
To meet our produc. 
I ' tion deadlines, we' ask 
Ihlt all items be submit,. 
ted, by noou on ,, the. 
' FRIDAY .preceding the 
foUowlnS week's issue, 
i 
. We also.ask dmt items be i i 
typewritten or be printed ! 
_ I II 
Tnrr~.a ~ t ~ n d ~ r d  Wadna~, , l~ , .  I .h ,  "411 4eros  I )4ne i  Q4  
Dramatic experience 
a confidence builder 
The drama program at 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
School showed two plays to the 
public this school year focu,~ing 
on family entertainment. 
The first show o f  the year, 
Schooldaze, was a collage of the 
trials of going to high school, 
and Ghostchasers was a parody 
of the movie ghostbusters. 
Theatre Arts instructor Brian 
Koven said he wanted to do 
something different from last 
year's shows Squeeze and Juice 
which were about teenage 
alcohol abuse. 
Videos of last year's plays 
were made with copies o f -  - -  - ~- : "  = -- 
Squeeze being distributed to Brian Koven 
schools an d public health units around the province. 
Trying to make sure the videos don't get "hidden away," 
Koven is "hyping them up" and they will be broadcast on 
CFTK during the second and third week of September. 
Koven says his theatre program, which started with one 
course and eventually built into a full program, is advanced 
compared to other school's programs. 
"I haven't heard of another program in the province that 
does anything like we do," he says. "Its not an elitist course 
for just a handfull of students either which I 'm quite proud 
of," 
The number one aspect of the theatre is to build confidence 
though according to Koven who is also an English teacher. 
"I  just found out the number one fear is not death or 
something like that --  but public speaking," Koven says. 
"I  think more parents are realizing drama isn't just an airy 
fairy thing but something that can help kid's confidence." 
Next year's plays will depend on the type of teenagers 
Koven sees in his class, but he has several in mind such as The 
Beverly Hill Billys, Is There a Doctor in the House and Rebel 
without a Cause. 
Fishing for fry I Reas°n t° ce,e rate 
MINNOWS AND TADPOLES were the catch of the day for Dean Mills, Jeremey McDonald and Aaron 
Wagner. Using nets made from mom's nylons and coathangers they fished out some fry they are going 
• :: to ~grow]ntq big,fish:'~ It:was a busy day on Howe Creek as.halfa dozen angeis vied for mud and rues- 
• . : -  : - . , - .  
Reunion a real hoe-down 
Charlotte Johnson recently 
celebrated her 90th birthday 
and to mark the occasion some 
250 family and friends gathered 
in Salmon Arm June 29-30 for a 
big family reunion. 
It all took place at Syd Man- 
son's place at Gordon Lake 
! beginning Friday night with a 
sing-along around the bonfire 
and games. Saturday midday 
!saw everyone exchange old 
fashioned box lunches and in 
the evening it was time for the 
hoe-down, 
For that event, an air hangar 
had been remodelled to look 
like a barn complete with bales 
of  hay. ' 'G~'amma" Johnson ar- 
rived in a vintage car and was 
[then piped in, During the 
festivities she was presented 
• with an album of family photos 
on the front of which was a pic- 
,ture of Charlotte at age 12 with 
her two sisters. 
: Each family had made up a 
poster With their pictures and a 
write-up and these were all 
around the walls. Egg cartons 
had been used to make table 
centres that looked  like 
chuckwagons and everyone 
..:! wore western-style dress. Danc- 
ing was to the music of a five. 
Yvonne Moen 
piece band. 
Feeding the gathering took 
1001bs. of beef, 901hs. of 
turkey, 401bs. of meatbalh, 
1001bs. of  potatoes and 801bs. 
of strawberries for the short- 
cake, A t  Sunday's country 
barbecue, 360' hamburgers, 
251bs. of wieners, lO gallons of 
chili and 30 gallons of  ice cream 
were consumed. 
The weekend finished with a 
relaxing : evening around the 
bonfire and dancing. 
Local residents attending the 
event included George and Gall 
Munson and children Inn and 
Jackie; Larry: Munson and 
family; Darren Munson; Faye 
LeClerc, Tom~Munson, Eda 
Cherneski and their families; 
and Kaye, Steve and Tanya 
Kutenics. Furthest ravelled was 
Steve's sister Elizabeth who 
came over from Hungary, 
ARRIVING IN STYLE, Charlotte JOhnson rolled up to her birthday 
celebration and family reunion in a vintage car. She Is seen above 
with her chauffeur, an old ,friend, 
Born in Nova Scotia July 10, 
1900, Charlotte first came to 
Terrace in 1949. After a time 
away, she returned in 1961 
before moving to the Nass 
Valley where she and her hus- 
band owned and ran a store in 
1965-66. The it was back to ter- 
race where she has remained 
since. 
Campers at Kleanza Creek 
got some unexpected entertain- 
ment Monday, July 9. Several 
Skeana Squares members went 
out to the picnic site that day 
for a wiener roast and while 
there turned on the music and 
gave an impromptu display of 
their square dancing talents. 
With the rain holding off un- 
til after 9 p.m., I 'm told both 
the Squares and evryone else 
there had a f in evening. 
I hear Bertha and Tom Wat- 
mough have company from 
Norway visiting. 
• .k. ~.k, * 
moenlgb 
I was having coffee with a 
friend the other morning when a 
bus load of seniors from 
Man i toba  s topped for  
breakfast. While talking to a 
few of them I met one fellow 
who said he had been here with 
the army in 1943, He said there 
was not much here then. 
• k ~** ,k  
I saw Dr. Lee and wife 
Thelma walking downtown the 
other evening. I gueSS they're 
here to see new grandchild 
Joshua, son of daughter~ Lesley 
and Randy Durand. • 
It must be nice for Dr,-Lee tO 
.enjoy a relaxing tim~ In T c,/~ce 
after the many years/of ~ ~.~ 
to the hospltal,:;~.;.flr~,lid ~ I 
Arthur Johnson and wife 
Hope had a special reason to 
celebrate Canada day this year. 
The New Aiyansh Couple found 
themse'lves ~ $20~000: richer 
following a Special Edition lot -  
tery draw that day. '  
-The Johnson's ay they plan 
to use the winnings to pay off 
their house. 
Arthur Johnson 
Calling all grads 
Simon Fraser University will be holding it's first ever 
Homecoming this September and it is searching for past 
graduates to invite to the event. 
"There are over 30,000 and it's important we reach as 
many as we can as quickly as possible," said spokesman Dr. 
Christine Liotta. 
The Homecoming runs Sept. 14-16 and will include music, 
dance, special lectures, displays and a gala dance/buffet. The 
daycare society will also provide a place for children to play. 
Local residents seeking more information can contact 
Deborah Bennett (291-3994) or Bruce Mason (291-3035). 
Jehovah's meet 
Over 1200 delegates from the northwest attended the 
district convention of Jehovah's Witnesses at the Terrace 
Arena July 12 - 15 
The theme of the convention was "pure language" - -  the 
need for mankind to speak a common language that will unite 
people of all nations. 
In addition to guest speakers, the convention featured 
song, prayer and drama. 
A baptism of "those learning the pure language" was held 
in the pool at the recreation centre on Sataurday. 
The keynote speaker, A. Ramseyer, spoke on the need for a 
pure language saying "it was a proper understanding of the 
truth about God contained in the bible concerning his pur- 
pose for the earth and man. 
Other speakers at the convention, which was one of 32 
summer, district conventions held in Canada this year, talked 
about being vigilant with prayers, "coping with the devils 
crafty acts," and "doing God's will with zeal." 
BURSARIES of $375.00 from the Terrace Health Care 
Society were awarded to four nursing students going in- 
to their second year of school who maintained good 
grades and showed a desire to come back to work in 
Terrace. Winning the Alice Chert Wing bursary was Less 
Bellamyon the far right and Elaine Wlebenga on the far 
.left, Ranjlt Parrn,ar and Rebecca Methlas won the Ter- 
t~el!h:.,. -~, rCare Society. , bursarS,:_,. , ,',  ;:..-.,, ,: "~ , .  . . . .  ~ .,.. ~.;~;"..,,., 
[ I I I'1 
, i 
/ 
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i : winter it was when wewe~:m : I ~ .  g "..& I IIKII/I ¥ /-~WA i'f I r" I. 
' snowed in that Dr~ Lee rode h i s "  
snowmobile to the hospital ~ " [ ~ T ~ " t ' l ~ V c 2  i r I 
and wasstopped by the poli~!; / ~ ~  ~t J~ l   ;2~ :. r ~t~I' ***** . . . . . . . . . . .   i1' 
Con atulaflons to L0rne " :~ BEST P ICTURE*  BEST ACro l t  (O,m~.~D~,.~,~) . . . .  
Ka~en gKuem r on the  am?~ ': ; . ' *  BEs ' rD , , , c~, , ( ] , .S . , , ,mm ' ::;~!~!:' :: . 
, ,  , , , ,  - - t . r  f, ro . .  . . . .  . _ . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  
department captain Cliff Asak y . . . .  ~ as ,  ~ ~ ~  arrived Jul 1. the wed * II£.sTAI)APTt:I)S¢.IW.t:NI.L4Y(SIIANB'(oNN, IgC.TON. .IJIItlSHfRII.N) 
will soon begin running courses niversary of grandparents Ben, ~ ~ / : , [ 
on municipal fire protection for no andlrene. Congratulations ~ " m ' ~ Y ~ ¢ e r . m m u ~ "  ~ ~ ~: [ 
native: band fh'e departments to them too. ".Two Very Enthusiastic Thumbs Up!" . / around the provin(~e: 
Asak is one of four native * * **  * 
I was talking to .H~ firefighters who ' last month 
graduated from a firefighting. 
instructors course. Under con- 
tract with Indian and Northern 
Affairs Canada, the new in- 
structors Were trained at the 
Justice Institute's fire training 
centre in Vancouver. 
. Fire Academy director Paul 
Smith said "Indian Affairs 
needed to train native band fire 
departments, so instead of hir- 
ing trainers and setting up a 
separate system, they brought 
their best candidates to us," 
Although the fire academy 
has offered training to native 
band fire departments in B.C. 
and Saskatchewan since 1983, it 
hadn't employed native instruc- 
tors until this year. 
The fire training course in- 
cluded instruction on teaching 
techniques and technical skills 
in addition to lessons on handl- 
ing fires in buildings, cars and 
aircraft. 
Training police, fire and am- 
bulance personnel, the academy 
also provides instruction on 
handling dangerous goods and 
medical emergencies. 
Nishga Band member Cliff Asak recently graduated from a fire- 
training officers program and will be conducting firefighting courses 
at native band fire departments. 
Clowns entertain young and old 
By MARY ANN BURDETI" 
Young or old, we all love 
clowns and happily most of us 
are familiar with the Shrine 
Clowns. But were you aware 
that we are fortunate nough to 
have a Shrine Clown unit in our 
own area? 
The Skeena Shrine Clown 
Unit was formed in September 
1989 and is made up of ten 
members from the Ter- 
raee/Kitimat area. These ten 
members have appeared in 
parades, at Community func- 
tions and anywhere they can 
make youngsters smile. So far 
they have put in 351 hours. 
The Skeena Clowns under the 
direction of president Rick 
Wintemute, secretary Ron 
Burnett and director of enter- 
tainment Jake Terpstra have a 
busy schedule ahead of them 
this year with many events 
UNICEF 
British 
Columbia 
1-604-687-9096 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lahelse Average 
Phone 6356302 
Licensed Premises 
HOURS:  
Weekdays  :,. 
6 :30  a.rn.  • 8 :30  p .m;  
Saturday  
7 :00  a .m.  • 8 :30  p .m.  
Sunday  
8 :00  a .m.  - 8 :00  p .m.  
gOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
HEASOHADLE PRICES : 
, j. : ,  
scheduled as well as attending 
training workshops. The Skeena 
Unit will perform at any func- 
tion where their presence can be 
an asset as long as they receive 
sufficient notification to ready 
themselves. Although no charge 
is made for their appearance, 
donations are gratefully ac- 
cepted and such donations go to 
the funding of  their 22 
children's hospitals, Orthopedic 
and bum units. 
One of the times we will be ab 
le to enjoy this group is during 
Riverboat Days (August 2-6) 
where they will be participating 
in the parade as well as being in- 
volved in the Children's 
Festival. 
These are a very special peo- 
ple doing a speci~ job. 
The  Riverboat Days Society 
does indeed salute the Gizeh 
Temple Shrine Clown-- Skeena 
unit. We are proud to have 
them as a part of our communi- 
ty and look forward to seeing 
them during Riverboat Days 
1990. 
Park 
Report 
i The berries are ripe. Lots of them. The beautiful array of 
huckleberries, blueberries, bunchberries and even devil's club 
berries make for a colourfu] walk along the trails of local 
B.C. Parks. 
Berries are very important he life cycle of many plant 
species. Inside the berry is the seed of life from which a new 
plant may grow. Seeds that are covered by a tasty berry can 
travel far before landing on the soil because birds, bears and 
even people will eat the berry, but not digest he seed. 
You could say that these animals are acting as "gardeners 
of the forest". 
Some plants rely heavily on animals to spread the seeds. 
That is exactly why most berries are not harmful to animals. 
If the berries were harmful, the animals would not want to eat 
them! 
That does not mean that all berries taste good to humans. 
Some, such as baneberries are poisonous. But there are many 
kinds that taste good raw (eg. bunchberries0 huckleberries), 
others are better sweetened (eg. soapberries), and some will 
probably not hurt you but are best left alone for the birds and 
the bears (eg. Devil's Club). 
There are many kinds of plants which people at from our 
local forests, and berry walks are a great opportunity o swap 
recipes. 
Want to learn more about edible berries and plants? Then 
bring your sense of adventure to our "Incredible Edibles" 
walk on Sunday, July 22 from 3 - 4 p.m. We will meet at the 
Furlong Bay Picnic Shdter, at the beach. 
For more information on this and other visitor programs, 
please phone B.C. Parks at798-2277. All programs are free, 
and run from Thursday toM0nday until September 3.
Thurlday, July 10 
?:ao- 0:3o p.m. - The Queen Charlottes - -  Meet at Furlong Bay Picnic Shelter 
fat video 
Friday, July 20 
3:00 - 4:00 p.m. - -8aeky i rd  for Birds j Meet at Fudong Day Picnic Shelter 
• ~ (at the beach) . - - 
'" ~7:$0 - 0:30 p,m, -- Outdoor Phologmphy --  Meet at ~rion~ Bay Picnlc Shelter 
-~ Saturday. July 21 ~ 
'; 3:~0 - 4:00 p.m. -- Jerry's Ringers Meeting *-  Meet at Furlong Bay Rcnic 
,, Sheter 
/:lO. 8:30 p.m. -- The Beer FuotI --  Meet at Furlong Bay Picnic Shelter 
Sunday, , I~2~ 
3:00 • 4:00 p.m. - -  Inoredlble Edlble~--  Meet at Furlong Bay Picnic Sl~lter 
' 7:30 - 0:30 p.m. - -  The 8~lmon Peq) l~'- -  Meet at F~Oql Bay Picnic Shelter 
Monday, Jdly 33 
3:00- 4:00 p,m, --  Down by the ameer Pond ~-- Meet st West ~trance tO Twin " 
Si~u~ TIIII 
?:30 - 8:30 p,m. - -  Creepy CmwHN - -  Meet at Fudo~O Say Picnic Shelter 
All ProgramI Are Freelll 
, B.C. Park,i':::!,i i:, 798"2277 
chell the other day, 
husband BHI lived hen 
- -  he was airport ma 
the time. They left I"( 
years ago and now 
Chilliwack. They :a 
visiting elder son Lane 
family. 
,Eileen Frank and I 
Grundmann recently 
partied city planner 
Kamenz to a conferenc( 
couver where the hous~ 
of seniors were discuss( 
Approximately 300 
from around the prot 
tended, mostly from th 
Mainland. I was told it, 
interesting but they we] . . . .  ,,- 
pointed to find it appears not 
much information is sent out o f  
the needs in our region. • 
And finally, people at the 
Happy Gang Centre are very 
busy right now getting their 
float ready for the Riverboat 
Days parade. 
============================.  635-4841635-6121 
I~  .I ~L~_.~_IIIII .,.=o.,o~,,.,,...,,,~.,,,c. 632-4825 
[, I~  = l~ l - - - - . I J  No. 3Og.?ndAve..West. erinceP.uoert. BC. 624-2221 
I ACK TO YOU- GOOD AS 
GUARANTEED! , 
Fender benders to major damage --  we can fix it. 
Put your car in our care and let our experts ~,= 
handle the job! / 
Now under  new management l  
- -  Windshields 
- -  Flbreglass work . . 
- -  ICBC claims ~ ~ " ,_" -  
- -  Diamond Cote & . " " 
Rust Proof 
- -  Most Advanced New Wedge 
Clamp Frame System for 
stralghtenlng uni-b0dy fi~Jmes 
in Terrace. 
- -  Sikken9 I~nt  In various colors 
for I~tter color matches. 
- -  FREE E$11MATE$ 
- -  10% OFF for mnlore 
until July 31, 1990 
TERRACE,MOTORS 
BodyShop " ' 
3oo 635"4837 
All 
Makes 
And 
Models 
HOURS: 
Monday to Friday 
8:00 am to 5:30 m 
I 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
LIST OF ELECTORS 
In preparation for the 1990 elections, the City will be .corn,.. 
piling its List of Electors. , ' :  
If you are not already registered, and if you meet the follow-~: i~ J
ihg qualifications, and wish to be included on the List of Elec- J 
tors, please register at City Hall prior to August 31, 1990"  
I 
Qualifications: ~ 
1. a) 19 years of age, and .: !. 
b) Canadian citizen, and 
c) Resided in Province of:B;( 
i) are the owner, or tenant . : .in occupation. . . . . . .  0f real ' pro. p.erty in 
the city of . . . .  . . . "  :.• .: 
iS) have resid, fo r three  months. 
Or  - 
r 
:2..:. COrporation thatis the owner or tenant in occupation of 
lan d :in the City of Teffa.cej provided written authorization is fil-r 
ed.wi!h the clerk nammg .as its. agent" to vote a .pers0n 19 : ,  
'i:;iyears:of~age who isa::~Can~dlancitizen~ : : ' -:,:~.i~:; ~;~,~.~ 
are available at the Clerk's.Q!. J: : 
day,.~:B,.. O,a.m.to4:oo;J ' ~:i...;i::~::>! i 
piease: ca ;the Clerk,s 6ff ! :"~ 
:~:' "~REGISTRATION 
)u have anyq ues tion 
31.1 .>''' '::~ 
"' r ''>' I i  '<'ii "% ~': '
~, :~ :~.L~ ~ ,~ ~),  
- > , : :  :: : - ! :  : :  : . . . . .  - : ' r  i ' ' : :  i ~ : , ' "  
t, 
oq l  
TERRACE - -  Teenagers at risk 
Of leaving school are getting 
work experience and help this 
summer from a nine-week pro. 
gram. 
The organizer of the Work 
Orientation Workshop (WOW), 
Dana Tresiei'ra, says she is try- 
ing to prepare the teenagers for 
what they're going to enounter 
outih the work force and to en- 
courage them to stay in school. 
"From what I see of the kids 
I'm working with, they really 
need thehelp they're getting," 
she says. - 
• Sponsored by;School District 
88 and the Canada Employment 
W 
Centre, WOW gives the 
teenagers work experience by 
paying them the minimum wage 
for five weeks of work in a 
business or government institu- 
tion, 
Tresierra, who took over the 
job this summer, says she tries 
to place the teenagers in better 
than entry.level jobs, and has 
found them employment with 
the City of Terrace, Greyhound 
Bus Lines, Deep Creek hatchery 
and the Terraceview Lodge 
among others. 
• The work experience is divid- 
ed into two separate t ime 
periods which lets the teenagers 
come back to the program tO 
discuss what they learned and 
ask questions.. 
In addition to workshops on 
resume writing and interviewing 
skilb, the teenagers are given 
assistance with life skills such as 
decision making and goal set- 
ting. 
"We help them to decide 
what goals they want and how 
to achieve those goals," says 
Trcsierra who is Goldan's 
former community resources 
co-ordinator. 
Many teenagers lack self 
esteem, she says, so the pro. 
gram tries to • build it up. 
"We get them together to ad- 
mit they do have good qualities 
Student won't leave school now 
TERRACE - -  Seventeen year- program, which gives work ex- 
perience and skills to teenagers 
at risk of leaving school. 
He said the nine-week pro- 
gram has helped him decide to 
stay in school, gave him con- 
fidence and taught him about 
himself. 
"It teaches you how to have 
patience with everybody ou 
work with and all your 
friends," he said. "I've learned 
to be positive; that you're going 
to get that job." 
Having unsuccessfully hunted 
for a job last summer, Hawke 
joined the program partly 
because he receives wages from 
the work experience - - install- 
ing cable for TK Cablevision 
which will help him insure his 
truck. 
He ,feels the work experience 
he gets from the program, and 
the help with resumes and inter- 
viewing skills, will help get him 
a job when he graduates from 
school next year. 
"What the program is really 
doing is preparing us to go out 
and work." 
The class have become good 
friends, and WOW org~mizer 
Dana Tresierru is "more of a 
friend than a teacher," Hawke 
says. 
"It helps to have someone 
your own age teaching you." 
GREAT PACIFIC MANAGEMENT 
old Dave Hawke has had trou- 
bl~'ieaming since grade 8. 
• 'tI just couldn't understand 
some of the stuff," he says. 
Although he's thought about 
quitting school a couple times, 
he Says  he won't. 
" I f  I quit school I don't hink 
my friends would want to hang 
around with me because they'd 
think I was a quitter," he said. 
"And if I went for a job and 
they knew l'd quit school they'd 
just think I 'd  quit the job in a 
few months anyway." 
Hawke is enrolled in the 
Work Orientation Workshop 
, 
• 
," - )  
; ,:,; : .  ", 
. :  ~-~ 
_-- . 
by putting them into smaller. 
groups and getting them to say 
'these are the things I like about 
you' to each other." 
The students are also taken 
on tours of different businesses 
to show them whetkind of jo 
are available -- for people WJ 
and without education. 
"We want to' show them what 
things they can do if they stay in 
school," Tresierra said. 
Terrace schools refer poten- 
tial students to  the program 
each year with WOW taking 10 
each summer. Two dropped out 
before this year's program 
began. 
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RECREATIONAL VEHICLES (KELOWNA) LTD., 
We Are 
Consolidati 
Kelowna Inventories Back to 
HUNTERS in Edmonton. 
PRIOR TO THIS 
The following will be offered at 
SPECIAL PRICES! 
4 New Class A's 
7 New Class C's 
(minis) 
7 New Trailers 
1 0 New Fifth Wheels 
3 New Campers 
6 New Car Dollies 
13 Used Class A's 
24 Used Class C's 
(minis) 
12 Used Trailers 
25 Used Fifth Wheels 
30 Used Truck Campers 
16 Used Vans 
LIMITED TIME OFFER, 
9.9% (O.A.C.) ! 
Hwy. 97 N. - -  123 Penno Road 
KELOWNA B.C. 
Telephone: 765"4000 
] i  
f ' '  
Proven . . . . . .  
" f  
/ 
JL 
~erformer it's difficult for people to see you as 
anything eise: We at Trimark know this to be.true. 
~:~-.25 years of helping B.C. investors prosper, 
: Pacific Management has established themselves 
as leader in offering solid financial advice. 
Great  
L - 
7 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. 
Z~ ¸ , 2 • " 
I - -  
/ •• , ,  
, f 
• i : : / :  
~AGEMENT 
/ / L , ,  " , , . 
5133 AgarAvenuo 
To~, ac. ~:~!:!i ii ~i ~ ' 
V8Q 1H4 ' 
emnehMenager: Bud 14allock 
Phone: 635-4273 
~i!::~/)i!i!~i:,: ~ :P le~send me information on Trimark mutual funds. / l  ~:, 
! !i;. I Great Pacific Management Co. Ltd. Attn: Bud Halleck : I ~ :-: 
~,'~'i' ~;,(: 5B3 AgarAvenue, Terrace, B,C. VgG 1H4 
Telephone'(Bin,) : "  :' ";" f : : "  ~> ' ~ :  : -' ( . .) . '  , .  ,.o . . . . . .  
• • Port Albemi- Powell Rh 
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT INC.  
i>i i : / i '7 ~ . . . . .  • ~i~;•~-i ~: . . . .  ~ ,, :•: 
~• ii, • • , .  ~ / • . _ 
f • 
/ii•i I ~:i :•i !¸~• 
f :  
" /  
i, 
i ,• " i ¸~ ~: 
h 
= 
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A ma n's q uest for fishi N irva  ng 
E LOOKED OVER had been over five years iiice he ii ~ ' ' " ' ' ' . . . .  ~ '  :~ ~ i * ' : "' '' 
H never seen it on his many morn- : surge of youthful energy, Atthe 
and his fishing partner of so ~ same time time he r~ i the  
horses with •plants fishing trip together. :T 'h '  Q l~.~a~ permanence°fhlsnews~/He 
J ~  
Ruth's  r idiculous 
china bibelots - -  
sprouting from their backs, 
gnomes,  microdeer and a 
wishing well - -  and' saw the 
outline of the crab apple tree 
against the deep blue of the 
predawn sky. 
It was 5:30. There was no 
need to confirm it with a glance 
at the clock, after more than 30 
years of this rising routine he 
knew it was 5:30. 
Most of  the gear was in the 
car. He'd put it there the night 
b.efore ~ another part of the 
routine. After a bowl of mush, 
he grabbed his rain slicker and 
the heavily patched.waders 
from their hooks, took the 
lunch bag from the fridge and 
quietly stole out the door. 
The street light lit up the cor- 
ner of Jim's house. He noticed 
the blue trim was faded and 
peeling now, not surprising as it 
4,-% 4 ing .r ides to the river before; many years had taken their last Funny ,  he thought. 
The hillsides began to emerge would not be driving:home 
• Skeeno And what fine trips rthey'd The beenl Trips that began before so Angler / .  frnn|th~.halflight. They were tonight, ii::'::;:~Ji~!i:il 
green' with second growth He  felt an  tncontr011Rble 
many new roads Were cut where, i t  seemed, only days argo to cast. He did'ahd~iwas 
through the ~ lands~pe,:!! when " before therehad been new Cut soon into a m~ficient:/ f  ~, 
one fisherman on: a run was a ~ blocks'. He'parked:in the usual The.animal shot from:theWa!~r 
crowd, when nobody wanted ~.pot and Crawled from the car and performed ~Onderi~iiy; 
large fish because ::the: deep . . . . . . . . .  . . . . 'ke an insect who had been kept When he had rel~sed:it;,:!ithe 
freeze didn' t exish when there • But eventually it became part r~gn~: ne snooK,ms, nyao! j~t  too 10rig in a glass : i : urge overto0k ~:ag~d,: i~He 
were new bends in the riverand of the routine. Every morning waa~ oe2^.t/.e ~.oo~.a at  his Thecreekcr0ssingthetraii= cast and ~was into an6fl/er;~a 
each one was full of promise, he gave her a perfunctory wave, han~nwa::Ot.t[salo, l.tte.secon¢! the one he'd waded through for (winto the first.'It:!~0W~~:rai 
After Jim had passed on,  his and every morning she didn't sun. ootta repla l' " . . . . . .  , _  " " ~ '~ J ' '  ' " "  ' ~ ' '  ~ ' - - "  ' ' ;~ '~:~ 
widow, Edith, had become wave hack, But today she and ~ethe more than a decade . . . .  w~: dia~tly wh~eahveeb:~?h~0~i~ • damn battery, he thought He bridged b a mr of alder 1o s the beach . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = 
more distant and strange with the coal'black birds weren't didn't know what powered the : He assu°~ c~noelsts'or hikeg~s bef0re the ur e took ~ . 
each year. For the last few years there. Strange, he thought, goyal's clock, but in the 30 had put thi~m down et the 1o s "~this -~e vern g. ~ ' 
she'd adopted the odd habit of The road was wet from a light years he's marked time with i t ,  looked as if th ~,M ~,Y~,, ;., ~. ,~ ':,';~- ~ea ~o',"~'th;,/.:ifi~h':t~t~! ;g 
rising before first light'to feed drizzle during the night. His ~.,,~.~v~tu~c~veumm. uaa,  t~on foryears, . the same::place in the~swiii'g:as 
the remains of old suppers to tires hummed against he pave . . . . . .  vu , ,  . . . .  . . . . . . .  . , .... T" ts . ~ . .  It was when he was thigh high .'the last two, It foughtwithcar- 
the crows. At frst Jim found merit until a small stone became ne aura or ligttt behind the- lathe riverand had examined ben  copy feroci!y:,~di~fon 
the sight of an Edith standing wedged between the treads and mountains began to grow and the run: he knew so intimately With the same bnJ z ; 
high atop her spiked heels, peer- 
ing down through rhinestone- 
studded cat's eye glasses amid a 
murder of barking crows, dif- 
ficult to handle. 
started to strike the road with 
rhythmic monotony: click, 
click.., click, click... 
The clock on the Royal Bank 
building read 10:30. Can't be 
PORTS NE 
spill over into the valley. It was that he realized something pro- being released; H is  arm ~n~ :, 
a strange, orange-tinged light, found and unalterable had hap- but he had to cast. Yet midther 
the kind he'd seen suffused pened. There were subtle yet clone took h01d..;, off hell/he 
through the polluted gels of definite changes to the riverside mumbled as boredom begat/to 
metropolitan sunsets. He'd - -  thousands of them. He felt a. set in,.., oh hell. 
'JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
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Kriegl 
unbeatable 
TERRACE - -  Tennis 
tourney action here wrapped 
up as Richard Kriegl cruised 
to victory winning the men's 
singles 'A' •ght event. 
Kriegl defeated Kitimat's 
Alex Kotai 6-0, 6-0 in the 
final to earn the title. 
Women's 'A' singles saw 
Erna Motschilnig, of Ter- 
race, played to a 6-0, 6-2 win 
over Nancy Condon to take 
top spot on the women's 
side. 
On the 'B' side, Brenda 
Denholm of Kitimat had to 
go three sets in a 6-2, 5-7, 6.4 
contest o take the top spot 
from Ada Sarsiat. 
The men's 'B' final pitted 
Terrace's Nell Fleischmann 
against the eventual victor, 
Mike Gyori of Kitimat, who 
won 6-3, 6-2. 
Oldtimer 
soccer 
TERRACE'S OLDTIMER 
soccer team heads to Van- 
couver to compete at a major 
oldtimer tournament on 
Labour Day. Thirty to 40 
teams are expected there, and 
the Terrace team could get a 
chance to play the Vancouver 
86ors there. 
Meanwhile, the Terrace 
oldtimers are coming off a 
recent first-place finish at a 
tournament in Kitamaat 
Village. They defeated host 
Kitamaat Village 2-1 in the 
final to claim the $.550 top 
prize. Richard Hugo was the 
top scorer. 
Beaten on 
home turf 
THEY COULD BEAT 
anyone out of town. But 
when they hosted their own 
tournament it was a bust. 
The Northern Motor Inn 
Steelers had to settle for 
third-place at home at the 
Canada Day weekend 
women's fastball tourna- 
ment. 
The Steelers, third in the 
round robin, knocked off 
the Prince Rupert Rainettes 
8-2 before being ousted in the 
)layoff round. 
The Rainettes won their 
next five to take the cham- 
pionship. Second went to the 
Skeena A's and third to 
Skeena Crossing. " " 
The North Coast Ravens 
bantam girls were named 
most-sportsmanlike t am. 
Tournament MVP was 
Steeler Linda Black. All-star 
picks included Eva Marie 
Sarich and Noelle Bulleid ofj 
the Steelers, and Lynne 
Henry and Dawn Thompson 
of the North Coast Ravens. 
..:-,, 
RIDING INSTRUCTOR, Alison Maximchuk, gives instructions to student Angela Henszel who is prepar- 
ing to compete in the labour day weekend horse show put on by the 4H Boots and Saddles horse club. 
Increased from two to three days this year, the show, which is held at the Thornhill Community 
Grounds, features competition in dressage, jumping and gymkhana. 
m 
Pride at p ov ncials r 
TERRACE --  Terrace squirt 
girls and peewee boys softball 
teams headed south and turned 
in courageous performances 
against some of the province's 
best teams. 
.Representing Terrace at the 
minor softball provincial 
playoffs in Burnaby two 
weekends ago were the Terrace 
Travel squirt girls and the Band- 
stra Bandits peewee boys. 
The strength of the southern 
teams and the fact they were at 
the provincial championships 
made the local 11- and 12-year- 
old girls very nervous, says 
coach Pat Owens. "They were 
really intimidated facing those• 
big southern clubs, and they lost 
their first two games," she said. 
"So we talked for a long time 
that night, and the next morn- 
ing they went out and beat. 
Nanaimo." 
That game was called when 
Terrace went ahead by more 
than seven runs at the end of the 
fifth inning. In their rmal game 
Golf pros clash 
TERRACE --  The pros clashed 
at this year's Skeena Valley 
open golf tournament, and 
when last hole was shot 
Terrace's Dan Rosengren was 
on top. 
Rosengren shot a 219 low 
gross for a three-stroke victory 
over his nearest championship 
(216 net) to beat out Mike Ker- 
brat '~d Clayton Lloyd-Jones. 
In second flight, Matt Bone 
was the victor on the strength of 
his 261-gross, 210-net perfor- 
mance. Second went to Dave 
Comfort and Ken Feddersen 
took third. 
they lost to Richmond, but held 
the team to a 13-4 victory when 
many others were losing to the 
club by 20 or 30 points. 
"They got over their jitters 
and I was very proud of them." 
Owens said, noting many of the 
girls were first-time players. 
Terrace players on the squirt 
girls team were: Keri Sinkewicz, 
Vanessa Auriat, Julie Van Nes, 
TerraVan Herk, Meena Samra, 
Amy Stevens, Amanda Owens, 
Folange Rutherford, Kelly 
Prinz, Sherri Clark, and Linnae 
Bee. 
The Bandstra Bandits peewee 
boys made the provincials after 
defeating Smithers in a best 
two-out-of-three last month. 
They advanced and made their 
entrance into the provincials on 
a 21-11:win over Merritt. 
In their second game they lost 
11-1 to Fruitvale but then pulled 
of a 19-10 upset victory over 
Richmond. 
They were finally eliminated 
10-6 by Victoria in the game' 
they needed to win to advance 
flight rival --  Smithers' John A 276 score for a 213 net pdt into the semifinals. But their 
Morgan. Trailing in third was Sandy Farkvam, also of Ter- record was g0od'enough for 
Jason Gordon, of Prince race; in: third;fright top' Spot. seventh spot inn field of 16 ~ a 
Ru.per!._ Runners,up :were Phil Lafidry stunning: performance for a 
F i rst  flight action saw Ter and  Prince ;Rupert s : : Joe  team ffomiTerrace taki 
a¢ randy Ruygrok fire a 252. Nelson. ~::, . . . .  ' ' : ' , the lint the south has to offer 
SHOW 
NO 
MER(:Y 
\ / 
TERRACE - -  It was pure mer- 
ciless slaughter. 
The Terrace Northmen took 
to  the field July 7th and 8th 
against he Prince Rupert rugby 
club, determined toavenge their 
Seafest weekend efeat. •~ 
That they did. The Northmen 
annihilated the Rupertit~:in 
both grim contests, outscoring 
them by more than 70 points. 
Being back on home turf was 
a plus for the Northmen, and 
once on the Northwest Com- 
munity College turf they turned 
on the jets. 
Saturday's game was a 42-3 
blowout. And the Northmen 
repeated on Sunday to inflict an 
equally decisive 32-0 pounding 
on the stunned Rupert eam. 
Terrace employed its stan- 
dard reliable squad. But there 
were some who stood out f rom 
the crowd. Rookie Rick 
Weisner earned a spectacular 
try, and hooker Squiggy Orosz 
also handed the team a rare try. 
The double-header victory 
entrenched the Terrace Nor- 
thmen firmly in top spot in the 
North Coast Rugby Union. 
Media tangle . 
A MAUL OF MEDIA took to the ball diamond two weekends 
agQ for a funball challenge between Skeena Broadcasters 
' and the Terrace St andard. That's Terrace Standard publisher: 
Jim Coulter delivering a dose of the power that Jetted' e onnt: 
team from an eight-inning draw to a 16-]1 nirith!lni 1R V¢~l, 
tory.~ Last Thursday, however, theprlnt a~d broadCa: clews, 
pooled their stars and were still unable to bent'the Canada ~; 
' | • • : :  . 
., Employment Centre s Hire-a-Student eam, i~, ~. 
Terrace Men's Soccer League Scores: 
July 10 
North Coast Road Maintenance 7, N.T.C. Kickers 3 
Skeena Hotel 4, Western Seaboard 1
July 12 
Western Seaboard 6, North Coast Road Maintenance 2 
N.T.C. Kickers 0, Terrace Inn 0 
Terrace Men's Soccer League Standings: 
Team GPW L T GF GAP 
SkeenaHotel 12 8 2 2 42 22 18 
Western Seaboard 12 7 4 1 37 23 15 
Terrace Inn 12 4 5 3 25 27 11 
N~T.C. Kickers 12 4 7 i 30 41 9 
North Coast Road 12 3 8 1 25 44 7 
~"~' Terrace Speedway 
Winners: July 7 and 8 
Sportsman i No. 6 -- Albert Weber (3 race wins), 
Terrace Men's Slo-pitch League Scores: 
July 11 
Terrace Inn 7,'Bill's Plumbing 4 
Terrace Inn 21, Ruder Rowdies 12 
': Terrace Men's Sin-pitch League s tand ings i  
Team W L PCT GBL. ,,- 
~- ~/Terrace Inn 17 3 • .850> --",'~ 
SKB Molson Wreckers 13 5 .722 3 
Rudon Rowdies 10 10 .500 7 
Westpoint 7 8 .467 7½ 
Vic Froese Trucking 3 12 .200 11 ½ 
Bill's Plumbing 
NEXT RACES ARE 
3 15 .167 13 
Drop off  your league's 
Scoreboard scores and stan- 
dings at the Terrace Standard 
office on Lazelle Ave., or phone 
them in to 638-7283. 
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In a clear record of delivery. ~- 
and a job well done..You~ve[ 
earned a Free Single Full ' 
Meal Deall. . 
• Single Burger 
• Fries 
• 12 oz. Soft Drink - - 
• 5 oz. Sundae . . 
Topping of your cho ice  . i . .  
PREPARE" BY DAIRYQU'EEIq : ' 
J EREMY STRIKER Congratulations 
~,  TERRACE STANDA]R'r') 
464 7 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 638-7283 
No. 5 -- Ernie Perkins (2), No..93 -- Ed 
Joh~bd:: " ;;l,t= .... 
""." Hobby Stock 'A"! " 
-No. 036 -- Don Pearson (4), No. 081 
-- Kerry Ross, No, 081 -- Brant Me- 
Carton 
Hobby Stock 'B' 
No. 81 --  Kerry Ross (2), No. 081 -- 
Brent McCarron (2), No. 444 -- Phil 
Truscott 
: .. • Street Stock 'A' 
No. 556.~-- Dave Reinhardt (3), No. 
888 -- Clayton Kerr, No. 222 -- Steve 
'--' ~ TERRACE SPEEDWA y~- i i  
Saturday, July 21, 1990 
Regular Races at 6:00 p.m. 
Sunday, July 22, 1990 
Regular Races at 2:00 p.m. 
SEE YOU AT  THE RACES 
REPOSSESSION BID SALE 
-1981 668C Clark Grapple Skidder 
-1981 667C Clark Grapple Skidder 
-1982 668C GraPple 
View equipment or submit bids to: 
PARKER PACIFIC EQUIPMENT SALES 
• 2200 NADINA AVEr 
BOX 1299 
HOUSTON, B.C. VOJ 1ZO 
ATTN: STEVE BONE 
ii 
~ , 
-: / ~g ! 
.<~"  ' ~ " I f ?  ' f 
,.= 
, o, 
N : 
1, 
,1 
], 
,i-4 
h • 
' @ 'MOUNTLAYTON~ 1 '
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD. 
J A ,," 
",.., S,oek '.' - -- - ---- - - - -- - ' .  FUN-  FUN-  FUN ( No. 556 -- Dave Bruce (2), No. 007 " fo r  -- Fred Cline (2), No. 222 -- Russell 
Cline, No. 888 -- Randy Kerr q m 
, Slides& pools . I ,,,., . 'c' cn,~,, ~ • every Wednesday, 1 a No tiff/-- Jayline Cline(2), No. 669 
-- Dawn Tomas, No, 036 -- Jean Pear- [ FREE BnBLE Cp~=RESPORDENCE COURSE I n 2for1, - - ,  F I 
son, NO; 927 Wafida Friesen, No. 556 . " ~ - =" ' 
-t.es,e Q,,=t ~ • | bring a friend. ~BI IBammml l l l l~~ ~t  
-.. ,O-car Bump-to-Pass knowl~lge ofthe Bible. Subjects Include: Old Testsmerlt, New Testament ; I  ~ ~  ~J~[ tE~I~ ml 
1st -- Keith Marshall' and Christianity. " ' 
2nd "Roe Ripp¢l * This course Is absolutely FREE of cltarge. " " 
• Baled entirely on the Bible. (no present day revelations) 
• eonduelKI entirely by mall. I " EV ReC users • (ell poeteoe paid by the Terrace Church ot Christ) ERY | 
TO receivethis FREE'BIble Correspondence Course send your name and C~LL  7 9 8 2 2 1 4 ii facing . o . . , o  . :  After 4"30 p m all pool, • " 
: : " '  ' .Terrace Chur©h'.of Chrlst,4603 Park Ave., Terrncel B.C. II . . . .  WEDNESDAY! • , ::~-,,,,. ,. ~ and slides are 2 for 1 , | 
@,/~, , " , . . :  m.  . n " tee nnKes n . . i i m i i m m m m ~ : m  m 
.,~ 
~ CE '4~Pool and arena 
,~¢9iild be going up soon. 
C!J~iouncl! is pondering 
pr~S .to Increase city 
reci~tlonTaeHltles' rates by 
ro~hl~ ,four per cent across 
the',"~ard.': " .- 
lh~' litcreases would affect 
po6J'adraiss'i0n rates, pool 
passes, .swim classes, arena ice 
admbsions, and arena, room 
rentals. . . ,  -f " • 
~t~ recommended is a 2s :" 
per, ce,nt increase in the pflces 
of 'all 0tree-:and six,month 
pocblpasses. City pool pass . ' ' , ..... * . . . .  
theT~tovlm~',;:adnflnistrators i: 
fou~:  The' proposed Rewrote i ,i.~/::i: 
W0;uld4)e:set'ilt 75 per cent of ~ 
thg~regular cost of lhi'ee ndmis- 
i/H~api)i'oved by council this 
~ummer, the Increases would 
~ome into 'effect sept. 1.' 
- . . "  . . :  | 
I 
a_new world. 
the lets toVanmuver. :::r 
~,'~ DOITUP 
/ltmnT, K 
I I 
you, 
J 
., . , . 
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Feature 
Home 
Wow! Look at this,! 
i f  you've been having automatic door opener. 
troubles finding that perfect ins ide  this 2100 square 
home,!takB.tfi~ fi~teitO read foot home is a main floor 
this adi This!::spacioas ex- family roomwith fireplace, 
ecutive .home::,]S located in : spacious oak kitchen iwith 
ThornheJgh~sii P;has~ Il l ,  a i I pantry," built-in dishw~her 
private .n~lghb'odrh'ood: sur- and an, eating area. Vaulted 
rounded !by: ~y  Other.ex. ceilings;'and a skylight make 
cellent, horff~ i:.~ • * '.' ~" .... the~sunken livingroom larger 
yOdeH efijby:.the spacious than life. 
lands~Ped ".~'~d,: on these : ;~:.:Now up the stairs to  2 
beauti.ful,sUrmner days and bedrooms plus the master 
the cBver~dipat!o, keeps you bedroom with another 
out ofthe~raln.The 15x22 ft. skylight, 3-piece ensuite and 
garage ispackaged with an large double walk-in closet. 
Storage won't be  a pro, ; 
blem with the 5-foot'crawl 
space underneath. Pl~dt~i~Sf i 
room for almost an) in~i~!i~,!~ LIII 
This home was consiru~ 
nine years ago with qualii ~ '~i ; 
materials. 2x6 constructi0n:: i
and .natural gas heat has!: 
curbed the heating costs. 'i 
":" If all these things appeal to : 
you, call John Evans for a 
private viewing at 635-6142 
or 638-8882. Priced to sell at 
$121,500. Call NOW! MLS 
Spac ious  oak k i tchen  
EUROPEAN CHALET 
styled log and 2x6 home, situated on a private 2 
acre Foperty. Bright, spacious and elegant in-, 
terior with a cambina~ou 01 log and 9yproc, 3 
bedronms, 2 bathracrns, family lOOm, computer 
area and more, Many exb'a features including a 
Lava neck floor to ceiling feature wall and 
fireplace and open cedar and log ceilings,' 
Superior quality and workmanship throughout. 
$156,500. TO view, call Jackin Collier, MLS. 
HOMES FOR EVERYONE 
Leg Home 6 Bdml te Acres $139,900 
Cedar 2.Storey 4 6drm 2.70 Ac. 1112,000 : 
4 Years New 3 Bdrm Bench $136,500 
Ex¢epl]onal Vaf~o 3 Bdrm HOFr~ashse $70,900 
Price Appeal ::' 3Bdrm~NI l ' -  $e9;0~ 
Executive Homo 3 harm Horseshoe $134,900 ~ 
House & Shop 3 Bdrm Thornhill $69,900 
Leg Home 3 Bdrm Kleanza $84,000 
Family Area 3 Bdrm Keith Est. $53,500 
Call Joyce Fiedlay. Realty World - Lakeise ta~ 
infoomation on any or all el the above listings - 
I win be happy to help find the fight home fnc 
ACREAGE AND LOTS 
Commercial 33'xl OO' $32,500 
Horseshoe S~txl. Potential $60,000 
Keith Estates 92.34x131,94 $12.000 • 
Shames Area 154 Acres $65,000 r
Old Rome Road 33.12 Acres $35,000 
Woodcock 38.59 Acres $19,900 
Jaekpine Flats 2 Acres $9,900 ,, 
Woodland Park 13.33 Acres $28,000 
Call Joyce Findlay, Realty World - Laketse for* 
information On any ot the above listings 
638-0268 or 635-2697. 
Authenhc 2 slOrey spectacular, 5 BR/1-4 pce., Bright Thomhill horns providing mtn view. 2 
t.2 pce., l.ensulte bathe. Also "~e year old fireplaces, 0as heat, carpettng, ant.in kitchen, 4 
• extra.large closets "earth kitchen "family DR/one 4 poe, 3 pee. dOWn baths, partially 
room. Extramety well built tamity home on large finished I~emenL rec room, deck. "$81 500" 
Iol. '$115,000" Gonlon Hamilton 635.9537 (900099) Veme Feronson 035-3089 
PRICED AT $73,000 
and prime Horseshoe incahon for this 1 800 SP. 
ft. 4 bedroorn home. Family room, office, lovely 
SpaCious kitchen and octaoorkll dining room. 
Large 61x208 n. lot, fenced and attractively 
landscaped. Wonderfulhome with super renova. 
tiers. Jackie Collier to view. 
VIEW.SITE SENSATION 
On this 1,000 sq. n. home in the hospital area. r tub.area execulJve custom. 2 storey on 2.24 i 
Needs a flttte T.LC. but provides 3 bedrooms, acres, only one owner, m~alain views. Formal 
uti!Jly room, shop at rear adjacent to Garage. dining room, foyer, den, walk.in closets, count~i ) 
Take a look and make an offer on askl~ pdce of kitchen, circular drive. "$124.500" (90008. 
$47,000, (MLS) Brenda 638-1721 Veme Fergusee 635-3389 
PARK.AREA CHARMER I COMMERCIAL PLUS 
Keith Estates bungalow with lots of warmth. I Large well developed properly on almost an acre 
Kk:l~love care. City water, city uhhties,,foyer, of land. 5400 sq. It. of IxJilding with overhead 
Ofd4~t~/p~'st~te~homemveryquietstreet, has, crane, security system,.-~snd many features 
Urge :lot...,'$69,000" (900123) Call- Gord which makes it adaptsbie,to vaflous Ix~inass 
'Hamlli~: Ex'(:. 635-9537.' Lakelse" Realty ventures:*Gndat toidaO~f~ asking price of 
638.0268 " $289,500~ MLS .. i 
i • . ... . . . .  r . -  
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson Rod Redden 
635.3389 638.1721 638-1915 
- - - - - - -~RSESHOE" - - - - -~FOR~- - I  - -  COUNTRYLIVABti.ITY, ' ; ' "  
Elegant affluence home. Mrs. Clean care• J Enticing cedar 2 storey puts comfort lirst. On 
Cheer/fireplace, 4 DR/4 I~e and 3 pce baths. 2.781acres. Tree.lined sheet, fireside GloW, gas 
plus "winterized *carpehng "washer/dryer in- heal; vaulted ceilings, formal dining room. 
clnded °workshop, "$82,500 ° (900051) Run Unuscal value. Priced at $112,000. (9001,11) 
Redden 638.19t 5 pleasecall B,:enda or ,Joyce 635.2697' MLS 
Jackie Collier '.Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635-2677 635.9537 635.2697 
Ma in  f loor fami ly  room 
COMFORTABLE HOME 
at an affordable pdce. 3 brm. non- 
bsmt home in on Ideal Horseshoe 
location. Priced at $64,500. Call 
Erika for further details. Exclusive. 
EXCELLENT FAMILY HOME 
3 brm home on large lot (Vz ac). 
Family room just finished with cedar 
accents, Large sundeck with 
seating railing, Asking $71 500., 
Call Eflka. 
LOTS: 
5123 McOeek $10,00g 
3682 Juniper $16,000 ' 
351113515 Kalum $29,900 
Walker St. $15,000 
CUTE AS A BUTTON 
Terrific starter home in excellent 
Horseshoe location. 2 plua 1 brms, 
n.g. heat, carport, full bsmt. Nicely 
landscaped with its own hedge. 
Phone Gordle Sheridan for your ap. 
polntment. Asking $71,500. MLS 
PRICE REDUCED 
Large family home near high 
schools,' 4~brms,~ n.g., rec room, 
carportlsundeck: Backs ente 
Sksena field, A must to see. Phone 
Gordle Sheridan .office/home. 
RedqCedltO $99,900 MLS. 
• : LAMDLY LOCATION 
Over 1,400 sq. ft. home in 
Caledonia Subdivisien. 4 brms, n.g,, 
rec room, private sundeck, 
fireplace. Bigger than It looks, Be 
sum to phone Gordie Sheridan for an 
appointment, Asking $98,000 MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) • LTD, 
. John Curde 
~. 638.9698 
Dick Evand 
0394060 
Dave Reynolds 
I l l l i .311l' 
PRUDEN & CURRle (!976)LTD.• 
CHECK THE VALUE 
$84,900 for this 4 brm Horseshoe 
home. Walking dlstanclkto schools. 
N.G. heat,~lit;ilR~i~Lllj])ldeck oil 
dining rm, ~qz']~c"hed garage, 
dbl driveway. Don't delay, call John 
Evans hOWl 638.8882 MLS 
' REVENUE $$$ 
Extra income with this up & down 
duplex in Kelth Estates, Close to 
schools, on bus route, always easy 
to rent. Revenue of $875/mo. 3 brm 
suite up, 2 brm suite down. 
Workshop & fruit trees, $69,900, 
~% "~ ~ ~  ~*,i~";i :~ ' *~ ~ ,~;~ ~====la l i ; l~  ~*  
HORSESHOE FOURTEN CARAT LOOK . STARTER HOME CONVENIENT LOCATION The charm of an older home is 
reflected• in this 1Vz storey well 
cared for property. Recent 
upgrading, Beautifully landscaped, 
double paved ddve and garage. 
Asking $79,900. MLS CaN Dick 
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY 
AVAILABLE ~ 
Top conditien, 3 bndroom fuil base- 
ment home with vinyl' siding, n.g. 
heat and nicely landscaped, Asking 
$89,900. MLS Call Dick Evans, 
MARY F.TURES : i  ACnABE 
make this home a super deal. Kit., 
chen eat no area, built In I Closet0 town. 13,500 sq. ft., 1V~ 
dishwasher, f/p, hot tub 4-pc'on. I ~staray,Custqm built homo on 9.5 
sute, central vacuum system,'5: I :ad'as ~of ~ fovei.~tand.i Excellent 
brms plus hg family rm. Walking I features. Priced betow raptasement. 
distance to town. 0nly $92,900.' J Askln0 $169,900. MLS Call Dick ~ 
Call John Evans. MLS i i Evans. , ,, 
: / i  ~" :~i i .  " 
in this well planned• rancher. The 
kitchen is the showplace of the 
house with an abundance of Oak' 
cabinets, built-in dishwasher and a 
sunshine ceiling. Listed ~at. 
$59,900. EXCL Call Joy. : , 
. . . .  NEW LISTING. ~ i , 
! 4736 STRAUME 
This is agreat family borne'in ex- 
cellent condition. The light and 
bright main floor has 3 bedrooms, a 
!ireplace a~ensuite p umblng. Full 
• ' 038,8862 
Nicely renovated 24x56 mobile 
.ur,,home• with concrete basement. 
Located on a large lot in a quiet'sub. 
division. New roof and aiding in 
1986. N,G. heat. Asking $61,900,. 
Call Mike M LS 
.~ 
: : STARTER HOME 
on half acre In the Kelth Estates. 
Three bedrooms~ non-bsmt home 
with separate garage/shop and cold 
room. Asking $52,500. Call Mike{ 
in a good area of the Horseshoe. 
This 4 brm home features 3 baths, 
cozy livingroom fireplace family 
room n the bsmt and finished 
garage, For more information, call 
Dave; Asking $112,500. MLS. 
AVAIL'ABLE FOR - '~ I Exclus'iYe" 1 '' TAXI BUSINESS , 
• IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY !- , ' " : : . . _ _ !  The only taxi standJn Torrace.,A 
1,OOOsq. ft. home on 4.6 acres on l ~ - - -"  ~ lucrative Opportunity codssting of THINKING OFBUILDINB? ~' I al assets" Show nn - . '  ,w~- ..~, 
the bench, This comfortable home / Weft here's two prims building Iota, I return, l~lnanciar s'tate'm"~nt's 
is surrounded by trees & affords the /Two 132x257 !!:/0~ ona. q.ulet i available. For more Into, contacfi owner complete pdvacy. Natural ] 
: stree.I intha Keim estates; ASKing I Oave Revoelds ear; n4ao ev  gas haatlng. Listed at $78,500. Call l M . . . .  " . . . .  ' ;^"  
$17,900 each, Ca]Mke, LS ~\ /CLUStVE"  : ' ~:~ : J,oy MLS / 
consisting of numerous rental suites 
and 17.pad mobile home park p us  
large owner's suite. All .this situated 
on approx. 6.5 ac in town For more 
Info, ca Dave at 635.61,1'2. ~EX- 
CLUSIVE. 
Gillie SherMan. 
113S-4711. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 63§i6142 
*, . ,  • ,el l .707o, 
,' Edka Pelletier 
eae4na 
" e.Rl©hardson 
sSe-,O0.O r;' 
/ 
{-:<,{ • ,, " ' : '  " , ; L ' "  : : - ,~L<. ' : ,  , , , :~  ~.t ~4: : : ,  
EA 
.... A :F~ezy  Proportioned 
:~ Home. , .Fu i /Of  Charm 
"A  finely proportioned house 
with :more than its full share  
of charm. Perhaps the focal 
point of the exterior ts it8 
recessed Colonial, style entry. 
Because o f  the locat ion  of 
the drive-under • garage It i s  
especially suited to a corner 
lo t .  From the garage you 
can enter into the basement 
ifoyer, this level can be left 
• unfinished or developed as 
shown. Upstairs, v ia  an extra 
i wide staircase yea will find 
a most attract ive floo~ • plan. 
All of the rooms are large 
L T': and each has a feature that iiiii!.,-. sets it apart as special. For 
; example: the llvtngroom has 
:a bay window, Bedrooms 2 
-L-- G 3 have plant shelves, the 
: ' master  su i te  has  a beaut i fu l l y  
appo in ted  ensu i te  an  so  on .  
• e~v~_j~ : . . . . . .  
/ | i  I ~,N,Na I~t  l~|mi| ~ 1~3~.o~.~_  MASTER SUITE 
• HI m! .~_Jm .railing l Flail . T J  ' 
lil...F,q 19-Bx168 ~:U:l-ll iFl:m ~x lo~ ", Ii m 11-0x13-0 
I .~:~ " ~lr<i,-'-;%¢-i <_ILl 
Main Floor r -  . . . . . . . . . . .  , '~- '"" "~ I f "  tC -=~ "Z ' l '~ ' ; l l l l~  
J 
LSR4 
17-0x11 6 
DOUBLE GABA("~" 
I::'AMII.Y ROOfvl 2b.4 x 23-4 
19-,Ix1~.0 ~' 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
%% BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Monroe. Terrace. B.C. 
635-6273 
JD,41 I I / lO~n~l  
_m~_.~.~.~. m=m=~ m m~ ~m 
,~ ,mm--===~=. '~=="= SINCE1955 
~,\TRANSPORTA TION 
=.SYSTEMS L TD.--= 
• HI BOY 
i VAN 
• FLAT DECK . ,  
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
r" . DAILY FREIGHTTO KITIMAT • ~ 
• SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE 
• LOCAL.& LONGDISTANCE 
• t SCHEDULED SERVICE ON 
7. HIGHWAY 37N,  . ' ;! 
~ • DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL:': : i 
:{i FREIGHT SERYlCE •FROM: ~ L~ 
i~; / VANCOUVER: i i • ; ~ :~ii: :7:i 
;; • DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE,TO!~ ~ i: 
ii632,2544 635,2728 
' K i t imat  .: 3111 Blackburn ' : 
• • L '  i ¸ ,:~' • T•,?i!~?i!;M~ ~•¸, 
..EST 
_ - _ _ . 
Mtl lMi:  Oi JiM 
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MEMBER 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
LEPAGE_= / ~ 638-03 71 
Associate Broker Network , , x :  638.1172 
: : / .  . . . . .  !'> ~': < r l l  MISSION- POSSIBLE! !'  ~': < 
' This 1368 sq. ft. rancher has nat. 
gas heat & hot water, 3 large 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  bedrooms, & paved driveway The 
detached '16x32 wired garage 
features a concrete floor, rear alley 
entrance, & roU-up door. '$59,000 
PLENTY OF ROOM! MLS . . . . .  
With over 1600 sq. ft. on the mat CABIN IN THE WOODS 
floor, there's space to spare in this Escape off of Highway 16 East at 
well kept 3 bedroon~ home. The Cedarvale, and enjoy this 2 
basement features a 2 bedroom bedroom cabin, wired, heated with a 
suite with separate meter & on. 
trance. Listed at $84,900. MLS woorl stove, water available, 
situated on 24 acres. $37,000 MLS 
COME INSIDE _ _ I 
NOTHING TO RENT? 
Comfy mobile home located in Pine 
Park features 3 bedrooms plus den, 
large entiyway, n.gas heat and 
fenced yard. $18,900 MLS 
ATTENTION HORSE LOVERS! 
ideal set up for a hobby farm with 
2.7 acres mostly cleared and fenc- 
ed, modem 3 bedromTi two storey 
home, 2x6" framing, twin seal win- 
dows, patio doors to cedar decks, 
water system and septic recently 
renewed. 30x30 ft. shop ideal for 
hay storage. Price $105,000 Ex- 
clusive. 
patio doors to sundeck, oak kitchen 
cabinets, remodelled bathroom and 
finished basement. Large land. 
scaped lot, greenhouse, storage sh. 
ed,$75,900 and paved Exclusive.Circular drive Asking ~;~!~~ i~! I~ i2 ; )  ~ 
Ralph Godllnski flusty Ljungh 
638-4950 636.6704 
~fu~i~. i~.2,. r- • ~ , ,~  
~i~i} ' ~ ~ '~~ 1°~~"' o.~. le I~  B i t  ! 3672 Balsam Ave. Joe Barbosa 
~::~.i i, l :~i;ii in attendance. 
= 
Sylvia Griffin Bert Ljungh 
638-0404 636-8764 
GRAHAM AVE. FARM 
One of the largest farms within city 
limits. Very attractive older home, 
over 19 acres which border on the 
Skeena river and numerous out. 
buildings including 40'x100' barn 
with concrete floor. Vendor may 
take a home as part trade. Asking 
$148 000 MLS . 
JUST STEPS TO 
EVERYTHING 
k Located in the 4700 blk. Parl 
Avenue close to downtown and ser- 
vices, 1026 sq. It., 2 bedrooms on 
main, 2 down, 2 baths, landscaped 
78x121 ft. lot, finished basement. 
Asking $75,000 MLS 
COLiiiiHY DELIGHT 
Nice design to this 1289 sq. ft. 
bungalow coming complete with 
European kitchen cupboards, jacuz- 
zi tub, sky.fights, 2 bedrooms, patio 
doors to concrete patio and the 2.4 
acres of land with corrals, ham and 
work.shop. $79,800 MLS 
STYLISH MEoITERRANEA--N" 
Spacious family home in ideal loca- 
tion on Skoglund Avenue. 3 plus 2 
bedrooms, 2'/z baths, family room 
off kitchen plus recroom down. 
Double-sided livingroom fireplace, 
recent carpeting and re.decoratlng 
are added features to enjoy. 
$97,500 MLS 
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION 
is available on this 3 plus 2 
bedroom, full basement home on a 
quiet street in Thomhefghts.Phase 
3. Nat. gas heat & hot water. Large 
two level sundeck. Excellent base- 
ment development. Carport w/dou- 
ble driveway. A must-see in great 
condition! $88,900 MLS 
Joe Bartioea Carol McCowan Chdstel Gedgnski 
636.5604 798-2298 838-5897 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
J IDEAL STARTER HOME 
Cozy comfortable 1152 sq. it. home 
with full basement located on 
85x220 lot. Features fireplace, 
natural gas heat & hot water, t 'h  
baths and den, The yard is partially BUSINESS LOCATION 
fenced and landscaped. Call Gordie 
Olson for your appt. to view. Ex,- Light industrial corner lot, Good 
clusivn at $63,900. hlghway exposure. Call Gordie Olson 
- - - - - - - - - - - . _ .  ~ for your appointment o view. Only 
BEST VIEW $89,5oo MLS 
! We are pleased to offer for sale this 
well maintained 1740 sq. ft. full 
basement home that has one of Ter- RESIDENTIAL OTS 
Irace's finest views. Features in- Close to the downtown' core we '  
DIode llvingroom with fireplace, have for sale two 66'x122' and one 
built.in teak buffet, me room, 1V= 85'x122' cleared and level residen. 
baths, covered patio and large lot. tlal lots, ranging In price from 
Icall Hans MLS ~ $14,900 te $19 000. For more in. 
formation, please glve us a call, 
r ' RESIDENTIAL LOT MLS 
LABELLEAVENUE 
Get an 'early start on your new -- • .... 
home, This site h ~15 basement and ~.: ~,~ i-/;: i~' 
sub.floor: already constructed Pans ~ 
roi. sele¢i Home executive home In- 
cluded. Call for more details. Price 
reduced by $2,000, MLS 
i, 60'S BUNGALOW 
i i1534s¢ li; -4 bedrooms SUPER STARTER 
"75'x225'1 ~ood i l f rep  ace -720 sq. ft. -3 bedrooms 
i ' i .  S ve .fullbasement .72x1481ot 
. .... Asking $59,000 MLS Asking $59,000 MLS 
, Stan Parker 
, 635-6382 
. , • o 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
in quiet location call Gordto Olson for 
appointment to view. $82,900 MLS 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
Here is your chance to own your 
own home and have someone else 
help pay the mortgage for you, or 
perhaps you are Just interested in an 
Investment, Each side rents for 
$5501month. Located in Phase I of 
Thomhelghts ulxllvlston. Call Hans 
for more information or your per, 
sonal appointment to view. 
$8.4,900, MLS 
IN THE HORSESHOE 
• 2232 sq. ft. .4 units 
• 2 flreplac.es .storage shed 
Asking $122,000 MLS 
; ~i,;~ ~ 
EYE APPEALING 
• 1188 sq. ft. .4 bedrooms 
-2 baths -fireplace 
And much, much more. Asking 
$85,900 MLS 
STEWART RESIDENTIAL 
LOTS" 
Four lots on comer of Eighth and 
Victoria. Three lots at 30'x100', 
one lot at 40'x100' close to down 
town. Asking $11,000 for all four. 
Call Ted for more information. MLS 
TRUCKERS DREAM 
This 2 bay shop features 14'x16' 
doors, 18' ceiling, 3 phase wiring, 
• office or parts room at the hacki 
finished'floor and lean.to on the 
side. One acre provides ample park. 
ing. $75,000. Carl Shaunce for 
I more Info. MLS 
Hans Stach 
635-5739 
FAMILY HOME PLUS 
A completely finished home in- 
eluding 3 bedrooms up, 1 down, 
fireplace, Jacuzzi tub in main bath, 
ion.air range, wall oven, triple sink 
with garburator, solid birch 
cabinets, ensuite and many more 
features. Separate pool house hz~ 
16'x32' plastic lined heated poolj 
with slide, diving board and hot tub, 
finished off in cedar. Heated and 
wired storage shed has 2 bays for 
wood. Landscaped and fenced yard, 
paved driveway. Located in Kit- 
wanga $175,000 For morn Info, 
call Shaunce. MLS 
THINKING OF BUILDING? 
Take your choice of these In-town 
lots: 
90x264 $21,400, 
78x256 ;~. $21,400. 
or in Thomhlll: 
.31 acres $12,000. 
75x118 $17,000.  
All these lots haves ammenittes 
available. Call today~ ShaunCe 
Krulsselbdnk MLS 
Shaunce Krulsselbdnk 
635-5382 
Ted Garner 
635.5619 
( 
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638-SAVE 
ACTION .A'D S. 
 "BUY v"SELL v"RENT v 'TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS- 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a etot holiday falls on el 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline 16 Thursday at 
5 p.m, for all display and cto661fled ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4047 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
; All classified and classified display ads must be prepeld by elther cash, 
ViM or Master¢ard. When phoning in eds Idease have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
• 20 wonts (first Insertion) $3.45 Idus 5, for additional words, "(Additional In.~ertions) i 
$2.30 plus 4, for add~onal wools. "$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
Conlmo~clal) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
• 3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
]8. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. LeRal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
I l a~ Trows 
TNe Tin'race Standa~l reserves the r~ht o cXas.~fy ads 
undo' aplxupdate N adlnos nd to set rotes tbersforo a~l to 
dnmkl~ Pa0e lecaUon, 
The Terrace Standard esefYon the right o mvLs~, edlh 
ck~dfy ot reject amy adv~t  and to retain ~ answers 
dlrecNd to the News Box NepP/Sendce, a~J to repay the 
customer the sum padd fe~ the Mv~sment and bex rental 
0ox rNik~ on 'lf~ki" nstn~Uons ot pk:kod up wnh[n 10 
days of expi~ o~ on adverUsament wm be destroyed ~nfess 
madbeg Ins t~ are received. These amswn00ox 
Numbors anl n~#ested ont o send erlGtonfs ofdo~ummlts to 
avnld loss, 
AJI ~ns of ~rors in ~dvert~se~onts must be received by. 
tho po~Ishor wiS'd~ 30 days aner the np.st pubflcauoo, 
n is Nrond by the adver~ reqonofin0 space that he 
lilabUty of ffm Terrson ~ io b~o event of faUuro to 
I~uM=h ml MverU=mamt or In tNe event of ~ error ~adng 
M the advertf41emont Is I~d~tsh4KI shall be Umlted Io the 
,amoont ~ by the adv~ for only one IKorrect i~  
~ ~ ixxtlon of tNe ad~ s~ice occ~ded by the k~or. 
rsctorondttednmonfy andthattheroshalINeonP.abilnyln . 
any everd greater than the amonnt pakl for such advertisloO. 
1, Real Estate 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE. 18 pads. Cen- 
hal location. Owner wil consider home In trade 
as part payment. Call 1-656-9564 8c12 
LOT ON MOUNTAIN VISTA DRIVE. Fabulous 
view. Asking $18,500. Phone 635-2315 6p9 
EXECUTIVE 1600 sq. ft. cedar home with 3 
~levets; 900.,sq. ft. shop with 16'.ceilin O. On .... 
~5~/4 acres in Woodland Park. Asking 
$160,000. 635-2315 6pl 0 
OABIN FOR BALE. Finished cabin of approx. 
Imately 900 sq. it. available for sale on 4.24 
acres of leased recreational property located 
on Scum Lake 32 miles south of Highway 20 
and 55 miles west of Williams Lake, B.C. c/w 
propane steve/cook stove and propane 
llohting. Rnlshed cupboards and interior water 
system. No field or well. Lake has pdvate air 
strip. Asking $15,000 for quick sale call Bob 
604-398.7470. Property of 4.24 acres Is on 
an assumable lease or is available for per. 
chase through the B.C. Govemment. 4pl 0 
1. Real Estate 
SUNSET BEACH - Low 20's. Just move into 
this well kept cabin, everything stays. 
Suitable for 2 families. 4 bedrooms, nice san. 
dy beach plus a 17' boat, 35 HP motor and 
trailer. Call Patrfcla BIrston 964.0728 even- 
ings. Doucette Realty Ltd. 562-3233 4p12 
3 BEDROOM home in hospital area. Asking 
Prtce $51,000 please phone 638.2063 6p12 
KITWANGA 415 bedroom bungalow. Vinyl 
siding. R.S.F. Established boarding kennel. 
Large 2 storey garage, rootcellar, greenhouse, 
1Ve acres fully landscaped. $59,000 849- 
5427 6p12 
LOT 15. Spring Creak drive subdivision. =/4 
acre view let. Asking $29,500, 635-2384 
6pl 2 
3 BUILDING LOTS 7/8 acres each across from 
Elementary &Senior Secondary School In Kit- 
wan0a Valley. Phone 649.5732. 6p12 
LAND FOR SALE - 11.5 acres with 3 road 
accesses available. Approx. 3 miles north of 
Terrace city limits. Price $27,000. (Terms 
available) 635-4600.. 6p12 
4.88 ACRES HIGH DENSITY residential corner 
of Haugland Ave, and Kerr St. City of Terrace. 
.ALSO 1.07 acres ght industrial lot 4,2801 
Kaium' St.,•access from Evergreen St. aiso lot 
3 - 150 it.x160.71 ft. River Access, 2605 
Skeena St. City of Terrace. 635.6770(work) 
635.3995(home). 2p12 
75x118 LEVEL BUILDING LOT on Walnut 
Street. Excellent water and services available, 
$16,900. Beat the GST, 635-2148. 6pl 2 
WANTED WOODED ACREAGE (rain. 5 acres - 
160 acres). Secluded or remote. Ideally 
iakeshore, south exposure, creek. Not need. 
ed: road access or power. Cash. 1.964.2765 
eve 4pl 3 
FOR SALE subdivision 14, 5 acre lots located 
at 58 kilometer on Keoney Dam read. Asking 
$125,000 will accept trade call 567.2021 
days 567-4226 evenings. 4p13 
2 BAY WORKSHOP 30'x50' in town. Convert 
to apartments phone 635.5205 6p13 
.,. ..... .;;,,---~. ~, 
~" .. . '...c , . ,~  
• "~"~"%"'~ ~ f  
, . .  , o .  
•. '% ~ 
MORRIS | . , ,  "t* 
Very private large lot 
on bench with no through road. 
Backing designated park area. 
• ($19,900 o.b.o.) 
Call 624-4819. 
FORSALE 
4 BEDROOM 
' 1. Real Estate " 3 :  For Ront 
APPRDX, 80 ACRES. River front property 0P- 3 ~ eASEMENT suite. W/w carpet, 
pnsita former Kwlnltsa station suitable for 
n/g hnat. For quiet family. No pets, Phone fishing or hunting lodge. Open for offers 
635.5205 ~ 6p13 . 635.2360. Availimmediate y, : 6p13 
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom duplex Suite. Fdd0e 40 UNDEVELOPEO ACRES, partially cleared, i and stove, w/w carpets in town, No pets. 
Lonated.ln the Willow Creek aroa, Hlohway 37 
North. $50,000 firm. J Taylor, tskut B.C. V0 J  Please call 635-5464 6p13 
1KO : i . . . . . . .  : ;  6p13  :4 '  Wanted to Rent 
AFFORDABLE 4 bedroom home In horseshoe. ' -- 
Finished basement. 11~,~% morlgaoe DECENT FAMILY of three wants decent ac. 
635.9446 6p13 comadaUoes. A S.A.P. long term tenants with 
permanenl Job. Non-Smokers, non-ddnkers. 3 BEDROOM mobile home with large addition, 535.3624 6p10 
on landscaped fenced rural lot. Features In. 
clnde: den, playroom, expando Ilvlngroom, ~ PROFESSIONAL COUPLE with 2 children 
coveredsundeck, 2woudbeaters, cenbalair, urgently require 3:4 bedroom house for  
cond., 4 appliances, shed , cNcken coop, Aogust 1. References available. Call 
garden, oreenhousa, .and fruit trees. Asidng 635.2292 or 638-0160 and ask for Peter. 
$37,900 call 638-8621 or 635-9221 4p13 ' lp13 
FOR SALE Large home, 1.2 acres, on Stuart 
River. 5 bdrms, 4 bathrooms, loft, family 
room, two fireplaces. Over 2500 sq. ft. Ideal 
for float planes and boats. Bem and corrals. 
Reduced pdce $95,000. Dal1996.7344 4p13 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Large utility room, 
natural gas heat & water, clean & spacious, 
1200 sq. ft. Asking $51,000 635.7612 6p13 
2. MoNle Homes 
EXCELLENT BUILDING LOT. 65x120, watel 
and sewer, paved. Asking $16,900. Mus~ 
sel]l Near hospital, school, quiet area, cal 
635-3986. Reduced for quick sale. 6pl C 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Home on 5 acres. 
Highway frontage, over 3300 sq. ft. Ideal for 
Bed and Breaktast Business. 635.5061 6plC 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Acreage on Skeene 
River and Hwy. 16. Great fishing, also 2 acres 
with well and hydro. PhonQ 635.5061 6pl 0 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE with acreage, 1350 sq. ft. 
on Haltiwell Ave. Call 635-5535 6pl 1 
TENANT - OWNER needed. Available Immed. 
Lovely 4 level split 3 bedroom home. Carport, 
patio, skylights. Jackplne Flats $750. ruth. 
1 "278-8957 (Econo Mortgaoe co.) 6pl 1 
WILL TRADE two 1 bedroom houses for pro- 
perry, land with or without house. Outside Tar- 
race city limits, Phone 627-8206 3pl 1 
FOR SALE or trade 1460 sq. ft. new home on 
10.4 acres minutes from town. Large k tchen 
with oak cabinets, dining room open no onto 
large deck 19'x17', living room. Vinyl siding, 
patio. 30'x26' basement. To view call 635- 
7210 2p12 
NEW HOUSE for sale on1 acre lot, House was 
sb'uctured 3 ~,rs ago and never been finished. 
Has hydro, water, septic tank, approx 1,000 
sq. it. New Remo great for a handyman. Ask- 
Ing 30,000, 635-5406 4p12 
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner. 3 bedrooms, 1V~ 
baths, uofin]shed basement. Paved driveway. 
G:~ garden. Grenisle. 1.697.2470 4p12 
Don't Miss This! 1 
3 Ixlrm. home in Thomheights. 
Natural Gas heat and water, call 
638-8896 
HORSESHOE BEAUTY I 
4828 Olson Ave. 
Totally remodelled, 3 bedroom, 1800 sq. | 
It. family home In quiet area, natural gas | 
heat. A full basement, bachelor suite, | 
large 690 sq, flu family room and two car | 
garage 91Yes you exceptional value for | 
$0,oRo , I 
oenmn" TO I 
638.8084 i 
12x68 AMBASSADOR lraOer. 3 bedrooms lV= 
bathrooms, four appliances, new gas furnace, 
must be moved, Phone 635-2319 evenings or 
• weekends. 61)11 
1974 ATCO Sierra, 12x68', clw,.wlp and 
fddge. $8,500 firm. 698-7418 4p12 
12x60 Paramount Ambassador. Snowronf, 
Two finished additions. Covered • wood' 
storage. Approved wood stove. Dishwasher 
and drapes. Call before 10 p.m, 636-2302 
6p12 
FOR SALE 
Pine Park 
Rental Units 
14x70 mobile homes, 2 and. 
3 bedroom, stove, frldge, 
gas heat. Phone: 
WANTSOI Proffeslonai couple with two 
children needs to rent 3.4 bedroom house. 
635-4818 message. As we are camping until 
we find a new home. 6pl 3 
5. For Sob Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400,00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 fL house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
-$19500. 82 lade 2-door auto - good cord. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
monk, bailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kubbda tits plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle. Ph. 697.2474. 19tin 
FROST FREE frtdge, hot water tank, twin seal 
window, custom made picnic table, custom 
made office desk, stereo. 40 t/z" new 
plywood. 635-7710 6p8 
ALMOND refddgerator. E.C. $650 Call. 
638-1028 6p8 
AMIGA 2000 computer with many many ex. 
Iras. Call after 6 p,m. 638-1208 6p8 
NINTENDG GAMES FOR SALE. Paper boy $45, 
Simon's guest $45, Golf $40, Indiana Jones 
$40 Call 635-3823. 6p9 
PIANO: Kimball artists console, model with 
bench. Like new condition. 1-695-6620 4pl 1 
WOOD OIL combined furnace with some dec- 
ling. Olson Duomatic. 120,000 BTU, $400. 
638-1665 6pl 1 
KINGSIZE water bed with captains drawers. 
Excellent condition. Must he seen. $500 call 
638.8254 2pl 2 
NEW BUSHNELL SPOTTING SCOPE. 70 ml 
lens. Camera attachment. 22 wide angle, 
3. Fer Rent  triped.$450.cati638.1074 lp13 
SOFA AND CHAIR $350, 2 single beds with 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featudng headboards $125 each, Oouble bed $200, 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V. computsrdesk$225,3tires14178520each, 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tin .1 tire 14/205 mounted $25, pole tamp $10, 
Kenmore washer/dryer like new $825. Call 
1 BEDROOM unit in ThornhiU. Call 635.4453 638-8337 2p13 
~ 6p8 !'.1982 SUZUKI GS 1100 Katana Motorcycle. 
ROOM FOR working person Board ava abe. " Verylow mileage, in like new~Co~li!l®. 1984 
Phone 638-8293 ~ : , . . . . .  : ..... 6p8 Polaris Indl 600 ~owmobgeT iR8:4~amaha 
~- ' ;~ '~ '~, - -~ ~ XT 600E Dirt Bike 1980 Chev' 4x4 shortbex UH-I~t: UH ~lUm: place ior rent, leas, e ~ ~,  , . . r . .  ,_ .'...~ _, ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
lease purchase'. Air condition, ground floor v-.,, ,,~. -,, v,ow u.y u~ ,.e auuvo u. is, cu,- 
1968 sq. ft. located at 4639 Lazelle Ave. tact North Pacific Appraisers and Llquidators 
635-2643 orl.656-0365 6p10 
OFFICE OR WAREHOUSE space approx. 2000 
sq. ft. Good renL Downtown Terrace. Phone 
Luc 635.6195 5(:10 
MAIN FLOOR house on quiet cul.de-sac, close 
to downtown. 2 bnd.room, laundry facilities, 
dish washer, fenced yard, covered parking, 
suitable for single person or quiet couple, no 
smokers or pets. 500. per mo. plus utiliOes. 
635-3780 6p10 
MOBILE HOME PADS FOR RENT. One for a 
double wide mobile. Call 1-656.9564. 
Inc. at 638.0999. All units will be sold by 
sealed bid. The highest or any bid not 
necessarily accepted. All sales cash or car- 
tified cheque, all sales final. No warranges or 
guarantees are expressed on given, 2p13 
ONE WAY PLANE TICKET to Vancouver July 
26 (Female) $100 o.b.o call 638.0422 after 5 
p.m. lp13 
8130 $75, 10 spd bike $45, nlghttable $5, 
desk dresser $25, home.spa $45, queen size 
bed $50, chastedleid & chair $195, sanyo 
remote answer machine $75, Technic stereo 
system $2500, Phone 638-8474 after 6 p.m, 
6c12 6p13 
ROOM & BOARD for single working person. I'" I Reasonable cost. If interested call 638.8695 
alter 5 p.m. 6,n STRAWBERRIES 
OACHELOR SUITE suitable for single person, pick your own.  
Horseshoe area, all utilities included, $400 635"3380 
per monlh, avaitable Aug. 1,638.8084 31)12 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom bungalow with garage 
and gas heat $490 per month plus utilities. 
Phone 632-7858 6p13 
SLEEPING ROOM for rent. Call 635-7176 2pl 3 Bakkefl Modular 
Structures 
FOR SALE 
OFFICE SPACE constructed utility sheds. 
FOR RENT r w.,. 
3 room office, very good From 6' to 20' long. 
location, air conditioned. Delivered & Assembled, 
Call Steve Cullis ca, 638-1768 evenings 
or Bob at 638-1863 
SPLIT LEVEL 
HOME IN WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
THORNHEIGHTS ==-  ,= .  
Phase III CLO8E TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 
1 I'ocm $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
2t/, bathrooms, Jacuzzl Gas heat, $520. Fndge, stove, heat and hot water 
'fireplace, double garage, paved dveway, Included. Carpel throughout. Laundry 
landscaped, facilities, storage space. References m. 
qutred for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
Asking $126,000 PHONE OFFICE 835-5224 
Ph. 638-1313 . 
WOODGREEN " 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural Gas Rreplaces, Dlohwashere, Fddge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Personal Patios, 
Ceramic Tried Bathrooms & Enaultes 
1/2 Block from SkeenaMall & MacDonalda 
Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed. 
**********  
~'~ -'. Resident Manager :and Socudty Entremca 
8. Cars for Sale 
8, Cars for Sale  
1979 CHRYSLER LeBaron. Grey, 4 door, low Veh ic les  " ..... 
mileage, full equipment, air condlOonlng. ' " , '  
Owner moving. Best offer accepted. Call 12' TENT TRAILER. Fridoe, stove~ furnace. 
635-3986 ~ 6p l l  E.C. 638.1028 . 8p8 
1974 PLY FURY III 2 dr, h/t; A1 transports, CORSAIR 18' TRAVEL TRAILER. Rebuilt. New 
tion.$1400.orbestoffer.635.5843 6pll  fridoe, new upholstry, sleeps 6;  
Tof!et/shower, Furnace :~wnlng,' equalizer 
1986 DODGE CARAVAN SE. Excellent condi, bara.$4ooO.Rrm. 835.2122 ~ 6p8 
lion, Camping pkg., double bed, cruise, 
automatic, much more. Asking $10,000, o.b 
o. Fhone 632-4123 6p9 
1983 FORD Mustang convertible, VR, 5.0 L, 
5 speed..: Caflfamia car, No rest. White on 
white. Great condition. Kenwoed pull out 
stereo, air conditioning, 70,000 miles. 
$10,000 627-0617. Sedous enquides only. 
2pl 2 
1986 TOYOTA CELICA GT Liftback, white and 
black, $1,000 stereo, bre, winter tires, ex- 
cellent condition, $10,000 OBO. Call 849- 
5808 6p12 
1988 FORD MUSTANG LX Hatchback. 4 cyl., 
5 Slid, 21,000 km, amlfm cassette, summer 
end winter tires, very good cued. Asking 
$9800.635-3011 6pl 3 
1979 TOYOTA Corolla, 2 door, standard. New 
tires, new clutch, stereo. Good cord. asking 
$1700 o.b.e, call 638.1984 6pl 3 
1985 TOYOTA 7 passenger van. Immaculate 
condition. Completely loaded.. $10,000 
1-690-7493 4pl 3 
1982 SILVER & GRAY Ford Lynx. 4 door hat. 
chback. Automatic.transmission $3600. E.C. 
635.6407 6pl 3 
1983 REGAL BUICK. 4 door, good cord. no 
rust. Asking $4995. Call 635-6767 from 9:30 
a,m'. to 9 p.m. lp13 
1981 DODGE OMNI, 4 door, 2,2 L, new clutch, 
good running condition. $2000 o.b.o. Call 
635.2506 between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m, 
lp13 
FOR SALE 1979 Ford Thunderbird, low miles. 
Excellent condition $3500 phone 632-7858 
6p13 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1986 F 150 SUPERCAB. Auto,302 EFI. 4x4. 
Loaded with options. 90,000 Km, Asking 
$14,500. O.B.O. 842-5438 6p8 
1989 FORD F250 4x4 pickup. Low mileage. 
$14,300. Call 635.3717, days or 635-7623 
evenings. 6p9 
1982 DATSUN 4x4 pickup. KIngcab, 5 speed, 
canopy, sunroof. 1 owner, ati season radials, 
sound mechanical cond. Asking $4000. 
635-9477 6pl 0 
1986 TOYOTA P/U 4x4 G.C. Well maintained. 
Gond price 638.0495 after 5 p.m. 6p10 
1965 GMC CREWCAB 4x4; diesel, 120,000 
11. Recrcagonal / !i: . 
SALE! cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallogen headlights, rear window defrost. Cleanl 75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even. Ings: tin 
SATURDAY, cord. 47,000 original miles. For more Infor. mation call 632-2452 7p7 
1983 RENAULT ALUANCE 4 d°°r G°ed run" I1~ I~ JULY 21 nlng condition. Very little rust. Asking $2500 
Call 635.6785 6p8 
1995 FORD TOPAZ, 5 sp. Good runnln0 condl. BEGINS AT  8 :  OO A ,  M,  
tion. Asking $5500, Call 635.2900, ask for ~ 
Moniqoe. ' 6p9 ' 
1987 Z24 CAVALIER. 6onght in,68 60,000 ~ DONA.rIONS ARE WELCOME, ~ 
Kip E.C. $10,900. o.b.o. 638.0771 6p10 
1987 s oRTs RALLY. 2 door. 5 AND CANBE LEFT WITH, 
Chevetta. LOW mileage, only 43000 km, Ex. 
colleot co . $6500. o.b.o. CaR 035.5406 CHRISTINE, GERI, OR 
a,lerSp.m, 5plo CHRIS ANYTIME. , ' .  
1978 BUICK REGAL LTD. Excellent co~ltlm, ~ 
Neverwlnterddven. orust, rebutltengine, - PLEASE NO:CLOTHES. 
loaded, T-roof, 692.7412 evas, 4p10 
1973 OLOS classic supreme. Parts for sale. "Many RelMurant.Hotd Items fo r  ~|e  ,9 . - ,  
NeXr to mw tires all around. If Interested 
. make~i offm' 638-8695 altar 5 fin. 
/•198'8 TOPAZ L.' Air cond, under warrant~ " HOPE TO SEE YOU THEREl: 
9Odd ~ mileage, duel power, remote conbof ;4~ i~ii~i 
m,,,or,. ,9400 - PhOne 638-02231 
:' 632,4243 8pll For  More  De~Jl8 , '  
1987 A.T,V. YAMAHA WARRIOR 350, Elec- 
tdc start, reverse, racks, loading ramp. All 
E.g. $4500. o.b.o 638.0771 6p10 
MOTORHOME 1980 class c. 23 ft., klL com. 
panion. Fully loaded, including air or roof, 
dash. 400 Dodge motor. 32,000 miles, 
$18,900 call 635-6790 ; 6p10 
1974 27' 5th wheel, extra clean upholstep], 
carpeting 2yrs old, large fddge, a.c., h/d con- 
struction, hitch, $10,000 o.b.o. Phone 
846-5457 sat. 4-6 p.m. for appointment 4pll 
TRADE FOR MOTOR HOME of equal value, 
1989 Dakota pu loaded, Air-trailer tow. Pkg.. 
brakes etc, 9000 km 635.5843 6pll 
1978 GMC Frontier motorhome. 68,000 
miles, Excellent condition. Fndge, stoveand 
microwave. Call 635-4451 for more informa- 
tion "' 6pll 
OLDER 17' travel trailer. New curtains and 
upholstery. Fddge, stove with oven, furnace, 
porta.pottt, sleeps 4. G.C. Asking $1300. 
Call 635-5477 ' '61)12 
LUXURY MOTORHOME For rent. Travel in 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, A/C, water, 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Daily,weekly, mon. 
thfy. 638-1468. 6p12 
1976 PROPANE F250, new radials with 1979 
Security 9th ft. camper with bathroom. Ex- 
cellent condition. Cheap to run, $8,OO0. 
O.B.O., 635.9121. 6p12 
8 FT. OKANAGAN CAMPER. Hydraulic jacks, 
3 way fddoe, stove and furnace. New 
cushions and curtains. Asking $3000 o.b.o, 
635-3011 6pl 3 
1979 DODGE MAXIVAN, fully loaded. New 
tires. Excellent running conditidn. Call 
635-7550. Asking $4000 o.b.o. 6p13 
12. Motorcycles 
1982 V45 Honda. Excellent condition. Asking 
$1800.00 Call 635-3258 8p7 
1901 KAWASAKI 750 LTD 4 cylinder, full 
Pexl fadng, new sprockets and chain, 4xl 
header. Very fast. Excellent condition. Asking 
$1300.1-695-6477 eves. 4pl 1 
1984 HONDA Aspencade. 69,000 km. Load. 
ed and immaculate. $6,500, 1-845-7309 
• eves 4p12 
km., excellent condition, asking $14,500 1985 SUZUKI SAMURAI Longbedy 4x4. New 
o.b.o. Also 10 ft. 6 campers, sleeps 6, stove, - tires (Nags) am/fm cassette brushRuard ~ 
fddge, -~ furnace; ~ ~ hydraulic' jacks; asking. ~'.~. Wlh~h" ~llertiitch ~factory towha¢ new ~ W ht~! 
I;~.3,..OO0 o.b.o. Ca ! 845,2805;day s or~bv~ ~ 'steds)690.-7~436 Ft. Fiaser/~ ~- ;, ;i-! 4pl 3"~ 
o,l~-z~4u . . . . . .  4p10 . . . . . . . . . . .  ~J 
1984 FORD RANGER 4x4, 5 speed, dual 14, Beats & Marine 
tanks, $4500. 638-1700 6c10 
1989 MAZDA 4x4 cab plus, 5 speed, 2600 
c.c. Fuel thjectsd~ amlfm cassette. $18,000. 
Phone 638.1700 6c10 
1981 CHEV 4x4 step side. Lift kit. G.C. 
82,000 km $6000. o.b.o. 635-5554 6p10 
1987 FORD F250 supercab 4x4, 460 cu. 
inch, autol $15,400. o.b.o. Call evenings 
635-6714 6pl 1 
1980 DODGE van, 11 passenger, $1500 
o.b.o. 842-5438 3p12 
1988 F350 crew cab 4x4, 351 auto, new 
BOAT FOR SALE 16' bay liner. Full canvas 
Top, full instruments, 50 h.p. Johnson. Road 
runner trailer, E.C. $5500. 624-5591 6p10 
23 FT. FIBERGLASS over wood cabin cruiser, 
memrulser 165 HP, trailer, dlckensen stove 
(diesel), VHF radio, sounder, compass, two 
spare props, hvo anchors and ground teckle, 
madne head, completely rebuilt leg, lots of 
spare parts, etc. Located at Rushbreck floats, 
Pdnce Rupert. Pdce $5900. call 624.6570 
• . ~.~ 3pll 
31' AFT CARVER boat. Fully loaded. With 
electronic gear. Twin cummins engine, 4 
radials, 21,000 miles, as new condition, 67M.1:695-6698 4pll 
$17,300. Call 635-9121. 6p12. 25 hp MERCURY outboard, Good condition 
1981 SILVERADO PICKUP, fully loaded. Also • $1500 o.b.o. 1-695.6419 4p12 
1973 Winnebago, good cond. To view 4931 
MeDeek. Call 635-5258 6pl 3 
• 1979 FORD 4x4 F150 Supercab. Air coedl. 
Honing, am/fm cassette. Loaded with extras, 
wired for camper, Excellent condition. 1 
owner. $5500 o.b.o. Call 835-7633 or 
19 FT CALIFORNIA Fiberglass boat, 183 
Chev, engine inboard with trailer, etc. Phone 
635.3995 evenings, 635.6770 bus hours. 
6p12' 
15. Machinery / 
032.2898 lp13 1980EXOAVATOR, John Deere 890. Good 
1981 TOYOTA Land cruiser 4x4. Diesel, working ~condltion, engine :3500 horse, new 
winch, rebuilt motor, new Ores, new spdngs, rails, sprockets and" pump, $40,000. 
tow bar. $7,900 o.b.o. Call 635-7633 or 632. 624.5751 or 463.5477 Prince Rupert 4pll 
2898 lp12 
TERRACEVIEW LODGE 
4p,,, IS HOSTING A (PL 
GARAGE 
1970 INTERNATIONAL BUSI Excellent condl. 
lion. Stripped of seats, but panelled for 
camper. Started - you finish your way, 
$4000. firm. 635-6205 ' 6p9 
~ 21 Olp W ted . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ~' OFRr.IG ____ NURSE • 22, Careers ~ ~:~ ~,  
NORTHERN MOTOR JN~;'L,,~:~;Wo are  ~00kll~f0ft0 '" ~ I' ' ' '~0 . . . .  k : "' '~'~'kB' , ' : '~ r '~  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ' ;  ........ ~ . . . . . .  '~ ;; i: I, 
*:mature nermlndedln;dl~ldualswhowant EXPERIENCED * ~ ~•: :~]AD~B.~B.~,~I~ ~i.i:ii Local medical clinic 
be a pad of a grewlng team that akes great ' ~ . . . .  TJ~.requires an office nurse 
~ pride In,their work: Expedonce ispreferred but ~ ~  --~ IL  J i~  . JL,dLJE ~,_ j~  w,,, .,, .. th,v ., who h, s a SALESMAN forcasual relief work. 
.!, poslgve attitude and a desire to team. We of. need to sell automotive equip. Please send resume to: .fer .compeUtive~ wages and an exaelicnt 
benefit package. We are now taking appllca. 
lions for the following positions: 
'walter~altress;'stora clerks, bartenders; bar 
• waiterlwaltresJes,,' cooks/prep. oooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks. No telephone in. 
quldes pleasel 14cl 
'.OORIS' COIFFURES, One qualified hairdresser 
.needed with 2 to 3 yrs, experience. Ira. 
,.mediately 638-1704 6p8 
OUAUFIEO HAIRDRESSER needed immediate- 
ly, Apply at the Hair Hut or phone 635.2993 
i~ 635-2753 6p8 
"WANTED: mature reliable non-smoking per. 
dun'to; babysit occasional evenings & 
:weekends, Also fu time sitter pending return 
to work. Phone Annie 635-4324 7pll 
CRUISE LINE OPENING, now hidno, Excellent 
pay with free travel. Call nowll 1.682.5644. 
. -~'~. 3p12 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS.'appncatlons for 
employment ever/ Wednesday, For an ap. 
pllcJ~t]on and interview please apply in person 
to Personnel Dept. lc13 
WANT MORE OUT OF LIFE? A little extra 
money can mean a lot of extra eying. If you 
are willing to work and learn, phone for appoin 
tment o 635:3484 lc13 
• 1 FULLTIME POSITIOH for home support 
worker I. caring, mature person to provide in- 
home support for elderly and disabled people. 
Duties to Include: household care, shopping 
and meal preparation. Starting wage: $7.82 
apply at No. 1.3215 Eby, Terrace, O.C. or 
phone 635.5153. Ask fo~ Betty or Louise. 
• Starting date: As soon as possible. 2cl 3 
NURSE NEEDED to work days as a program 
assistant for 20-40 hours a week in a com- 
munity agency that provides in.home support 
for plderly and disabled people. Apply to Batty 
Stewart, Program Director. Terrace, Home 
Suppod Services. Carl 635.5135 3c13 
RECEPTIONIST TYPIST required. Permanent, 
rull time. Monday-Friday. Duties include lyp. 
leO, reception, phones, general office duties. 
Insurance experience an asset. Reply to Box 
E2, clo .Terrace Standard, 4647 Laxelle 
• Avenue, Terrace. B.C. V8G 1S8 3p13 
22. Careers 
ment and supplies for 
. REMA TIP-TOP .. 
DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 
in Terrace area.' 
$10,0D per hour and a bonus 
from sales. 
Phone (403) 270.8213Caloary...~ 
LEGAL 
INFORMATION 
COUNSELLOR 
Required by Burns Lake Communty 
I~aw Centre, funded by'. Legal Se~rvlces 
Society of BiC. Ouallticatlonsl include 
some academic training In, criminal and 
family law or equivalent practical ,eX. 
pedence, excellent communication skills 
and an understanding ofnative culture: 
Closing:August 1, 1990. 
Please forward resumes to; 
Burns Lake Community Law Centre, P,O. 
Bag 8000, Bums Lake, B.C., VOJ l'EO. 
PHONE,, 692-7534. 
TRAINER/SOFTWARE 
SUPPORT 
Self-motivated Individual with excellent interpersonal skills 
ReeponslblUtlee: 
• software training • client support 
• setting up training courses . 
e.g. ACC PAC, Bedford. Word Perfect, etc. 
Salary negotiable. 
Apply in person with resume to: ,, ~? : ~ . 
Aaran  Computer  So lu t ions  
Box 2140, Smlthers, B.C., 3876 Broadway Avenue 
B I I~F• II~IP&II & I n • 
SHOPPING CENTRE MANAGER TERRACE, B~C.~:' 
We are looking for an energetic, outgoing person to mannge and promote our shopping 
centra; which Is compdsnd ef 160,000 sq. ft. Applicant must be organized, have 
knowledge of maintenance procedures, be able to negotiate l ases and service contracts 
and be able to direct staff offectively. 
Applicant must ha able to work with and direct a Merchants Association I  regard te 
marketing and promotion strategies for the cenlm. Your personality will encourage 
cooperative relations among tenants and the landlord and be able to enhance the 
centers public relations in the community, 
A minimum of four to five years experience isdesired. Please express your Interest by 
forwardino a•msume and salary expectations by July 23, 1990 in confidence to: 
Box 1 I1. c/a Tenace StmMmd 
4647 Lazldio Ave.. Tlnaco. 8.C. V8B 180 
2c29 
PACIF IC  REGENERATION TECHNOLOGIES  INC.  
FORESTRY TECHNICIANS 
(2 positions) 
Pacific Regeneration Technologies Inc. is a diversified firm that pro- 
duces forest tree seedlings and provides consulting services 
throughout British Columbia. 
These positions require a highly motivated team oriented individual 
who possesses a Degree in Forestry or a technical diploma in Forestry 
or has 3 years of field experience in Silviculture, Engineering, Inven. 
tory and; other related disciplines. Silviculture Surveyors and/or 
pesticide applicators certificate are definite assets. 
These are permanent positions with salary based on experience and 
education. A comprehensive paid employee benefit package Is includ- 
ed to•the successful candidate, . 
Resumes should be submitted by August 3, 1990. 
Please send resume in confidence to:~ 
Mr~ Kim D. Haworth ..,,,.,-=,..- 
0P A ,0 s 
. Pacific Regeneration Technologies Inc. ~ '  B i  -r 0 
Thornhill Nursery I , L " . " ~ ; 1 J 
3446'Ed Und Avenue ' ~ i t 
: Te,~mce, olc. . . . .  t~r, * ~ i  i'~ 
V8G 4T5 , 
i i 
14  "umW= ot , , t , ,  
KALUM 
Kalum Wood Producte is a new and innovative sewmlll In Ter- 
:race, B.C. We are looking!for an agresslve Indlvldual who 
possess the following quallflcationa and experience. 
- -  Mlnlmum 6 years Sawmill and or Planting experience In 
Export Markets, preference will be,given to those with 
~ knowledge of Japanese cuffing programs. 
• ,  Applicant will posseas a valid, grading ticket with' 
!!; knowledge of Export Clears and Timbers. 
- -  Applicant will be familiar with quality control procedures 
• ~.~ ' end will have a workiqg knowledge of shipping and produc-i 
tlon co.ordination, : ' r 
K alum Wood Product8 Is offedng a competitive salary and 
• beneflta package to the successful candidate. . . . . .  
Ple,_a~_. submit your reeurne stating quaflflcatlone and ex~ ' 
van  m_ zt  so ; rd 
' Exper ienced '  : i i ; i ' i  
REGISTERED; NURSE 
Req'd for Emerg./OPD ($46,000 ' $60,000 per an. 
num, plus full benefits for the Nisgaa Valley D& T 
Centre located in the Nasa Valley of N.W.B.C. Alter. 
nating "on Call" status. Must be willing to work without direct supervl. 
sign as well as being adaptable and an active participant of our Health ! 
care Team. Furn. Accom. available. :i 
. Address resumes to 
Led Toneatio, DON: ' , i 
• ,,~,~:i Nlsga'a.Valiey Health Drd. 
266 TaH Avenue 
• Ph0ae:G33,2211 New Alyansh, B.C. V0J 1A0 
Fax: 633-2512 
.-;. Applications will be accepted up to July 27, 1990 
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rlcal Ope / 
, Electrician or Llnanlan,i :';": " 
: Ce08ble of leamlnD , lno~: i~  i 
T dkmlpllnee, reClUlnedby ~ [P~ 
eleotdoalutilltylnmldcoaatKea. ~ ~ 
Mechanical apUtude an Meet. ~ i 
, 8ubmU resume to: Cenb'81 ~. 
- - - - - 3210 Emersoa Street , cost Power cut.fauna; ...... 
Terrace, B.C. 4594 Monfford Cneecont, 
Z V~tor~ s .c . .  : 
V8G 2R8 Z van 3WSor call 289.98e8 
COMMUNITY LAW CENTRE SOCIETY, 
LEGAL INFORMATION COUNSELLOR 
required to work.in Community Law Office 
The successful candidate must: 
1. Have excellent typing skills, 
2. Have experience with the Court System and prepara- 
tion of Court documents, 
3. Be able to assist people with WCB,UIC, welfare ap- 
peals; and rental problems, 
4. Have good public relations skills . . . .  
5. Have experience with book-keeping, computers and 
oaneraloffice administrative duties. 
Salary is commensurate with experience. " 
Please reply in confidence, by Friday, July.20,. 1990 
detailing in resume work experience and qualifications to: 
L'AX GHELS COMMUNITY LAW 
CENTRE SOCIETY 
3313 Kalum Street " 
Terrace, B.C, .. 
V8G 2N7 
Telephone-635-2133 ATTENTION: Terry Brown 
,, C RESS 
' EGILJ I I=MEN'r" CO L IM ITED 
CYPRESS EQUIPMENT CO. LIMITED 
REQUIRES 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC 
(FIELD SERVICE)  
Location - -  Terrace 
We are presently seeking a H.D Mechanic to service our 
customers in the Terrace, Prince Rupert, Queen Charlotte 
area, 
This position requires an individual who can perform with 
minimal supervision and represent Cypress Equipment in a 
professional manner. 
Preference will be given to individuals who are familiar with 
the equipment and techniques used in coastal logging opera- 
tion and heavy construction. 
The individual selected for this positioP, will be required to 
join the bargaining unit and rate of pay and benefits will be as 
set out in the current collective agreement (base rate $20.70 
plus O.O:P. $1;25 per hour & H. & WL & PEN.) 
Interested candidates should submit a detailed resume in- 
cluding references to Service Manager, 8760 River Road, 
Delta, B.C: V4G 1B5. 
TERRACE HEALTH 
CARE SOCIETY 
INTEG.RATED HEALT~ CARE SERVICES 
HEAD NURSE 
EMERGENCY UNIT 
Mills Memorial Hospital invites applications for the full-time 
position of Head Nurse in the Emergency Unit. Rapodlng to 
the Nursing Services Coordinator this position is responsible 
for ,the Quality of Care and Nursing Administration of the 
emergency unit and 3 bed surgical day-care service. 
Candidates must have current critical care .and trauma 
management experience, ACLS certification, RNABC 
registration. Preference will be given to candidates with Nurs- 
Ing unit administrative xperience. 
Salaryand benefits in accordance with current BCNU collec- 
tiveogreement Th e posit on is for a 2 year period commenc- 
Ing September 6, 1990. Closing date for applications wlllbe 
August 6, '1990, ~ .
Please reply Jh confidence to: 
Phlllip Gro¢ott ...... • 
" i;r. 
MANAGEMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
i 
If you are a high energy manager and leader we provide;eel 
opportunity to broaden your management sldlis and :~ '  
ticlpate in a management team. . . L~:•; " 
Please call Shauna Monday through Thursday between 1-4 
p:m. at•638-1800. 
Deadline for applications is July 31. 
• . ,  , 
Nia a  Vaney 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
NURSE 
($46,000 - -  $60,000 per annum, 
,~,~=, ,= *=,,= ,-=, plus full benefits) Put. P.nmt ar, d r.u~ 
Req'd for the Nisga~a Valley Health Centre in the Nasa Valley 
of N.W.B.C. for the communities of New Aiyansh and Canyon 
City. 
This position req's sharing of "on call" for our Emergency 
Dept. 
Previous out posting community health & emergency room 
exp. as well as current R.N.A.B.C. membership essential. 
Post grad. ed. in the Community Health Care field desirable. 
We are looking for someone who adapts well, is flexible and 
willing to be an active participant with our Health Care Team. 
Furnished accommodation available. 
Applications will be accepted up to July 27, 1990. 
Address resumes to 
Lorl Toneatto, DON: 
Nlsga'a Valley Health Board 
256 Talt Avenue 
New Alyansh, B.C. VOJ 1A0 
Phone: 633-2212 Fax: 633-2512 
Northwest Commun!~ Co!!ege invites appl! t!ons :  
" for: .~. 
ADDICTION RESOURCE 
WORKER INSTRUCTORS 
Our campuses in Hazeltonand Pdnce Rupert offer a unique 
program which integrates practical and academic learning. It 
is designed to develop paraprofessional drug and alcohol 
workers. 
Areas of instruction may include psychology, sociology, 
counselling, English, nutdtion, addictions, recreation and 
practicum supervision as assigned. 
Qualltlcatlong: A degree in e related discipline with sound 
work experience in the drug and alcohol field. A 
demonstrated aptitude for teaching adults is preferred. 
For more information call Hazelton, 842-5291. 
The closing .date for applications is July 27, 1990. 
Manager 
Human Resources 
Box 725 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4C2 
Northwest  
Comumunity 
'College 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION 
SECRETARY FOR DIRECTOR OF 
INSTRUCTION (Special Services) 
Applications are Invited for the position of secretary to the Director of 
Instruction (Special Services) School Distdct No, 88 (Terrace). This is 
a 12 month position involving a high .degree of confidentiality. 
The incumbent will work closel)/with District staff and there will be ex- 
tensive contact with Principals, teachers and the public. Within the 
scope of assigned duties the applicant will be required to demonstrate 
a major degree of energy, Initiative and dedication to excellence of 
work; 
Essential Oualflcalidtts: 
1. Demonstrated knowledge, ability and Interest in working with word 
processing and computer equipment, Applicants must have IBM Word. 
Perfect experience. 
2. A proven ability to work with tact, diplomacy and effici~ncy under 
pressure conditions. Excellent written and oral communication skills 
are also required. 
3. A proven record of excellent work Ins  confidential executive 
secretarial position. ....... - 
4. Knowledge of general office routines and procedures Including flll~! ;*,~ 
Typing skills of at least 60 w,p.m, with acczJiacy and nea~a~e ~'~ 
essential. (A typing test may be administered.) 
5. A proven ability to accomplish a wide vadety of assigned tasks 
within deadlines prescribed and with minimal dally supervision. 
6. Discretion and confidentiality in dealing with all matters Including 
personnel and student records. 
7. Compatibility with other staff. 
Appkibn8 (with me.ms end ndmn=s) d / ecmpt=l until July 
37, 1900 addmsml to: 
Mr. Bruce Greenwood ~. 
Director of Personnel Services . 
3211 Kenny Street, Terrace, B.C. VSG 3E9 ' 
kw~tmr= wz m h~d,n AuU.st 0 * 7, 1000 
1 
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16. Machinery 
1988 JOHN DEERE 646D grapple, 30.5"32, 
chains, over 1800 hours of warranty left, 
$105,000 o.b.e.; 1975 Cat 9660, recent 
engine, center pin, front dlff $44,000; 1973 
Case 1150, 6-way blade, FS winch, $13,000 
o.b.e.; 1968 Cat 966C, $23,000 o.b•o, 
847-5698 Martin 4pll 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. 706 international trac. 
tor. p.s., PTO, allied frontend leader, Good 
condition. $5800 or will trade for cattle or 
farm machinery. 567.4127 evenings~ 4p13 
PATRICK LOG LOADER. Model 977 with good 
20.5x25 tires. John Deere power.. 
1.695.0344 4p13 
1979 TANDEM GRAVEL TRUCK• 6V92 T-335 
hp. 3000 hours on rebuilt. 15 spd. 38000 Ibs 
rearonds. Recent repairs, new paint, certified 
till January 91. $20,0001.692.3375 4p13 
MAKE ME AN OFFERI 1970 International 
cabover farm truck. 250 Cummings Diesel• 
c/w 32' flatdeck, box for livestock/Drains. 
Converts: c/w log rigging for 33' short lugs. 
1.694-3456 4pl 3 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. $2 off the field. Call 
635-2963 6pl 3 
17. Garage Sales 
GARAGE SALE, Sat. June 30, 9 a.m. - 12 
p.m. 4712 Loen Ave. Furniture, Toys, Books, 
etc• 6pl 0 
18. Business Services 
HOUSE PAINTING 
i n te r io r -  Exterior 
Clean, fast & dependable quality work. 
14 years experience, 
Caii collect Kevld Turner 
849-5888 
T.D.'s 
HOUSECLEANING 
4 YOU 
Please call 
._ anytime at: 
635-2023 
or  
635-4864 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
6•-sCALL• 7299f 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
MAN'S BIKE. Te ldenUfy call 638.1675 2p12 
LOST ladles round gold Birks watch• Initials en 
back. Lost morning of July 3. Reward. 
635.5885 2pl 2 
LOST 1 blue budgie bird in the Horseshoe 
area. Call 635-5300 if found• 2p13 
LOST small white puppy 3.4 months old, in 
the Straume/Sparks area. Last seen July 
12/90. If found please return to 4702 
Straume. 2pl 3 
CTION AD 
 'BUY  'SELL v" RENT  ,"TRADE 
20. Pets & Livestock 
3YR. OLD REG. OUARTER HORSE gelding, 15 
HH sorrel green, broke, very quiet, gontte. Ex. 
cellent prospect, for 4.h, pony. club, or 
pleasure. $1600, o.b.e. 1 yr. old reg. quarter 
horse gelding. Oolel, gentle, easy to work. 
$1000. o.b,o; 84.6-5537 4plO 
HORSE SHOWSI Ouarter horse shows August 
16 &17. CEF open show August 18 & 19.' 
More Iofo wdta Box 128, Vanderhoof, B.C. 
VOJ 3AO or call 507.2497 or 567.4218 4pl 0 
3 KITrENS to give away to good loving home. 
Call 638-8469 6p10 
ONE FIVE YEAR old gelding; one four year 
gelding; one two year gelding; one one.year 
gelding; one seven year mare; one two year 
mare; all registered quarter horses; must sell; 
give us an offer. Call 845.2391 4pll 
BIG BEAUTIFUL Registered Arabian gelding. 
15•3 hands, grey. Shown dressage under Jr. 
alder, Re's a steal at $18001.694-3521 4p12 
15 HAND 1000/I} mule• Excelent pack animal, 
graenbroke to ride. 5 years old. Team ef Grey 
Percheron Geldings 12 and 13 year old. 
Comes with harness. 694.3376 4p12 
REGISTERED ROTTWEILER pups• Pick of litter 
still available• Exdcellent temperments & size• 
Family raised. Am/Can Champion Sired• 
Show, working and Companion. $700 to 
850. Phone 604-576-2068 4p13 
ALL BREED [" 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE .1]JRNER 638-8018 
Mornlngi'Or Evenlnge . 
I 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
Users that the human rights code in Bdtish 
Columbia forblds pubflcation cf any advertise- 
ment in connection with employment which 
discdminates against any person because of 
odgth, or requires an jeb applicant o furnish 
any intormatton concerning race, religion, cel. 
eur. ancestry, place of odgin or political belief, 
Readers: in ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'tomafe' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A ROX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8. Please do not Include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
NEW CONSTRUCTION or renovation, form 
work, framing or finishing carpentry. Your 
work will be done right the first time. 
638.8052 6p8 
RELIABLE HONEST WOMAN looking for 
housecleaning job. Celt 635-3577 and ask for 
Barbara. 6p9 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Consulting, 
pdvate investigations, and technical secudty, 
consulting services:Phone 635.4936 6p10 
CARPENTER will do renovations, siding, any 
job large or small. Call 635-7794 7p10 
EXPERIENCED BUCKER has own saws, 4x4, 
fully equipped. Will travel. 1-962.7803 
4pl 1 
MOTHER of three children would like to 
babysit for summer months. Would like 
children between 3 and 4 years. For more in- 
formation please call 638-1419 2pl 2 
24, Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending libraff, 
dealing with human lifo issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia., Student enquldes 
welcome• Call 635-5427 er 638.0382. 5tfnc 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO, 88 (Terrace) 
3211 KEN~EY STREET, 
TERRACE, B,C. VSG 3E9 
(604~ 635-4931 
FAX (604)635-4287 
NOTICE 
Beginning in May and ending October, 1990, grass fer' 
tllizer will be applied to all playing fields in the Terrace 
and Thomhill area schools during the first week of each 
month. 
638-8504 
Dial-A-Message 
A message just for you from the word of God. Call 
anytime Sunday - Saturday 24 houm a day. Them 
is a new message every week. 
If you have any questions or comments, state your 
message after the sound of the beep with your 
name, number and address. 
The Number Again toCarl: " * '  
638-8504 ': 
Gospel meetings held every Sunday at 7:001 p,m, 
at the Terrace Gospel Hall, 4802 Scott Ave , :  
24. Notices 
Jnfortunately, due to the sudden 
death of Mr. Jo'ao Manuel R. 
daSilva -;. April 9, 1990 son Df Mr. 
& Mrs. Alvaro daSilva of Portugal 
and the flanc~ of Miss Stella Bet. 
nice Mendes, daughter of Mr. & 
Mrs. Jdao (John) A. Mendes of Ter- 
race, B.C. - Please be advised 
that the weddlag which was to 
have taken place on July 21, 1990 
has been cancelled. 
NOTICE 
The City of Terrace hoe funding 
available for litter plcku:" by non- 
.profit community group:, Garbage 
bags are supplied and payment Is 
per bag of collected litter. 
• For information on registration of 
your group, please contact the 
Public Works Department at 5003 
Graham Avenue, ph. 635-6311. 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE DR LEASE - Two restaurants In Fort 
St. James. One with lake view, licenced din. 
ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996-7510. tfn 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE in Terrace. Good 
location for luther information call 
635.7961 6p8 
BUSINESS BOOKS by mall. Hundreds of titles 
not availabe In book stores. Free catalogue. 
Wdte today MVMO, Comp. 18 Sit 57 RR2 Zl 
Smithers B.C. VOJ 2HO 4pl 1 
FOR SALE due to health reasons• Well• 
established carpet and Upholstery c eaning 
business completewlth all equipment etc. ' 
Reply to Box cc 4-462,=Reid Street, Duesnel - 
B•C. V2J 2M6 2pl 2 
FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY in a rapidly grow- 
ing tourist area. Located on Hwy• 37, 80 
miles south ef Dease Lake. We offer a busy 
convenience store, showers, and laundry, 
summer cabins, a double bedroom unit with 
kitchenette. 20 unit campsite - some with 
full hook.ups, along with a 4 bedroom home. 
CIw workshop, All of this on 10 viewing acres 
with room for expansion. Contact J. Taylor, 
Willow Ridge Resort, Iskut, B.C. VoJ 1KO7pl 3 
25, Business 
• _ Opportunities 
MODERN well.eStablished abattoir on 1/4 sec- 
tion of land.located on Nwy 16~6 miles from 
Rocky mountain House, .Alberta. :Large four 
bedroom house with sauna, pool, and attach. 
ed garage (adjacent to abattoir.) Package deal 
Call 567-2949 ' 4p12 
GAS STATION in Bums Lake. Gdnd location• 
For more information call Rnsemary at 
1-562.1211. 4pl 2 
KffWANGA - Established boarding kennel 
business on 1Vz acres. 415 bedroom house, 
double garage, roolcellar, greenhouse, fully 
landscaped. $59,000 849-5427 6p12 
26. Perzonals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
'638.7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
WANTEDfll 100 overweight people• We pay' 
you to lose 10.29"ibs. in 30 days, Call 24 hrs. 
a day, 1-250.9451, 12p2 
100 PERCENT Guaranteedl 100 Percent 
Naturall Can you find a better offer to lose 
10-29 Ibs this month? More Information. 692- 
3839 4p10 
30. Obituades 
IN LOVING MEMORY of Shirley Maxine Kelver 
who was taken from us July 13,1989. She is 
sadly missed by family and fhends, We dearly 
loved her. Harold, Kevln, Steven, Michelle, 
Shawn, and Kyla. lp l  3 
TOD GIESELMAN Passed away at St. Paul's 
HOSpital on July 11/90. He will be sadly miss- 
ed by his wife KIm and daughter Samantha, 
his parents Battle and Edith Glesefman, 
sisters Terry and Mlchelle. lp l  3 
32. Legal Notices 
I, CHRIS COATHAM, am net responsible for 
any debts incurred by anyone other than 
myself. Dated this 11th day of July 1990. 
4pl 3 
! 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY 
The Bdtish Columbia Buildings Corpora. 
tlon invites Offers to Pumhase the follow. 
leo Land and Improvements. 
V L~a!lon! Spruce Street off Highway 16, 
armemocl. 
Legal Oescdptlon: :t:11.26 acre unsub- 
divided portion of Lot B, except Plans 
11143 and 11523,SecHon 3, Township 
11, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 5931• 
Improvement Description: Fully facility 
former Forests malntenaoce compound In- 
clnding administrative, warehousing and 
storage buildings. 
Site Descdptton: Rectanoular shaped 
parcel with generally good vlsildlity and. 
access on Spruce Strset. .~*. . 
Ioformatlon/offer toPurchase packages 
may be obtalflad from Michael Sampson, 
,eaJ Estate Analyst, BdOsh Columbia 
Buildings Co~poratldn, 3350 Douglas 
Street, P.O. Box 1112, Victoria, B.C. VEW 
2T4, Telephone: 387-7382 (Victoria) or 
1-800-742-6152 (toll free) or Bill 
Woolsey, Government Agent, P.O. Box 
1459, 2639 Chumh Avenue, Vaoderhoof, 
B.C. VOJ 3AO, telephone: 567-6301. 
:J[qll :~111r; Ii, [, kll~o] d ,z,]i~ i[,] 
. . . . .  
• " . .  
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS 
NONCE 
The following ~eas have • proposed Pmacdptton that will apply If approved 18 
ob~ned from the Mlnlstty of Forests The PrOpOsed prescriptions will be 
available for viewing until Aug. 29 t 990 at the location noted below during 
regular working houm. 
To ensure consideration; any written comments must be made to Buffalo. 
Head Forest Products Ltd. al Box 70, Stewart, B.C. VOT 1WO by the above 
date. . . . . . .  
FOREST LICENCE A16884 
Cutting Cut Area Amendment 
Permit Block' Location .(he) ( l /n/no) 
10 7 Bell Mtn. 136,6 ~ o 
13 6 Bowser 79•4 N o 
13 7 Bowser 54.9 N o 
3 3 Taft 72.4 N o 
" I 
Community College 
have the following vehicles for sale by sealed bids, bids will 
be expected up to 4 p.m. Aug. 3, 1990. 
1988 Volkswagen Fox Statlonwagon 
1987 Volkswagen Fox Statlonwagon 
1988 Volkswagen Fox 4 dr. Sedan 
1982 Toyota Truck 
1980 Dodge Van 2 Dr. SW. : 
1986 Dodge Van ,- ~ ..... 
1980 Ford van 
To view contact Mr. Tony Redi:ly 
Northwest Community College, 635-6511 
Northwest Community Colleg~ 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Location: Northwest Community College, Terrace 
Project: To connect the College's two main water lines. 
To view site and collect tender documents contact: 
Mr. Peter Crempton or Mr. Tom Yeager 
at Northwest Community College 
5331 M©Connell Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6511 
All bids to be sealed and received by August 3, 1990. 
Work to commence no later than August 24, 1990. 
Thc Ro.rd u(School Trustees 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 
(TERRACE) 
HAS FOR SALE THE 
FOLLOWING: 
1 Trampdlne 196,'x122" (mat: 146"x87") 
and ~-~ .!.:: . . . . . . . .  .- 
1 Trampollne 178"xi08" (mat~;r2"x144;,) 
These may be viewed by calling 635-4931 (local 210) 
Written bids should be submitted to: 
Purchasing Agent 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3E9 
Bids close July 23, 1990 at 12 noon. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
TheNMe aRx.u'M the morethu 100 N ~  of ihe 8.0. gad yukon C~mmun~ Newspapem~tbn 
mdma~h mere than 1.500,000 i~tent~d nmdem. 
$165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
AM?OMOTIV! 
JEEP OWNERS, Pa~ lind e~ 
• z lo r l~  for Jeap ra l l ies 1942 
~1~0 sock, k ,~wp~ ~eM,~i~L...38 E; 
HAS'flN~, BURNABY B,C, 
VeO 3K7 (604)304-2623, 
(~04)294.4214. " " 
Act~ Ado Broke., dlq~eal 
tge~ Ior Aolfve BslM ~e.  
C,," Mr. Prloe (only), (M4)4~ 
le19. Da47s. . . . .  
DI,mHIml OPPOKrUHITIE8 
CUP NEWSPAPEfl ITEMa- 
$R.O0 Io I~.O0 ~1 '~Vwk" ad 
home -In kome 6m~lWdlo Iodsy. 
FREE DETAIl.S: CllR~lnm BO~, 
t150-1667 WAi t -  4th, 
Yorzoouver,B,O. Ved IM4, " 
inventory, ouxi cuolomor I~. For- 
mad Inlmduolion to  eras.unity. 
.Cd La=~ (eo4)?ee.~l~,, 
Im, wttlone, ldeu, T~nok~km. 
L4d ua he,  you wJbmatoindumw. 
_Company, ~¢~.17~, 1400..400 
MARKETING OPPORTUNI- 
I~g ~ ~l~noy or Indlvkluzl lo 
dl~db~e tachn~d pmduofe to 
dvll en~medno/eonetn~lion 
~.  Pdnm ~oxOo, Nmdmo, 
Kolowna, C~tlegar I . l l .  Carl 
~r I~.~mm~: (so4)~. 
8077, fix: (004)681-6837, 
_Sq~ T~nk 8erv~e In I00 Mile, 
tru~ks and mb4M equip. 
mona, Bob, 808-4878 (wee.), 
Patroon Tank 8ewloe, Box 81, 
100 M~ Hmm.B.O, VOK gEO. 
~'~ ~M ~. .~.  ~ 1 ~  
mtm ~ .  ~lrlol~ Ir)qu~tu 
~.  Ph~m (e~)~.~/  . 
8TART YOUR own ImsxatA~mmt 
I~elm.~, v~ mi les /No  
1040, Fee Ixo~ure: waoe 
Wodd Trade, o'o Odn, 6mall 
I 
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INVITATION TO TENDER 
. B,C.O.A,P.O. Branch 73 
wish to 
extend the kitchen 
i 
. ~  Prate ~ 
Mi~lSby 0|:~ 
Forssts 
at the HappyGang Centre, 
"Construction companioa Interested 
contact  F red  Berghauser  
635-6634.  Blueprints available. 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sailed lendois for itm fofowlng Free Growte 0 Survey 
Coubict will he received by the oub'let Manager. 
MlnlstsX. of FOrests, ~ Lake, 6.C. (604) 711-4211 
on the f011ow~ dale: 
Cobb'act FG 90tl09.01: Ioe~lkid Inthe Iskut Bum, 170 
kin, ec~lh of D~LSe Lake, 9.0, In the Casslat Forest for 
Fre# Growls 0Regeners!lm Survey on 1545 ha, more or 
kiss, An 0ffl~ ttewlng of tlls c~t~acl F or te subnntt. 
l~ e bid is maMato~/. VlewIN date lot this contract is
July 2e. 1990 at the basso Lake Oisbict Off'ice ~ol~ 
0830 to 1630 hours. Deadfines foe lece¢l of lenders i  
"August I, 1990 al 1530 hours, 
Tenders must he submltlsd ~ It~ form and in the 
e41~lope sL~10d, Wll~h wits potUcofsrs, may be 0e- 
t~ from the MInisW of Forests. Dease Lake, B.C. 
Fixed Tenders will not be a¢cepkid. 
The lowest or any offer will not necessarily be accept. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
The District of Stewart is now ac. 
ceptlng sealed fenders on the 
following equipmenf: 
Murphy Diesel Powered 186 KVA 
126 KW 3 Phase Generator 
Mounted on skids. Comes with 
muffler system end assorted 
spare pads and filters. 
All equipment is sold as Is. 
Apyone wishing to Inquire about the 
above equipment may do so by call. 
Ing Jim Ogilvle at 636.9123.  
Tenders to close on August 3, 
1990 at 4 p.m. The highest nor any 
bid not necessarily accepted. The 
successful tender shall have equip-. 
ment removed from the property 
within two weeks of date of sale. 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
The City of Terrace Is calling for pro- 
perils on the following project:. 
TI  Ipply 13,699 lined fell (34,240 llq. 
IL ) l f  SO S. staid mlb l  to the mf  of the 
City of Tonaco Put  W~kz eddbl 
klcatnd at 6003 Graham Avlnut, All ated 
n idn l ,  v ly  Ihning, ddiPlclp, and 
i .~ .  z l~ i i  by ll= ctty. AI tslm,, 
I I  fw pmbaskms and .m,  and 
sscnsssq inlchmy m I~ suppled by 
lira mccmM bidder. 
Speclflcellms and dslalls are available 
at the City of Terrace Public Works 
Building. Bids will be considered as a price 
per square based on the above amounts, 
Any inquiries should be addres.sed to: 
Brad North, Foreman, Buildlrlg 
Maintenance. 
Prlcos am to be sul~nltled In writing to 
the attention of: 
Stewart D. Chdslensen, 
Director of Englneedng, City of Terrace, 
3215 Eby Street, Termcn,'B,C. V8G 2X6. 
No later than: 3 p.m. on Friday, July 27, 
1990,_, 
The lowest or any bid will not 
cecessadly be accepted, 
City of Terrace 
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' CALLING FOR TENDERs I Hi 
dre~ below un~l 2:00 p,m. local time AUgUSt g. 
1990, ~ 
Ministry of Fomstl 
AttenUon: Contract Clerk . • . , , ~ ',.I C , 
p l ied~ndou loml i ted ln  the enve lope suppl ied.  • " .', -be{/:. t ': ;7 :;;:Box;247, S iT l/ .C. * :, 
lU'lyN° Tender .1  be considered which o~nl idnSqua l l l y ln ,  clauses, V 1 ~  " ' : " ~ :" "~ Ii!Ii:~'.':,7:i<?:;7' ' A. -~]~C , h '~ l~de7 " ~ P i  " . . . .  :: 
Tile lewe,t or 6rly Tender will riot r lecO--y  lie W E E K  n . J  counse l i i  .... .... [ l i  . . % , , / A  . .... =°'pl=' ' - ;;!7 ~'~:, Professio i / ~--~.," "" " " .j ;. ' ' 1 Grave CbVers * , ,  
Pi'ovince of "~ ,.. l Fu f le to l  Cremation \ Ddttsh Colombia Mtnlslry of - _ - -  9 "-,-..,,,~ Asnoc lo l lon  
Fofesl~; " " i 
CALLING FOR TENDERS, 
Seal~ lenders Ior the fotlowing Juvenile Spacing era. 
tract will be received by the Disblct Manager, Minlsby of 
Forests, General Oehver/, Desse Lake, 8.C., VOC 1LO 
(604.771.421 !) go the dates hown below. 
Contrsof: STDO R09.01, Isk~t burn Ior 31.8 ha more or 
less. Vlewioo f the site !s mandatory. A conducted trip 
Will leave tee B~age air sffip (150 km s~te of Dease 
Lake)at 1100 hO~rs on J,uiy 24. 1990. 
Deadline for receipt of Tenders is Auoust 1, 1990 at 
1530 hours 
Tenders must be submitted m the form and in Ibe 
envelope supplied, wh;¢h wlt~ parliculal~, may be oU. 
lalneO from the Mlnisby of Forests, Dease Lake. 
Fixed Tenders will not bo accepted. 
The lowest or any offer will not necessarily be acceplnd. 
23. Work Wanted 
NOTICE TO TENDER 
SANITARY LANDFILL CONTRACT 
Tender fo~s and specifications may be 
picked up at the Public Works Yard, 5003 
Graham Avenue between 7 a.m. and 3 
p,m., Monday to Friday. 
The City of Terrace will accept bids until 
July 27, 1990 at 3 plm. For further infor- 
mation contact D. Gare at 635.6311, 
local 228. 
The City of Terrace 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
The City oi Terrace Is calling 1or pro- 
)oasis on the foe/owing project: 
To |mci and Ibap a Baked roof ln lu 
system over the PUBLIC WORKS 
DUILOINS AT 8003 GRAHAM AVENUE in 
Tenace. AH tnlssu and lumber am sup 
pkd by the city. All bbeur, faltenm, and 
necessity machbmly tO be SUpplll by 
thl lU¢Clllhd biddsr. 
Specifications and details are available 
at the city of Terrace Public Works 
Building. Bids will be considered only as a 
total for th0 Job as specified. 
Any Inquldes should be address~l to: 
Brad North, Foreman, Bui lding 
Maintenance. 
Prices are to be submitted In wdtlng to 
the attention of: 
Stewart D. Christensen, 
Director of En01needng, City of Terrace, 
3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. VOG 2X6, 
No later than: 3 p,m, on Friday, July 27, 
1990. 
The lowest or any bid will not 
necessarily be accepted, 
City of Terrace 
I i "~' 
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NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPNP,8 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION-- GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - -  BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
-__ , ~ I~__.~ . .  
K-"~-'"~ I --~; ..... ~ J IM NEID 
t ~  | 4 / (604) 635" 3478 
3 J~ i  I / / I ~ 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
~~. . . . . _ _~ i - - "  TERRACE. B.C. V0G 3Y8  
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL.  
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.,. Terrace 
D/rectors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
Bronze ptaques ;A  ,,Io..~ente 24 HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kltimat, Smitbers 
& Pdnce Rupert 635"2444 ,u.~ ~.  
SPRING CLEANING ' 
SPECIALS 
*39 95= PENNY i MOlitt 
We'll clean two rooms & hall Carl me for upholstery 
"ANY SIZE"  speclalel 
Offer ends July 31~ 1990 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
D  ANE 
FUN LHOME 
Box 247, 'Sm~h~l's'~. B C. • 847-2441 
• Director A]Ja~,,cl~.~i~e~ , r~ 
Professional counsellhi~ /' ,~';  c"~ I /~  
Memodaimarkers ~. . ... # )( '",. LL& 
Grave covers ~" ,~'~\ ~ r l r~  
Cremation 9"~ "',..,.,,~ ,oeto.oFuner°'-n 
let's Silk 
..... _ • Marine rsdlou 
~. \:'~ ,, '. -:Mountaln toprepeaters 
• <. • Satellite Sales:& Sardco . . . . . . .  
• "l i '='AN=l!~ ~-;r" 
Northland ,.soua ~, ,~.  
/ /" . :  Communications 638"0261' 
I I I 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
NOW AVAILABLE 
= Concrete Blocks = Sand & Gravel 
• Screened Top ,Soil 
= Surplus 2x4 lumber (any length) 
16. per linear foot 
3751 01d Lakelse Lake Ddve 638-8477 
, F 
Summit G/ass 
8 Service Ltd. 
..... ' ALL'TYPES OF GLASS . 
:;~store F rd~ts :  : " ........ ...... " ~ ICBCClaims 
COMPETITIVE PRICING 
Serving Bums Lake to I~ffillat 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-4464 
Hazelton, B.C. 
1 ~  TERRACE LTD. ' I 
IL v , -w~ ~ ] 4--4"~ ~  :1 
! - ~ "  TERRACE, B.c. vs~ 1K5 I 
PH. 638-1166 
Auto Glass ,,, Windshields 
Specialists ,,, Glass Medic Repairs 
,,- I.C.B.C. c laims 
River's Edge Contracting 
#112-4619 Lazelle Ave., 
, .. Terrace 
• phone 635-6309 
• . 
i reasonable rates -- hourly "or contract 
I specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, 
I 6"  & 8" bits, snowclearing 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting ' 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 mln Passports Limited Edttlon Pints 
Dry Mounting LamlnaOng 
T m m  
Terrace Electric and Heating 
"-~,.-Class "A" Electrical Contractor 
' ~ J.S. PN.AHICKY i i *i 
' ' < Phone:  638-8406 - Fax:638-8407: 
• : i 4~8 Lombly  Avenue,  Ter race ,  B.C. V8G 4N5 
(~4) e.~2eel 
TWIN RIVER ELECI"RIC 
& HF.A1111~ LTD. 
C OLD LAKELSE LAKE RD., 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 3Vl 
I~.~) ass-sos4 
FAX (604) 835-3279 
• 24Hour Alarm Monitoring 
• Bonded Fully Ucenced & Uniformed Secudty Personnel 
• Department Store Surveillance 
• Burglar & Rre Alarm Systems 
• Closed Circuit T.V. Systems, Residential Intercoms 
~B:C. 
) workers .  ~;, 
' , ~ 
available to advertise 
~ ' your business or service centrel 
i ~ i , Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
SERVING THE 11RRACI ARru~, '~ ', 
SAVE; 
- -SYSTEMS L TD~ 
!I ''~ ~ ; / i ' . ' , '  ~ " ~ . . . .  r ' - '~ ,  
3111BLAKEBURNST, TERRACE, B.C. ~(~i  ~ I 
• ;: : * . . . .  r ~:' ' ' ,  ,, i,,, i i , ,  II 
t, 
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What,s Up 
BEAUTIFICATION contest. 
The Terrace Beautification 
Sodety will once again be 
holding their beautification 
contest. There will be three 
clasiflcatinns: Residential, 
commercial and industrial. En- 
try forms are available at: the 
Co-op Garden Centre, Uplands 
Nursery, Skeena Broadcasters, 
The Terrace Revlew and The 
Terrace Standard. Entries close 
Saturday 28, July. The'wlnner 
in each category will receive a 
commemorative plaque. For 
more information contact: 
Geoge Clark 635.2281 day or 
Betty Campbell 63~-5221.8 
HERITAGE PARK is open to 
the pubfic for tours Wednesday 
to Sunday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. For information regar- 
ding tours, weddings, family 
portraits phone Heritage Park 
at 635-4546 or 635-2508 
/ r / r ***  
TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
There will be a horseshoe train- 
•ng program for anyone who 
• would like to play. Come out 
Wed. evening or Sunday after- 
noon. It is fun and good par- 
ticipation. For more informa- 
tion call 635-2856 
** / r / r *  
THE OVEREATERS ANON- 
YMOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Women's  
Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Ph. 635-6510 or 638-0664 
for more in format ion.  
Newcomers welcome. 
/r * / r / r *  
THE KINET'I~ CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about the 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gall at 635-9253. 
** / r / r *  
KERMODE'S Alcohol & Drag 
program will be closing the 
following groups for the sum- 
mer: Women's group, men's 
group, grieving group, teen 
group, teen review (teen page) 
Wed. nits videos & group. All 
will commence again on Sept. 
12/90. Counselling is still 
available. Benita Chapdelaine 
A&D counsellor 
/ r * / r **  
"KITIMAT" & TERRACE 
Blind & Visually impaired per- 
sons. We have a white cane 
club in Terrace. When in town 
come and have coffee with us. 
We would be happy to welcome 
you. Located at Women's 
Resource Centre 4542 Park 
Ave. Thursday, 1:30 p.m. lnfo. 
contact Phyllis 638-0412 or 
Felix 638-1285, 
/ r ****  
CCB/TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT WHITE CANE 
CLUB needs volunteers to 
assist he blind and visually im- 
paired with crafts and recrea. 
tions (bowling etc.) ALso need. 
ed drivers to take members in 
and around town. We 'would 
really appreciate it. Please cow 
tact Felix 638-1285 or Phyllis 
638-0412. 
** / r * / r  
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Child Health Clinics" Im- 
munization Clinics Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m.-noon and I-4 p.m. 
Weighing and measuring 
children, no lifting necessary. 
For more info. phone the 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. 
* / r / r * / r  
ANYONE INTERESTED in 
joining a support group for 
step and blended families, call 
Lee at 635-9055. 
/ r / r / r **  
.... ; . . . .  , -,-. :-, :,~-, -;-. -~ 
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Frequent donor 
BLOOD DONOR Richard McDaniel gave his 73rd pint of blood at 
the Red Cross Blood Donor clinic held last week at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary School. 
I 
TI :RRACE 
~JZV,~',,M~'b w~ uuN' l  APPI~ECIA[E WHAT WE HAVE HERE IN 
TERRACE,,, UNTIL WE SEE IT THROUGH THE EYES OF OUR 
VISITORS, THE MAJESTY OF THE MOUNTAINS. THE BEAUTIFUL 
RIVERS, THE WARM WELCOME OF THE CITIZENS, ED HALL, 
AUTOBODY REPAIRMAN AT NORM'S AUTO REFINISHING; LEFT" 
TERRACE AFTER LIVING HERE FOR 18 YEARS, AFTER 5 YEARS tN 
ONTARIO. ED IS GLAD TO BE "HOME".,,ENJOYINGHIS SAIL- 
BOAT ON LAKELSE LAKE AND THE EASYACCESS TO NATURE! 
ED KNOWS HOW MUCH OUR VISITORS APPRECIATE WHAT 
WE HAVE HERE. .~ -"  . " -~,-  
• r_,~'fw m-  Ir~elE[]-'FA1~l|tU~,lrelf~[®]~lml-p:rLdm__ .~- - - - -  ~ . . . . _  
WITH ASSISTANCE FROM THE CITY OF TERRACE 
a: 
" t  ¸.  
71 
.,. -The Dr,R.E.M. Lee Foun- ." The money will 8o~tow~ds 
dation's efforts to p~ovide. ! the :pttf~:hase ;'bf~tt~i~/~n~ll~ti~r; *. 
• new ~luipment" f0~':~" Mills 'i ! for the lhtensive/c~.eu~t. 
Memorial ~ hospztal Sot .. a :, ...: to replace an.aging piece 
healthy boost ilast Week with.-,,Of equipment (and)impr0v-: 
a'$25,207 d0nation fr0mthe.. ~-ing the leVel,of Care'~d.!p~. 
~Tuberculosis 'land Chest , tient comf0rt:,"':,said ~ a 
Disabled ,Veterans associa.. ;*~hospital,spokesman. -.., . 
I I I 
~i.' 
Tilden Rent 'A  Car 
Speedy Printers 
Swlfty Muffler 
Cole Petroleum 
Tilflcum Lodge 
Alpine House Motel 
• Bert's Dell. 
• THWEST NOR i 
FASTBALL  
TOURNAMENT " 
SUCCESSFUL  
Twin RiverElectric - 
Shan Yen. Restaurant 
Westpolnt Rentals 
Off Road Specialties 
• Terrace Interiors 
Terrace Travel 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
Wsstem Equipment 
Wilkinson, Business 
Machines . 
Flsh Tales Tackle Shop 
Llndaay's Cartage and 
Storage. r " + 
Cheers Restaurant 
Skeena Hotel Pub 
~i r iiii~ • ~ ~iiii The Northern Motor Inn Stealers ladies fastball team and 
ofeXtendthe followingtheir ratltudebusiness,:for the generous support and donations i,, 
Westend Chevron Don Diego's Restaurant ' • 
Kalum Kabs Kaman Industrial Tech. '~' ~::', 
All West Trading' Ltd. Cedars Motel '~ ~r 'F ~:~ F " 
Terrace Equipment McEwan Motors ~,-,;"-, : 
The Terrace Inn Ev's Mens Wear , ,,;,,,~ i~, 
River Industries Video Stop 
Spotless Cleaners First Choice Travel ; ~ " 
Dave's Plumbing Terrace Totem Ford Sales :; / 
Kermodel Trading . YIp Chl. Restaurant Central Flqwers 
Gemma's.Bath Boutique SKB;AUt0Salvage ,T.,aYlor"Ray" , * 
Images-Professional " Rainbow Inn -' ' B~,town FrleghUIner . . . . .  
Esthetic Services .. B.G."O'Boyle Ltd. - , / i~  Changes by Bev. .  : ,  , , . , 
Able Electric ...... : 
: ; ::! : :  . Azorcan Auto Body . . . . .  Wild Duck Motel Skeelia'C()llulose '" . . . .  Coxford Construction . Molson Canadian - . 
Motorways AlJweSt Glass 
Totem Fumltura CMO Carpets, , ~,,:~:, ..... ~:¢ 
Caleo Computers - Terrace Co-op ~, 
Tymoschuk Agencies Kermodei Physiotherapy 
Moonlighter Custom Clinic 
Canada Employment Staff Williams Moving &,Storage. ~ ~' 
New Alyansh Co-op Riverside Auto Wrecking. . -  
Farwest Fuels Cedarland Tire 
Mantlque Fashions Sight & Sound . 
Sessions Tanning Salon Wayside Grocery 
Skeena Sawmills Rlchard's Cleaners 
Your Decor Pizza Hut 
Adams' Grocery. `  Skeena Concrete ~,~ 
New Aiyansh Rhino Unings , 
Bell Pole Co. Farce Contracting 
Suppor t  f rom the area business' is what makes organizations like -~. 
ourselves possible and also contributes to the making of a stronger com- 
munity. 
, THANK-YOU 
~w . . . . . . . . . .  1 . w . .  m w , ~  7 ~ .  . 
HAV'ANAISE  
SALAD 
Lettuce, shrimp, 
asparagus heads, 
and mayonnaise thinned 
with cucumber puree. 
SIRLOIN STEAK • FRENCH 
FORISTIERE GOLDEN 
Select prime choice CHICKEN 
eldoln broiled to your A lean breast of chicken 
/eft to mar hate over- 
preference, gdmlahed n ght. In our secret 
with sauteed mush- recipe, then charbroiled 
rome, served with till deliciously tender 
broccoli au beurre end and Juicy. Served with 
baked potato, green beans Almandlne 
• n~r l  k .b^, , I  . . , . t -  
" ,  4 ~ ¸ 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you walt, so relax end enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at Its best in our 
elegant newdlnlng room. 
"i~:Reaervatl0ns Recommended 
• SUmmer Houm Starting July :10 
Men. - Sat. 6 pm - 11 pm 
8undsy 5 pm - 10 pm ~. 
; rl • ,; 
MOUNT LAYTON. 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORTLTD 4 .  
798,2214 
, " ' ' , .  ' , i,', " ;  . . . . . .  I : "  4 I 
t 
• .,.dr p . . , ; ,  
I=ORD RANGER L 
10.9% APPROVED fiNANCING I 
on '750. ,cAsH BACK | 
FESTIVAIESCORT 
(1990) 
10.9% APPROVED RNANCING 
11% RCL Rates 
TEMPO/TOPAZ 
: (through Sept. 4) 
10.9% APPROVED FINANCING 
OR *750. •CASH BACK 
. • 11%RCLRates  
PROBE . -  10.9% Financing or $750 Cash Back - -  11% RCL Rates 
MUSTANG . -  10.9% Financing--. 11% RCL Rates 
TAURUS ... SABLE ..-. 10.0% Financing • 11% RCL Rates 
T-BIRD --. COUGAR - - lO .g  % ~ Flnen clng -.- 11% RCL Rates , 
AEROsTAR - .  10.0 % Financing - -  ! 1% RCL Rates ~ ~ 
F-SERIES -- 10.9% Financing or$1,000 Cosh Back - (except Super- 
cab} 11% RI2t  IS-o;-- . ' i " ,  ; ~ ~ ..... ~,~* ~ ,~., .... 
' i . . . .  : ' -  :: 1 ¸I 
• L 
